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NATIONAL. gkSSOCIA14.0N FOR
GIRLSANU WOMEN IN SPORT

o

The National Assoehition for (;t:1, and liVornert in Sport is_a non-

prirqs, iirgamtation .des.,tned to sere the needs of par.

tt..tpants. .1elider and adnumstrators in sports
proerana, tor ems and Womeia It is one id assoiAations ot the

kme... t-r, ilth. Plo.:, al I -docation, and Recreation.

PURPOSE

I rzt.' ot. it.. Nat,otiat .1-soi.i.ition tor Girls and Women ins
Spirt iti t. ster ',forts programs tor the
enri, tim,nt ot. the'vartteipant

BELIEFSv
believes° I h t4 W omen in Sport

that
Srfrt'lre an Int.'eral part 01 the culture ui which we use

prrt are a part .1t the total educational e\pr:rieme of

Ilie part... want w her-. ,,)6i.hacted iii educational institutions
inArns.tion and participation m sports appropra-

at.. to het skill ic.c. should he in the eperierh.e ot every
eirt. °

Sport, sktalh, sports partk.apation are aluable social and
res,reation.il tit' used hi cnnoli the Ilse', of women in
our

iiitiptftita.n -ooperation niai .Irnionstrated in all sports

pr,.2rArtIN
it the ..cipipoltRin and

,4!"1 dC1!:',":" trf 11,01 ut the

'An understandiri.t ot the relationship betWeen Lompetjtion and
ooperithon -.and trie W111/.111..41 opt hoth wathin the itecepted

irarnevi nt., (it our one tit the ,IC\Irahle outcomes ot sports

participation
Ph!..tial dciitiitt 1., important in the mamtenanee of the general

.hearth ot the participant
Pertielpati,m In spirts eontrihutes tit tn.. doelopment of self-

ontidahe and hi the 'estabilstment ot desirable interpersonal

FUNCTIONS

la \J!o 41.1i \Y",,,:.,01):1 :0( and Women in Sport promotes
'desnahle sports proerams ttir.weh

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN.SPORT

4



1. Formulating and publi.iiing guiding principles and standards
for the administrate r. leader, offiLial, and player.

3. Puhlishipg, and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and
womerr .

. .
t

3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating
offmals.

4. _DissTmin.iting-, information on the conduct of girls and
women's spOrts. .

.5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating.research in the field
of girls anduvt.rmen's sports. . .

6. 'Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate policies ,ankiqult.ss that affect the

6 is Iconduct of women's sports.
7. Providing opportunities for the developtnent. of leadership

among girls and women for the conduct of their sports
progrdms.

'73

.44
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v.

STANDARDS 11VSPGRTS FOR GIRLS AND Wb.MEN

Standards in sports activities for gals and IA innen.should be b;ased .
upon the folILAcing- . ".

J. Sports,activi,r,Aes fiyi. girls .and women shOirld be taughtc,coach 'cl,
and oft?,.latCd by qualified women -whenever and wherever''
possi..e . .

2 Programs should provide every girl with a widC.F. variety of
atpetties. ...- .

.3. The results of scompetitiOn shpuld he todgeil in terms of Henefits:-
to the ['urn( wants rather than by the winning of championships
ur the .ghletic or commercial advantage to Schools or.vganira-

"
:o.b

tions .. 0
, i

. ,

Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful super.ision of the health of all players'muSt.be.provided
.

,
.

1 An examination by a quilified phy,o.,..i..tit
.

-

2. Written .verinissian by a qualifted pfistfe-r serious illness or
aFtury

-
3 Removal .ofi..piay.ers.. when- they. --are -imured or overfatigued

,how signs of emotional instability
4 A healthful, sate. and sanitary environment for sports activity

Limitatinn (it .ompetition to a geographical area which
:permit players to return at 'reasonable hours; provision of safe. s,
transportatucti

General Policies
.

.

,J Select the inernbers of 'all learns -so that they play against those of -0
-approxiiriately the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the .sched1,14 of games and practices so as not to. plaee
demands- on the team or player which would jeopardize the-.. educational objectiVes of, the cbmprehens'ivd sports. program.

3. -Disc outage any .girl from practicing, with, or. playing with, a team
for more than one group while competing in that sport during the
same sport season.

4. Promote social events in connection 'with -all forms of compe-
tition.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND .SERVICE

All requests for 'information about services should be addressed
to: Executive Se,i2retary, National Association for Girls and Women'
in Sport (NAGWS), AAIJP.ER, 1201 16th S.treet,..N,W.,-Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036:
STANDARDS 110-S,PORT,S FDR.GIRLS -AND WOMEN I 0 7



NATIONAL COACHES COUNCI1
.1...! °

. i.
The National I, oadles Council was-lormed by theNAGWS to:

, .,..
. . ..

(1) proVidt. a ehannel a girecc Lommunication airiong.tioaches

i
It,all educational levels a'

trends
(3) keep members informed of current a)a...'Aing ti.ichniques and.-

t4) .sponsor climes and conterenc,Lis,in ip6rt's and comhing skills
(5). provide input from coac4es looUSCSC sports.- 6runiittees "-:

th) prOmote coopec..!tive 'efforts .witt other `sports-cernterecl
and representative assen*ly.. .

tive sports pr8grains for gka..s.end women

. . .

( ) as,skt in. the fornhalation and dissemination of guiding
prin...3ples, standards and pqlidd's.fo?.condtic_ting competi-

.. organiations - - . _'

.
(7) proOde. a united body for p4sitive pOlitioal actileit.,1 4,

..q .. realm riCgirls' and women s attile't , 5Z!' 4A ..
. '' 1 ,-..N :. ., (.! --

;;.,,,.:4,- - - .,..
4. v

,,,,ALtitcemies for 1 I spdrts. have been- establi:Thed.. ("Nfo.te ,the 1
., apriltAtion blank for sPeeitn: listings.) Meiribershin in eachAeodemy

is eflen to any Lofeh of girls or,worlien's 7.Spofts or 4py-rffteivsted
.,- --t pe:Eson. Anninl.. dues for Ai-VIPER members ore 510.00 per- 4._ Acade.ri*. Non-A.MIPER members pay $20.00 annually for mem-

bership in .one .sport, Academy and S1.0.00 for each. additional
Acadeiny Incrobc..:,iiip desired. The SlIcT.Q(,) non-ine.mbership fee-may
be applied at.any'tinie toward A.-IIIPER membership.. 4:

.? . 1' ' .
Get iiwolvs.:I . .. JOIN NOW. 1 ....A . d ."

; ' .,,4 , to. ''? ,
r . ., 9 z' -.- r ...4 -1:.:-

9
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'EDIMIAL COMMENT

The importance ()I youthful competitive archers is brought to
mind as our attention becomes focused on the 1976 Olympics. Our
-concern as archery teachers, coaches and recreation JeaderS is
in-volve maily -persons in this challenging sport; and of course the
best place. to initiate an interest in archery is in our schools, colleges,
camps. and recreation programs. !Many of the youth who have been
introduced to archery will 'continue with- a recreational or competi-.
tive interest in the sport. It is important to provide an interscholas-
tic, intercollegiate and recreational competitive program for out%
youth, thus.enabling each archer to enhance skills and abilities.

The archery section of this Guide begins with readings on
interscholastic, ;intercollegiate ..and 'Olympic archery. Further
materials are provided in the area of the teaching and coaching' of
archery. It is hoped that the selected articles will be.of assistance and
interest to all persons involved:in proMoting the sport of archery.

A special thanks i, extended to all Archery Guide committee
members, authors, and to the NAGWS Guide Coordinator, Helen
Knieritn. ,Good luck to Susan Hicks as she and her - committee
undertake the planning for the 1978-80 Archery Guide:

14

Judy Jenkins .'
Chairperson, 1974-76

'NAGWS ARCHERY -GOLF' GUIDE_



Interscholastic Archery
The Challenge and the Growth

11.WILSON
. .

Luba Wilson received the B.S. degree from Syracuse University

and has- completed graduate .vrork at several other New York

univcrtittev. She is vice-president .of the National Arehery
..issf.,ciatUm, and codirector of Teela Wooket Archery, Camp.

Lura is an instructor .trainer for the NAA Instructor's Course

and is a inemher of the Life Time Sports flail of Fame. She has

coached- .the Greene Central School archers, Greene, New
York, and now has retired after'27 years of teaching physical

education.

Archery, a parhcipasnt's -sport, is a very real challenge to the high

school teacher. Unfortunately,,. publicity for the sport is hard to_
achieve because it is so individual and so personal. it is difficult to

televr e, action is limited, the goal which Is the target is'90 or 70
meters away and few eyes can see where the -arrow lands. All of
these thinks fend to cause sportscasters to shy away from coverage.

The media dpi not sell archery; hence, to .promote archery as a part

of a physical education program takes a real salesman and one who

recognizes that the physical and achievement values are great enough

to make the program worthwhile.
Few sports are dominated so completely by Americans in

international competition as is archery. For the last.20 years the

-United States has placed at least four shooters in-the top ranks in the

World Championships. In 1972, both. the men's and women's Gild

Medalists in the Olympics were Americansthey received,almost 10

seconds. of television coverage! Both the men's and women's World:_

Records are held by Americans. At any international competitionit

is the' American technical know-how that the rest of the.world seeks

to copy. American made tackle is the envy of every country in the

world. Four .3"f the six members from the United States Team at the-
International tournament held in Switzerland in June 1976 were 18,

years Old or younger, two girls and two fellows. Only oneof them
came from a high school archery program and she holds one of -the

world records! The other three begged all through high school for an

archery program with *which they would help, and they wde denied.

From the information available at. the present timeof those people

. who have recorded the highest F1TA Round scores in qualifying to

try out for the Olympic Team in 1976 and froth the nuinber,of high

piTERSCH9LASTIC ARCHEI4Y - 15



scores shot by Intermediates (ages 15-17) at the National Tourna-
ment at Miami University in August 1976( where there were 91
shooters 17 years of age .and younger of 310 shooters), it-is Very easy
to predict that at least one third of the OlyMpic Team will be of
high school age.

High school teachers, here is the challenge; You should be
credited with starting these archers on their way to the top! You

,-shoulsite the salesman; the promoter, theinstigator, the teacher, the
coach and the ifiend of all these archers! There should not have been
just two high school coaches from the opposite sides of the
U.S.ArizOna ant Nevi Yorkwho were on the lines at the National
with their teams!

What fs actually;happening in interscholastic archery? Many
.,

exciting and interesting things that can be most helpful.
Inexpensive Quality Equipment

First,' the manufacturers of archery equipment have finally
recogrnted the wide open field for sales at-the high schdol level. Oneof the largest archery manufacturers has produced a line of
equipment that is high quality, at a reasonable price for schools. This.
equipment may either be purchased or leased on a three year
contract and at the end of that time the equipment belongs to the

'! school. ThiS equipment is even shipped in a storage cabinet on
wheels which make the whole cabinet of supplies transportable.
Twelve bows -- laminated, take-down, recurves'no lessarrows (fiber-
glass), arm guards, finger tabs, quivers, extra bow strings and all the
other necessary items! What a boon this is to the .high school
program. Another company makes transports for targets which may
be used as target standS. Prices for this equipment are much better if
orders are placed directly with the company than through a dealer.

-Instructor's Courset
Second, the National Archery Association has recognized the

need 'for properly qualified teachers to present archery. in high"
schbol and college, so they set up Instructor's Courses - throughout
the United States similar to those given .by. the American Red Cross
in SwimMing, First Aid and Life Saving. Two of these courses are
off&-ed on the West Coast, three in Mid America, and four in the
East. These are 9- or 10-day courses offered in June, July and
August and the fee is nominal. For information write the National
Archery Association, 1951 Geraldson Drive, Lancaster, Pa. 17601.

-
Junior Olympic Archery.Deyelopment Program

Third, under the' auspices of the U.S". Olympic Committee, a,
JUnior Olympic Arcliery Development (JOAD) prOgram h4been set..
;s
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up Wh:..11, 0,11:a!, schools.'This PNIgrdIti is art ddileVentent.
;.?1,4V.r: tremendouly in the last eight

y cals. Two member-, tit the' 11.5. Inteinational 1 earn this. year
learned archery through the 10:\ D. Over 5,00tfarchets- under the age

of I s years are insc7Ived in the program and local, state. regional and
evert National I ournaments are .hcld. I-htormation is available troin
George Ileiwig, n'l Last Galbcairli Road, Cincinnati, 011,45216.-

Opportunities for Competition

Fourth- trr..un har'was originally ,,s1tort. two -week high school

archery projram ti)1" pal" has grown a nlil*:11 stronger coed class
program and an expanded intramural and varStly'program. Regional
and sectional. -tournanients----ate..,coudo,ted howc anti, an occasional
state 'sponsor' a state---highs-c---iicrojtourrrathent; The --state--lew-1
competition is being planned in several states. -Mail tournaments on
the national level have long. been in 'existence but the number of
hoys -teams and mixed teams has more than doubled in the last 10

Orris tea tili still dominate as more women will take. time to ,

tea.,1i archery than Men...Perhaps the women have the "tiger by. the'
ta:!' In archery most of the collegecoaches are women. ,

1Lre sontetood for thought and may it be a challenge!
ha, more archers th:in any state in the U.S., yet only

high ich:ols entered the National Mail 'Tournament....
s,hools are .not:permitfed enter any competition.

oat of state, ei,en mail 'tournament, arid yet they have a
41.411der high school tournament with 200
archers, _

3. California has had the largest. increase in the number of liigh
schools competuraIn the National Slail Tournament.

4. New York leads the nation in/ the number of high school's
competimt in the National Mail TOurnament.

5. Only eight states competed in this tOurnament last yearwhere
ages the reit ? ,

o, At least five -high school Ieagu6 in NeW York State had a Varsity
archery progtam last year where the teams competed once or
twice a week against other schools in the league. Also, there were
two regional tournaments. .1--
Over 70 percent of the of 'the teams wliocoMpeted in the

National Mail ,Pournartient,-/weie irtaduates of the NAA Instruc-
tor's Course or had such stn instructor in either high school .or,,t?

college. ,

Only 18 of the 9,1 'competitors in the Intermedia0- and limior
Divisions at the Natiou01Tournamenf were from high schools
with arclipLy programs :.

INTERSCHOLASTIC ARCHERY._ 1-8.
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College. Division of the National Archery
Assodiatton

MARGARET L. KLANN

a'i 11\1 of phvsical education'
riti.er,-;1.. Tempt.. She wasilt, Itrst proghtm

1)14,1NU,P! of the ,Vational Archery
the ha, c!ac1e.4.1` tire ,lrizima State University

afrid :Ire Iwo' teams arid was twice nominated
et,ach, .Situ s a.mt.mber )f the iV,fil

(;,gverP.,', and th, Olympic Archery Sport ..
ottittitlic. Site L. 7:..; a target archcri- hoJk publis*hedttnd

It' 4-,,r the finpctitivc tar;ct -,.treher, ieddi' too
t,, ;

,

In .1t5:5 collegiate araery in the' United Stairs was close to being
evainct: DGNVS (now NAGWS) and the National Archery% Association
.eah ran' an annual postal meet and that was the extent of the
competition. N daring niLlividuals decided to see what could he
done to'crcate interest..0 Artiontr State University at Tempe led the
way in those early ve'ars with San B.ernardino Valley College

akt i-eing a major contributor.
A dual meet rn these two colleges was held in 1955 in San

Bernardino. and .Lortaine Pszczola archery coach at San Bernardino.
Valley, College,. also invited other nearby colleges to participate in
fhb. new idea 01 a shoulder-to shoulder intercollegiate meet: Asia
result of the -enjoyable experience that day,. an idea was.horn--"7et's-
en,ourage 'shorilder-to-shoulder ar,;;Iiery competition in colleges all
over the United States."

the two college Instructors. Lorraine Pszczola and the author,
tIver iclet and wade decisions about directions their

sellouts would need to take to licit more colleges'thvolved. The next
i'r,,each hosted several very small meets On their own campus and:-

then, got together again at San Bernarjtino for a "big" Spring meet .
his became an annual pat tern until L90,3 'when Arizona"Statt

University conceived the idea hosting a Southwestern Regional
Intercollegiate Meet. Neva la. New Nlexi.o., California and Arizona
colleges were irwitedbur trinan&ial problems and school travel rules
kept most of tI'e California .(!lillelies away, and interest wins
among Nevada and New M.,xico colleges. Tifere were 24 contestants .'
f 17 women, 7 men, tr in. two California schoolsand four Arizona
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ollege-s in that lust Southwest Regional intercollegiate-Meet, Fred
Ricks. Son 1ernando Colltto and Carol Hopkins, Arizona
State University, became the lost t:hamptons. .Nri`zona State Univer-
sity hosted the annual SW Intercollegiate until 1969 i.when San
Bernardino Valley College felt ready to take it over. Since 1969 it
has rotated around-the Stint hiestern region.

Beginnings of the N AA College Division:

In -19otp, Arizona State 'University asked for and received
permi.mon trt WI the National Archtry Assocoation to host a United.
States Intercollegiate Championship for both. men and women. At
the same- meeting the NAA gave approval to the tentative written

which had been projected for the organization of a college
within the NAA. A College COMmittee was _appointed which

citusisted ot Lucille Schneider, Drexel. University, -Philadelphia and
the author. Lucille Schneider took over the NAA Intercollegiate
Postal Meet, and the author worked on launching the proposed
college division. Collegiate artillery coaches 'then volunteered for
committee and regiona -positions and the college division was
suddenly alLve and .functioning! The NAA recognition of the
Intercollegiate arche-y program acted as a catalyst;and the intercol-
legiate program was organized very informally on a national level,
with of the work being done by correspondence.

he purposes tit this collegiate group were, and still ate:
1. To help oio;ThAe collegiate target archery instructional pro-

grams,
To provide more competitive opportunities for all levels of

. skill among men and women collegiate archers.
To establish and rotate a United States Intercollegiate Archery
Championship for men and women.

4. r 0 establish and rotate 10 regional and 50 state intercollegiate-
'archery- championship meets for. men and women.
To better prepare collegiate archers in the United States for
international competition.
To 'assist archers and coaches in learning how to conduct target
archery tournainents.

7, to establish ciod 'control the selection of annual All-American
archery' teams'itir tv-ti and women.
To. establish -ehaiinels of communication and action between
the NAA 'and persons who represent the College Division,:

Since-1 967 Mien Lois Ruby, Michigan State University, and John
Culver. -.Fresno, staite. University (California), 'became the first
champions. the College Division- has conducted an annual' United
States . Intercollegiate Chanipionship Tournament' for . men and

women. Men's, women's and 'mixed team championships Were added

COLLEGE DIVISION OF THE NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION 19
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in 1969. The first five championship meet;; were .held in the
Stfuthw.est, three were. at Arizona State University and two at Sari
Bernardino Valley College. meet at Last Stroudsburg. State

' College (Pa.) gave collegiate archery a boost in the Eastern part of
the United States and the 1974 meet at Stetson University, DeLand,..
Florida, was the biggest ever. Thitty-nine colleges from 15 states
entered 100 men and 72 women;_ there were 22 men's teams, -14-
women's teams and 14 mixed teams. The 1975 meet was held at -
Cerritos College, Norwalk, California, and the champions were:

Men: Don Rabska San Bernardino Valley-College, C'a.
Women: Debbie Green Riverside City - College, Ca.
Men's Team: San Bernardino Valley-College; Ca.
.Women' Team: Arizona State University
Mixed Team: East Stroudsburg State College, Pa:
The first ,A11-American archery teams were selected in July 1 969

and each year since then a fulheam of six men and six women have
been named. In recent years; the number of qualified nominees has
become so large that an Alternate Team has -also been named.- The
1075 rosters with archers being listed alphabetically, were:

Men's All American Archery Team
1. Glenn Daily. East Stroudsburg State College; Pa.
2. Joel Lecker East Stroudsburg State College, Pa.
.3. Don Rahska . San Bernardino Valley College, Ca.
4. Gary Riley San..Bernardino Valley College, Ca.
S. 'John Smith .San Bernardino Valley College, Ca.,
6. Richard Stonebraker. PeVsylvania State University

Men's Alternate Team
I. Charles Eby Ohio State University.
2. Rand Green -- San Bernardino*Valley College; 'Ca.
3. Robert Joyce Atlantic Community College, N.J.
4. Scott Page Palomar College,- Ca.
5. Peter a. Privateer University of Florida :

6. Raymond N. Stone Madison College, Va.

Women's All American Archery Team
1. Debbie Green Riverside -.City College, Ca.
2. Deborah Ann Hammer Sari Bernardin.o Valley College, C
3. Janet Kemmerer -- East Stroudsbing
4, Euann Ryon Riverside City. College, Ca.
5. Jean Stephenson . ArizonaState 'University
6. Wendy Vance Arizc5na State .University.

Women's Alternate Team
1. Jane Burkheimer Mt. San Antonio College, Ca..
2. AnnKilby.. Oniversityof.Arizona
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. ;. Bonnie I indsley Citrus College, Ca.
4. tkeii.,iy \L Ivan .riiiitia State University

!)tone .tt.«,;,.44.1....k11...ac. niveiNity, .

6, Shen L. I orreme Arizona Mate University

The NIA officially 'adopted the .collegiate group in 1972 when it
recognized rt asits College Division, approved. its operating Policies
and Proe,iures and gave It Junited"financial backing. The NAA-CD..
manits:rship in I q" %NJ, 22- colleges, and by January I. 1')7S, it had
,limbed to

Beginning in 197c, .colleges wanting. to enter the United States
Intercollegiate :archery (liampionships had tirst to qualify intheir
Mate or regional 'meas. Phis step became necessary because the
tournament became so large.that none of the colleges felt they could'

It wa!, dii6 felt that the One" should find only the most
highly skilled archers entered.

Initiatingan NAA College Division
But, one asks, How do 1 get involved in the program of the

College_Division of the NA \ ?''
1. Write to the Program Director, Miss Lorraine Pszezola, San

' .Valley; College.. San Bernardino, CA 92403 and ask for
the names'Of cvii.ur state and i.:gi6nalin.tercollegiate directors. These
direL'iors can tell, von wtio Abe nearby CD qembers are 'and what
meets are scheduled in your area.

2. join the College Division. This- puts your college on the
mailing list tor .a RANI r "CD Newsletter" and it' brings your
college a year's subscription to .1rehery World magazine, the official

t i on of the N AA.
-Your college will receive a copy in Iffe. Volhaes triid-Proraluits of

Rie College Division which will tell you how the CD is organized grid
how it operates. It makes yout collegiate archers eligible for
.A11-American honors and it assures them that they will have the
oppvitunty to qualify to go" to the clnited.States Intercollegiate
Championships.. It puts instructors and coaches in touch with a

.
group of men and women who care tribughl about archers and
archery that they. are willing to. work to provide a program.and
opportunities tOr cOliegiate archery to become .bettett- and better

year. It's the world's hest archery bargain for $10 LI year!

.
C

4,40
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COLLEGE DIVISION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Mail, with a 510 check made out to National Archery Association,
to 1951 Geraldson Drive, Lancaster, RA-17803. .

College Location

Name of person to whom mail should be addressed:

,
Social Security Number

.

Address to which mail should be sent

City, State and Zip*
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----IDtrr-Ferrrale-Otyrn-pbkl_tledal Winner

JACQUELINE SNICK

,

fact/net:tic reE.en-cLi her B.S. and .1f. S. degrees from
Drake t rtirrrstte, Dec and her Ph D. from the
Lnaersztv .11pineapolls. where she is currently

aF.s,ciate pr;Jtes.syr ophysicai education,. She is past
chairman ,of f-,vhery

The following article was excerpted from a personal Interview
with Doreen Wil4er, female winner of the 04rnpE ktold. Medal-in
71971
J'S When iiid you first li.e..-7.Int.'interested in arcbcry?..
.1.)1V About 15 years ago a friend gave my- husband an old- bow. It

wasn't Worth Inui.1,..but he sitggested- that we take it and play
with it. N. hen we started, neither of us knew anything about
archery. We read hooks and any thing we could pick up. on the
spoil. Them' we found out that there was. an archery range in a
town--about.:25miles from here, so we ioirred the club. 1 hated
archery but !Elated the club because rii.y husband enjoyed it A
vear or twolater, I want to the state tournarnencandwon iL-

JS,. Ilow does out husband feel about your competing?
M.- 1 know -he ts proud of me, but he feels that, :once. the pressures

of E.-onipytitlon.will be on me, the decision must be mine, For
example, Oft: ring I 411,P+ getting ready to go to tlre trials for
the CUrripefition to he held 'n Switzerland. 1f was.-so early in
the year that 1 hadn't been able to practice, and I didn't really

it to go because'.[ haE1 marry things to do around myhome.
i-had purchased my plane packed my suiteases,and ,
was ready to go, but 1 was unhappy.r.ca-i-d-to.myhusband; "I
don't want. to go," and he said "You don't have to, you
know." That was 3J1 it took; I didn'l_go. 1 just wasn't mentally
ready to tt, +veil it the weather had f)ermitted my praeticing.
I

,'

tvoulErfraVe- been irritated. because I had to be out there
practretn-when 1 Avaute_d_to...pla-nt my garden.

,You said you shot your, first 'target in 1 Olympics

. were in 1972,, so y.on hadn't` been shoinfng target very long...y .

- .before you ,competed in the Olympics.
DW: That's .right, tv!v:auw all there was arotilid hefe Was field .

. archery. But. iti.1,-165. Elie .farget Nationals were in Indiima,,..

"- which: was-not -too tar to- ditv`c, `,t5 I thought I'd go just for fun.
I came in third. but I guess 1 --wan-'-'-f-v , rested and I, went .

hth.k to shooting fiehr I didn't shoot target again tint, E . .. ..
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went to the Nationals and came in second. Then, I ,went to
Seattle tip ;hoot /against the Canadians .and won. I. shot the.
highest score I :had ever-shot and tied .the world's' record.
Following that,_ 14..gained a spot on the team for the World
championship and came in- second,Next, I won the Nationals
and have been shooting target every year since that.

JS: What- type of training program do yOu have,/
DW: None, really: I practice once a week du-ring the summer. If I'm:.

going to go to a tournament, I'll. shoot a feW days. each week
but not very long, maybe a couple .hours at'a time. Before the
Olympics, I practiced-cpaite- religiously, for me, which was
about JO hourS a .week. Most people will practice 5-6 hours.a'
day, but I don't shobt well if I practice a lot. Eyeryone.must
know his or her own limitations. and none can gractice the
same. ,

JS: When you practice, do' yOu'shoot a set nurir' berbf arrows?
DW: Sometimes I'll shoot a half a PITA each day:1 can shoot that

in a couple of hours and the nekt day.I'll shoot the rest. My
husband practices with me once in a whil&and we shoot a 900
round, which is 40,' 50. and 'WI Ards. When I'mgoing to a
ti),urriament, we shoxit Vie FITA,round which is 70, 60, 50 and
30.nieters and then I usually practice.that by Myself.
fu:st going to practice, I'll go out ancrshoot 40 yards- or 60
meters, which. are two of my favorite practice distances. .t

JS: Do you engage in mental practice..at all?
DW: Yes, when I'm shooting.- Most ard\ers stand there for just a

. minute before each .shot; I think to .get their-minds' where
they. belong. I- have to prepare myself first mentally and then.
physically.

JS: Is it easy to be distracted? .-

DW: Yes, and some people never get over it. To aid 'the archer
during .competition, there is a Rile that spectators can only get
so close. to the shooters. You know someone coming up close
taking' pictures -wOuld bother a lot of people unless they've
trained *.heniselves..not to let it. When we were in Russia, the
boy who. at -the time- was the 'world champion,-was trying to
shoot when they started dIaking-pictures ofhim, and they.went,_
right up -tolls-face jusCas close as they could.get..That's very
distracting, especially if yo-i.i're-u.sing a clicker" and .hear the
.came 'Ye-licking. You're not sure if- it's the clicker or the
camera.

JS: Is boredornever liroblem during your:training?
DW: If you have to travel and go 1.5-20 miles, you feel you have to

...shoot and then l'thinkIlit could be monotonous. HI get borki
with .shooting, I just' bring..my equipment -in the house and

.
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JS: D. you do that even' if competition is cymina up?
DW;-- Yes. If 1 -don't want to. shoot, I'M not practicing; I'm not

thinking: I'm just shooting, -and I may well just sit, in the
holiv. If you can't learn something while you're shdoting, yon
may just as well not be there.

JS: You -emphasized learning: do you do anything Specific with
regard to .an attemp4to,get an analysis of your errors?

DW: if you've sti..4.0,tOr some time, I think that,if you slTbpt an
arrow and it goes high.leV, for example, you, yourself, should
know,several things you could have done that Would cause,.
th:iif arrow to go there and you have to he Vick enough to
-figure .out which once it was. When yo.stand up 'there d
practice, you analyze every shot as to When, it went an
:it 'Went the& .

Which, anchor, the high or. the. low, is used more by."./11

international competitors?
DW: Both ipen- and women use the low anchor because, when '4.

shooting Sights, the low linchor gives "t ow more yardage
Will permit the men to be on the sight for 90 meters and tTie
women on for 70 meters. r

JS_ : DO you have any difficalties even if your sight is marked, if,
for example,.there is a wind factor? .flow do you make your
adjustments on the sight then?
You just make a-guess on how nitwit the wind is blowing and
how ,muuli to allow for it. If it'S.raining.vou know the rain is
going to be hitting on-your arrows so you'll have to allow on

our sight for..a little 1 nger distance because you know, the
.arrow' is gding to dry -a little bit. This you learn 'with

.

expettence. Shooting in. the wind and.rain.
JS: Dp they ltoo,t.qinte a bit in,the rain?
DW: Yes, ifitrains all day and there's a tournament scheduled., you

-:,hoot in tf14..rain all day. We only stop the tournament for
bghtning and severe weather: 1 shot in 45-50 mph crosswinds
tOr four days-in."Prairce, I had never seen wind blow that'hard
for that wa the only,archer who hati:the distinction of-

, keeping all my ;arrows on target. One felloW said,-"Ilainied at
the target on the right thinking I would hit my targef, but the
,arniw hit the targei on the left."

yOu warm .up;when you arrive at` 4 place of competition?
D,Wz rte of us really do. We can't Shoot beforeatournament, but

we',ean ShoOt.thedaY tiefore,You're.allowed only six.'arrows
per...day.as praCtice in a tournament: .

JS: Whht .weight bow do yo.0 use?
DW: ba'w- is 'about- 30 lbs. When you get to the point where yqii

have what you: feel you-can handle, you just don't want any
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more I tried two pounth..3ighter. bua couldn't do that either,
so I feel I thuct have the right weight for me.

JS.. Are there any reatures, of your e.quipment that you feel are
ab,o1utely indispensable? .'- .

DV No, I .don',t think so. I could take everything brand new and
within a week 1 could be ,shooting it well: however, h don't .

_,.......nican.....:_hstagi-ng-br:tri,d of..bow5:::-.,777 . .7

-5:1S: What feelingst hav,--.1.tournew eqUipMent features and

-- -regulations governing their use in cordpetition?.
OW., Well, FFTA. is very strict'in their ruleS of: what you can a.nd

" can't shoot in international competition. They keep thingson
.in ,ecen keel, and you feel that nobody is shooting anything .-

. fat.
'superior

to what you're.Siooting: 1 like that. Regarding
new e.quipmeht, the take-down hoWs, where,,the. limbs fasten

on in three pieces, are really great because ytiK can take them '
apart and fit the pieces in a small case for traveh-I think the
stabilizers arrp a "cillitii, They add weight when you're, going to

ns aim 'and they stabilizii the bow. I. wouldn't. want to shoot

without them: .
. .

JS:5, What are cthe most important things to .consider before
deciding to be a Competitive archer? '

DW . 'Do you enjoy it? You-have to enjoy it well enough to sacrifice.
a few,.-; things. I think it' yOu do enjoy it enough or are
determined enough, you will find away to give upt hings.

d-,, IS: Would y ou say there's a need to compete often and keep your

edsze'' . .
.

.

I,A; 1-think it's such an individual thifig,. Soihe people have to '

compete a lot to get used to competition and the nerves that
go' with- it. I don't feel that way myself, Usually, I don't go to
over two:or.three tottritIments a year. In the first place, living.

ill- lama makes it difficult. The big ;tournaments are in

Pennsylvania. Washington, ('alifornia Arizona, and some in-S.
Pmts. s'o in order to compete to them,' you have to drive or fly-

and it .becomes quite expensive: It's hard for an amateur to be
able to :ittord fro compete. I think that's one reason it's hard
-tt.r. the ..,United States to get some of our top: people in
International competitipn -because they can't afford to go to
the qualiFying meet, which I think is quite necessa y. ,

,JS: .When you go to tournaments. 'such as*the/World are at least

. yodr transportation :ifictekrienseS-COVered?
..

Pw:
Yes, -the National Archery Asskiation is astrong orL, nzation,
and they take care of all of our expenses. They send )oth a

.. .tisld and target team to the World C,haftipionship, and they
send to theL.Cha-m-p.04n4n-p--of the .

Americas which includes
such other .cantries as Canada. Puerto Rico, Costa Rica,
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\leu and Bra/.I It takes qule.'!t:i lilt of money ft.) send out
-teams like that wt. ,cent r be fortunate to raise enough

Inolle1 A lot of the Pi. fne!., 1,Oines from donations from
maniffacturers, AV g.tt .1tit .rid earn ihe rest by sellino archery,
huttops and T-shirts.
You mentioned one of the things about competing is to get
Used to the competitive setting. Is if-quite competitive or is it,
really within yourself!

TM: When I go to. ,.tournament tyou'regoing to find out that
quite different from most Other archers), I set, what I want to
shoot and I don't care what the other person has done, even `to.
the point if they're going to beat me, that's fine. I don4 care if
I get heat it, I -shpot-,,well. eniny the people I shoot with and

we are really goo
Do people who et:ympe e, in archery stay in archery, at least on
a club basis, so that it is a worthwhile lifetime sport to teach?

DW: Yes. but it is rather a strange thing. We hav young people who
come to shoot and shoot very well for a year or two and then.
all of a sudden, they can't hit anything and they disappear.

Th' can happen no matter 'what age you are, People don't
usually stay at the top for many Years but they.still enjoy
and keep Coming to the Nationals: We have a man who work
the 1O;' World Championship who is still competing and
enjoys it and shoots quite well. Ile's right up there in the top..
It) in the Nationals.

JS: Do quite a few people.compete,in the Nationals?
DW: yes, peoilably over .100 pooplc. We have juniors and intermedi-

ates and also the Junior Olympics program whichis bringing in
lot (,1 good, yoiA archer,.

JS: Whaft must one do to qtialtty for the Olympics?
OW Vol must have four.quahhers in a year to he eligiblejo go to

the Olympic teals. For women, a qualifying score of 1050
must he shot: for men, I ipo: You can continue to shoot at.,
qualthers until you have your four. TIns can become expensive
tot the archer. However, a -qUalifier" can he set up anywhere
by sending $15 to the National Archery Association and then
by rutuffng it according to the, regulations specified by the
NAA. .

JS: How many people constitute an Olympic team?
OW: Last Aline they had three men and three women; now, they've

cut it down. They've cut all sports, but now archery is going to
have two inen and two worsen, so it's not really going to- be
easy, to make the team.

JS: How is it determined when ydoshoot at the Olynipics? Do all
the.competitors shoot at the.same time?
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DW:. Yes, every body is t;limpeting at the same time. There art.;.-tt
on each target but each person shoots by himself at the target.
You shoot three rarrows, you sit down; the next person shoots
three arrOws,,,ti..., Until each has shot three. Then" you each
shoot three arrows again. After you've all shot six arrows, you
go get them and score them. The order of shooting is A, B, C;
then C, A, B; then B, C, A. It works quite well. Everybody is
shooting at the same time and has the same.wind to compete
against.

JS: Does the'competition generally gO on all day?
DW: Yes, .for four (lays. In the Olympics, I think the pressure is

greater fill- the archers because you have the competition and
pressure for four days, and you don't dare lose it for these
tout full days. Forinstance, your swimmers and runners have
very short periods of competition. It's quick, and they don't
have to keep this tension :built up for long, but we do. I think
we are overly tired when it's done.

JS: What are generally good scores in these kinds of competitions?
DW: They get higher all the time. The equipment keeps improving,

and I think the instruction and-the training get better all the
time. The equipment over the past two years has improved just
unbelievably. For scores, a woman has to shoot in the,I220's
and the men have to shoot about 1250-60's. Johnny Williams,
in the Olympics, set the world record at 1268 which was really
great, but fast summer, our boy who won the World this year
shot 1291. So there we are; it goes up higher all the time.

JS:. What was your score in the Olympics?
DW: I shot 1226 and 1198, which averaged 1212. That wouldn't be

good enough now.
JS: Do you plan to try to make the. next Olympic team?
DW: I don't know. Since I did not go the trials and the World shoot

this year, I do not have the four qualifiers I need. And, after
the last Olympics; I said I would never do it again. I just didn't
enjoy-it because I was away from home for six weeks; we were
in Germany for two Weeks before our,event took place". But,
Montreal isn't so far away and I might be able to come home
home . between times. Also, my husband indicated that he
might go since it's close, and he suggested I go ahead and get
my four qualifieis. It Would be a shaine to be shooting well at
the time of the trials and not . be eligible because I didn't have
the qualifiers. So, I think I'll get my qualifiers and then make
my decision when tryout time comes.
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An Approach to the Teaching of Arc ry

AlAd A. BOEHMER

134chtner receiz'ed her B.S. degree from IVE.xeonsin State
LaCrooe, and her .11,S. degree from Ittuliana State

Univcr.stti. Terra Ifautt., where -she teach& and coaches
art ht.ry. She has also "taught' arci:ery in the Blair 'Public

)Z.). h./St eMSPI, John has 14,41 Indiana Gft'S archer:r
xhairan and lux been an .adsankc...1,..arehery.tastPuctor wait
.the American Artitcry Gnorctl.

SinLe ,,irchery is a i-it.etune; sport, we, as teachers, should
incorpi)rdte as many people into the sport as possible. Somil students
will want to hunt, others may wish to use it merely as relaxation,
w hde others may ,choose LompeNtion. Therefore, the teacher can' introduce ditterent methods Si) that the students can make their own
choices.

V hen teaching the methods, the teacher should strive for `three
jtne: immediate participation.. immediate succes and im-

, mediate satp4action. The above can he gained by having the class
:bows 'already strung, with the equipment ready to go: starting at a

drstanxe 1 2i1 feet I where the archer cannot miss: and choosing a
method that seems quite natural to anyone picking up a how tor the
first time! the use. of large colored target faces will add to the
,tudeiit's inkresi mi..ce.: arid safistaction.

'Three method, will be taught: (1 1 the instinctive methodwhich is
used,tin hunting and whit ii will establish strong basic patterns,.(.1)
the point-of-atm method which is used as a transition: and t 3) the
how sight method.

I

S
c.=

Instinctive Method
Click:IC-eye dominanav by' outstretching the arms and forming a

triangle with the hands. Sight through the triangle at a specific
. tari.iatCT-xse the :lett -e-ye: it the- o'biect-- through the triangular- _

opening remains stationary . the archer is right-eyed and should he
shooting 1.101r-handed. Chesk the lett eye, using the same process as
tor the right eye. 1 he eye' that views the triage in th.e same place as .

viewed by botli ay is is the dominant eye, and .this determines ,

whether the person should he ,10ioting right-handed or left-handed,
1,- 1he eye determines where the arrow goes to a greater extent than

tile strut which holds the boor the hand which releases thearrow... ---------:-.
It an ars her sh,liats consi.,ently-4414-fa-rget-t-a-bneCige or the other, .

... .. . -the. eatrie triai- ivell be ey, e dOminame. ; -.
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Figure 1,, Determining eye derr'inance.

Arrange the class according to eye and hand dominance yith the
kit-handed. lett-eyed kilot"terson the right and the rig,htLhanded,
right-eyed shooters on the left as they face the target. Students will
shoot with partner), to help one another point out-errors. Students
take their places. forming two .lines with the instructor positioned
between the-students-and targets. Safety and equipment are taught
as the class unit progresses. All arrows are left in: tile quivers when
anyone is Ain :tont of the group. The instructor talks and demon-
st ates throng!' the following:

A. The students align their target shouhlers with the target-at.
hldl they are shooting and take their stance hy.spreading their feet

as wide.-as the .outside width of the shoulders, pointing the target
loot slightly towards the.target, until comfortallle. The shoulders are
squared and face the side, while iust the head turns towards the
tart. The.knees are relaxed..not locked. The forward foot is up to
the shooting line. .

13. The studenci are holding the hoW with the how arm, using the
indox finger and tluirnh on the grip. The,,palmis15.ot away from the
handle -grip by thing a flat straight wrist,placing the presstite on the
"V" formed by the index finger and thumb.

C. the hook is set by placing the index finger of the string hand
above the nocking point and the_rniddli. twui.444.saers

nocking point ,up to the first joint: For the time being, place the
little finger on the thumb as.: the, linger is too short to fit on the
string and the thumb nerds to he busy so it doesn't push the arrow .

off the string.: the ,hand.is in the samo position as the MY scout
salute.

. .
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.1). The how is held down at the sole. I he student sets,thehook
by drawing the .shin, an inch and. releasing it by relaxing
Lust the lingers and the hand in the same place. Plus is done
several times. I'he student, are told not to dry shoot (release the
string at full draw without an arrow on the string) because the bow
can shatter due to the_yibration.

F. Put the bow on the floor, Book. the fingers of both hands
n to the first or 'second and then mill against one another,

.keeping the 'hands in (writ or and touching thiQinouth where the,
draw will be. It is good to do this exercise several times a day to pick
up the correct movement and to strengthen the muscles for drawing.

..

Figure 2. Hooking the fingers of both hands.

F. Now extend the how arm toward the target and place the
string hand in thi: anchor position with the index finger at the corner
.11. the mouth on the eye tooth. The thumb forms a ",V'' underneath
the jawbone and tongue with the entire "V" laying on the jawbone.
Keep the string arm slightly up:

G. Point out that gripping,the how with the palm on the grip will .
rotate the elbow into a position w here the elbow may get hit.
Demonstrate to the students the 'correct position (see B) as'. well as
the incorrect position. Go hack to the exercise (see b.), pointing out ,

that this is the proper drawing position to develop the strongest
. '$) mount of pull.

u-p thCFLbtrvv---a-rr. d, starting your draw at the hip, draw the
be w'into the anchor position with ,:the elbow ending in the position

- in which you did the exercise. Come down easy from the full,draW
and repeat this several times.

I. The instructor demonstrates how to nock an arrow and draws
to the anchor. (Pinching the arrow will cause it to fall off the rest;

.however, if yott, pinch it off, you .can pinch it back on again. If the
.arrow .falls to the floor, let it lay and g6 on to the next.) Talk.
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through the commands demonstrating asyou gO, doing all. but the

release .

a, Lake youi -dame. -
h, Neck your arrow with the cock tea -Ater up..

c. Set yOur hook,
d. Place the index finger and thumb around the grip with the

palm away from the the pressure should be on the "V"
(formed by the thumb and index finger.). (Repeat over and

e. Rotate' the elbow of the, bow arm Out ilway from the string.

fRepeal over and over,).
1. Look at your target.
g. Relax your knees and raise your unit drawingjo anchor. (To

attain a full draw may take many lessons. With beginners do
not he too concerned It a full draw cannot be 'attained at first.)

h. IN.-the arrow long enough and is the bow arm out of the Way?_
Partner check each time when shooting-- stop the' hooter if

not correct.)
i. -Aim hold (with both open).
1. Release Mold hold hold (let the hand relax and recoil along

side or the face, following through on the Shot, holding the
11,)',Ithm for Use Seconds).-
I alk thr.mph the above starting with h for several lessons until
good habits have been acquired.

J. SALT behind the shootine..line and have the first group ,of
students do a .throup e. Their partners lay the how. down 'and are
asked 'to obserre the ,hooters to see only if the arrow is long.enough
and it the bow arm is out of the way. The instructor then checks
each shooter fokorrect grip and correct nockingof the arrow.. When
all shooters are ready to draw, talk through d to j. When'the end is
finished. the partnei-s will follow the same procedure. Talking the
shooters through several lessons will help them with their concentra-.
tion as well as set a consistent pattern. ,1

K. Pulling the arrows is taught upon retrieving the 'arrows.,
I. Unstringing and stringing the bow are taught about the third

or tourth lesson.
.After the student can re'leas'e.'Ihe arrow *easily; certain basic

are stressed, such as: nAing the arrow in the same place, keeping a.
straight Arne- from the 'tip of the arrow to the under part of the
elbow. Lilting the body from the pelvis while maintaining the straight

Line to get on target. keeping the wrists straight when drawing,
coming to a full draw, and other'; which may be needed..

Partners, help get the shooter in 'line with the gold until the,
shooter gets a feel bf where she will be when aiming. The instinctive
method of aiming is explained follows: The instinctive method is
like pitching a ball; you are looking at the smallest part of the
At...I...APPROACH_ TO. THE. TEACHES./ G 0 F_ARC....
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catcher's glove; you throw the ball and with enough practice you
finally get the feel Ot .whe.n to release. This is also true with the
instinctive shooting method, in that you look'at the smallest part of
the gold with both.eyes open and through trial' and error you will get
a feel of where to release. This method is taught first because the
teacher wishes to get the basics set through using the most natural
shooting, pattern and moving from the leaSt accurate to the most
accurate method of shooting.

M. Spend appToximately two. or three lessbris trying to get a
grouping of arrows, then move back to . the 10-yard. distance.
Continue to move back. 4

N. Scoring is taught after the basics have been learned anx1
success hits been attained. .

O. Start at the longest distance and move forward as the round is
scored to give students insight asto how a tournament is conducted.

Point-of-Aim Method
The teacher returns to the 10-yard line to teach this method. The

.point-of-aim method is used only as a transition into the sight
method and is used fotsetting the basics for the sight method of
shodting. An oblique stance is. taught and the shooting line is
straddled: If the shooter is shooting right-handed, the right eye is
kept open and if left-handed, the left eye is kept open. Close the
other eye; trying not to squint. Photographs of the methods aroused

visualaids 'so students can see what they are trying to accomplish
for string alignment on the face.

The shooter holds the how upright, and with one eye, aligns the
string with the bow so the bow is straight. The draw Will be done
with thebow in the upright position. The archer sights the tip of the
arrow at :The gold, then draws to the low anchor. With the low
anchor, the, chin is raised and set down on top of the index finger.
Make sure that the string bisects and touches the nose, lips and chin
with the same ,amount of pressure each time you draw. Remind the
4tudent that the tip of the arrow is the front sight and the rear sight
is the anchor point.. The shooter tilts her body from the pelvis until,:
she is in line with the target. The partner tries to helpsthe shooter by
telling her when she is in line-with the gold. At the short distance.
(10-yard line), the tip of the arrow will be spotted somewhere below
the gold. The shooter releases the string once she hasfound where
the tip of the arrow is aimed. If she is on target, she tries to get
another arrow in the same spot.

Once a cluster of arrows is obtained, the archer moves her
point -of -aim opposite her error and shoots while aiming at this spot.
For example, if she is hitting high to the left she needs to move the
point at Which she aims lovtres to the right, or if she is hitting low to
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the right she needs.to the pooh at whioh she eons higher to the
left. It v; better to sfloot several ends at each distance, noting'that at
the shOrter distances the -archer is aiming below the gold and
eventually she moves back tar enough.to be.aiming at the wild and
hitting the gold't point"blank distance). If she moves farthe'r,back she
will-place her ',lira above the gold, possibly way off target itbove.the
gold. 6)0: started by din-ling at the gold and are hitting at ".
II:00 o'clock in the red t with the target viewed as the faee of a
clock), then you should aim and shoot opposite the error into 5:00
o'clock red and this should bring you in on the gold.

Try to he consistent .with everything from .the stance to the
follow-through. If anything changes, the-arrows-will go-in different:
'places. After the shooter accomplishes this change in shooting, the
arrow length is re-examined to make sure it istheproper length.

The point-of-arm method is used for several reasons. Most
shdoters, who have not ha1 instruction, think you aim directly at
the gold for all distances. This method points out draw variations, as'
any movement canbe seen on the arrow -GP; The length of the .arrow
can also he clearly seen by the archer. Many archers, using' the lighter
bows, cannot use the sight method at the long& distances and thus
need to fall hack on something which has some degree-of accuracy.
The point-of-aith method can also help the sight-shooter be more
accurate.

Bow Sight Method .

te method and has several advantages-over-
the other "methods Nit may not suit the needs of thehunter. (One
can improvise and use 'masking tape or weather stripping with one or
two pins for sig,hk.)Always start at the shortest distance (about 10
yards) to teach each new method.

A. Draw to the low anchor and -find the point -of -aim or linve
your partner tell yob when the arrow is in line with the gold of the
target. (The how is Calibrated with the same Markingsa5-a ruler.) At
the close distance, set the pin approximately four inches above the
arrow rest on the same side of the bow that the arrow rests.

B. Sight across the calibrations on the how and adjust the pin so
that the titst pin lines up With the gold.

C. Shoot a grog) of arrows: it the arrows are off the target high,
set the pin..high, it right set the pin right, if low set the pin low, and

if lett set the pin to the,lett.,;Atter setting the pin, aim it on the

gold.
D. All those shooters who have hit on the target matt will shoot

three more arrows, trying to hit thnock off the arrow they have on
the target. If you..are not on the target matt, make the adjustment
following letter C' above. Strivt; to group four arrows and then
explain the adjustment of the sight,
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E. Adjusting the sight:Draw the bowstring-back, sighting the pin
sight on the gold, then look for your cluster of arrows and set.the

'second pin sight where the cluster or error is,' i.e., the first pin is on
the gold, the second pm is in line with the -cluster at I I :GO o'clock in
the red. Recheck the above at full draw length. if -this checks:' pull
out the original Sight or the 'first .sight that was,set: now aim the'
se-cond sight that rya set in the gold and this should. bring. your
arrows into the gold. The sight setting must be made ar full draw'
length to be accurate. If using one pin as the sight, go back to letter
C and set the sight accordingly. Shoot the;last two arrows and check
the sight setting./

E. Shoot at the different distances, moving from the short to the
long distance and writing down the setting for each distance. As you
move to the longer -distances, the pin sight will move down closer to
the grip of the bow.

Keep in mind that your anchor point is your reap sight. If the
anchor of pressure on the nose, lips or,chin is notexactly-the same,
you have, in essence, changed your rear sight.

Finally, teaching the three ,methods in this order provides.the
archer with a better understanding of all the methods. The -archer
can then choose from the methods she has learned. The archer hag-
gone from the least accurate to the most 'accurafti method, thus
gaining success and satisfaction as she 'progresses.

-.An. excellent. _instruction-- manual for teachers which does not
include the point-of-aim method is ArcheryA Nanning Guide.for,,
Group and individual.Instruction,. revised edition (WashingtOn, DC:
American Alliance for Health, PhySical Education, and Recreation,
1975). .
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Basic. Shooting Problems .

SH1G HONDA

Shig fic.m7ia is a member cif the-Professional Archers Associ-
ation and has beeizAhoutirig-projessiOnally fur 14 years. lie has
coached the Pierce Commuriikv College (California) archery
team and is currentlf can archery clinic specialist,for the Bear
Archery Company. The fbilowingarticle is an excerpt from his
book, Archery,, published by Allyn and ,Bayprz in the series,..,.
'Rave Cont'epts olPhysical Activity."

Before discifssing shooting problems, we might pause to examine-
the relationship of proper form to high score shooting. If you have
ever watched the strOoth perfection of tap-notch shooters, you will
have witnessed the 'result of many long, tedious hours of .practice.
Not just plinking away at the target but hours dedicated to minute
adjustments of errors of form. Consequently, they arrive at the
shooting line as finely tuned as their bow. They stobt effortlessly
with'Ihe precision of a machine. It will benefit the novice if he
approaches the practice of form with the same analytical point of
view. As you develop, you may form little quirks of habit. Get to
the root of these matters. Find out why.

It WaS once said that tfie man who could control -himself could .
control the world." This;is particularly true in archery. Many of-the .
problems 'contributing to a slump are mental. The relaxing of
muscles under stress requires. mental effort..The methods used by
contestants to get themselves up for: competitive 'ordeal Ore mainly .

mental. Concentration is an art that can be learned. It would be well
"'to train yourself in this along with your practice'on form.

While we recommended change, where needed, don't bikome an
experimenter just for the sake of ':experimenting. It' your tackle is
adequate, don't lose faith in it if you have an off day. The trouble

. usually lies_ much deeper and you will be giving a basic starting
point for Selfcriticism if you start experimenting. It is only when .

:"you become comfortable with your equipment and yourself that
you will learn ,to know that intuitive mornent and the arrow flies
traight and true.

Problems are as many and varied as .there., are individuals. The
following list of common errors will be helpful.

Note: Shig Honda and Ralph Newson. Archery (Boston: Allyn & Bacon,
Copyright 0197S .and,1972). Vsed with permission.

Arrangements for. this article were completed by' Martha Kipp Barber, Los.

Angeles Schools.
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1. Propet Bow , 4,

A. how that is too heavy in iii,ill weight will cause trembling, snap.
shooting, arrow..creep. etc. (heist:m=0s the worst enemylor the
beginner."Choose a boW that ..an be comfortably. drawn to a fixed
anchor and held foitabout six seconds without too much shaking. AS
the muscles deFejop, you will he able to hold without shaking.
Remember, the first few arrows may -feel easy, You shotildi feel the
same way after shooting many arrows. .

2 Arrow Falling,Off Rest While Nocking
..17When the arrow is placed on the rest, hold it in place with the

. forefinger 'ot the how hand. Proceed to insert the nock on to
the string. The nock should lit the string Just onough" to

.prevent it from slipping off.
B. Grip the string-lightly without pinching the nock. U

t'. A dicker is a helpful instrument to keep the arrow on the rest
while moving to the string and how grip.

3. Arrow Falling Off Rest During Diaw
A. Caused by tig,htening the lingers rather. than relaxing the

tension and letting the stung roll gently. as you -draw-This
slight rolling action of the -string will hold the arrow against
..thif arrow. plate.

4. Arrow Falling Off.The Rest at Fut) Draw
A. Caused by involuntary squeezing of the lingers in order to. hold

tension of the draw. Maintain just enough tension in the fin-
gers to hold the string. Draw'andhold with the arm and back
muscles. Vain the anchor by locking in at the shoulder blade.
Never tighten at the fingers.

'5. "Hanging" (Plucking). the Release
A. The eyes may see the target. but the mind is on the release

lingers. Don't think release. Thus must be a subconscious
movement.

Yvanipte: A novice ;earning to play the piano will leiirn to
read the notes. but must think aboqt where to place the
fingers on the keyS.. An accipriplished Vianist needs only to
concentrate on the music and instinctively the ,fingers Will
move along to the right -keys. If he hesitates. monientarily to
think about where a certain key is, he will "hang" the note or
miss the rhythm. So it is with therelease. It takes long practice
to acquire smooth performance..

B. Practice' keeping the release hand against the face or neck,
depending on .the style of -anchor, during, follow-through until
it becomes a natural thing lo do. ,.

. .
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''. , .' ' -,.

Arid- IoT. lIgh111:, .4.ItIl',I the face and firm.y with -the. hack .

mu,:1;:, . .
... ),, ..,

5. ligh.and Low Arro.ws.inlarget.
.V. Inoinsisient fing::r pressure on. string with each draw. -Place. .

. traaistirlgr e x.ac fly .in the same: place onethe.=.string everyrtime -

and,..st,e e.N, tett Unger pressure either-high orlow. Too much
.!,rt.ssure on top.t.mgerwill cause -high arrows and preSsure on
1,1'44 t:r finge,r,. t\-41 causeloW arrows..

B. 'Rocking" fiom hand 'hack and forth- in the grip, changing
..

c ,.0'14'res.ure point Mille handle. - `'iv'' ki
C.. \lanit.un ,firm forward .tension Of the how ai-im .to,aVoid raising .

,, O'f-:..1._.pping, how at release. . .

.1). Incon,14-,-./)..t,,elevatiOn of draw arm at full draw will change ,

r tsmsion rat ti-n-g-t4.s:--or! t he 'siring. .
.

t'. Draw. to the same an,Th-oi----prii-n-t.44.&firne. Any vertical shift of,
the anohor will Mange thO aini o the point-of the arrow. Only'
if a stationary stranar,Speep Siglit as used will "floating" the

-r. anch-.)r he perrilissibte .1w:fuse:the aiming eye will sight from. .

,In.e104rr.eter,i-:e point on the string. .\,
tv

. rz.,'
.

, . ..
7. Left and flight Arrows in Target

.

. .

Ni WiTch (.4 jlorizontal :Iiitt (.: pressure. vint in.bow grip.
B; B...r,.ori.-1,.t,::it :11 reiiir:ds to exact draWlengtli.. ...
L. I)o,not!1..i.-t:Lth' the'ororward tension of how arm.

"1). /o n 0. i Ii "1,i..ill on rek.V,: It's I lot easier to-control onJ.
r,,,,,nic:711-. t-h.:11 t- o In ,-oordination.

I . I) , n ,t o: eNst end t he di a W .to the point whilre t ht.:re i4

not1:1*:! .1,..Q 4. or the lorward- push. of the how arm and a"
smooth.lollow-tfitough. ..

F. Some rett:Ionoe point sjtould he established between the
airing 4..3, C and f4 !:trtog at 'full ,draw. Abi..vaiation to this
distanLe Will result in a hoiii .,ticalyiitlern /-1.'''strine peep sight

is :_l.n ev;elIeht Jul.
(*. I ho aryl .N. will rotio'w whichever way the how is txinted.1-o the

let t or r;.1-1,t. Mountilig .a bubble level on the how or the sight
will iii-eatly aid m perpendicular abgnmcnt of the tlow.

_

8. Lower Hen Feather Fraying .. c
.ii

A. Check nocking point...A. -porpkAng" arrowwill cause. fraying.
B.-Stiffarrow..,Insinficient Igive" or bend ,will cause feather to

. ;
'rril1/4."arr4...-Irst..U.,se a flip rest -or a flexible rest such as a.
xSeh3rtyri,6i or feattor..

C'"" I (tirrotjr itiOigrip. '
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9. String Slap on Bow Arm
A. Reid to tow grip. 1 his is the major cause of excessive string

B. 'Rolling the bow arm shoulder in too close to the line of string
travel.
Keep the lower inside elbow joint away from the line of string
travel by twisting the elbow out.

D. Opening the stance.will help also.
E. Excessive thumb pressure against the side of the bow.

.. 10. Misoocked WArrow?
At full draw and just prior to release,' the arrow flock Slips out of

the string and the how is "dry fired." Also, if the flock is cracked
but not cOmpletely broken, you will be ciiriaware of this. The force.
of the string will complete. the .break and the misnock will occur..
'This .can he a very painful experience such as a welt on the lower
part of the elbow- joint.' Other causes of misnocking besides ,a
cracked flock are:

A. Moving the draw lingers hack and forth while at full draw.
B. Louse fitting flock on the string.
C. Nock fitting too tightly between two flocking points.. The

Hock will pop out of the string- if you use a lot of string
pressure on the top finger or bottom fingers, causing the string,
to angle within the slot. The two flocking points, if snug
against the flock, will force; it out of the string. It' two flocking
points are used, position the lower' point one-sixteenth of an
inch below the nbck so there is enough play to compensate for
any string angle.

it The Nock
The arrow flock is vitally important to precision shooting, The

simple problem of the crooked nook is often overlooked. If you have
an arrow that is consistently erratic, check for a had noel:. The
effect of errors or combination of errors of 'form will be com-
pounded it the flock fit is ton tight. It should he just enough to
allow the arrow to cling to the string without falling off.

o .
. r 712. String Grazing Clothing

A. Leaning away from the target
if need he, lean t)orward slightl

B: Too much forward tension or
the Vow arni shoulder to move

. 4 d.

too much. Stand straighter and,

push of the bow arm will cause
into the line oOstring travel.
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13. Canting the Bow
11w hest 1411-e tor to 'use a hiMslght with a level or

htibt,le. Bow t:atit the ailows to scatter horizontally, in the
-,target. canting right <atrses the .arrow to go to the right; and canting
lett cause s the arrow to go to the lett. I he failure to hold the bow in
a straight verth..al line will lead to extreme error in field shoots where
angles of terrain are invoked.

t*
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Archery instruction Starts
with the Dominant. Eye

FRED J. SCHUETTE

fic,e I. Sc htietrc r,cc.:vc.,1 the 11.5. dc:!rce Yrotn Lacrosse
State I nn,ers.,ti. an 11.S. dcgrce train the Univer-

.sits avd t;it' Ph.D. .1, zrce from .11zehiviin State
Lity,,rZ! 61% List Ercd tt cp'f:Plz! dirt-ctor oro the

flPf R Outd0000r Prontol aid is on ts.ctIc /Toni CS.
Etml. It the CVCCUlire

r:;tart t,t the ..1mcr.,A.an ..1rt 14'r .1. ('ours ii and the ,..1rthery
11.,ntedcturets ss,

Eye Dominance Factors
1 he dominant eye the and its impact on archery students and

archery instruL twit has become all important factor in the good
ars:hery -instruction programs.

Irom the beginning. the archery .sttitient should he taught to
shoiit aLLording to eye dominance. This is imperative, whether the
duilent one orfboth eyes. I've' dominance usitally"corres-
ponds to hand doininamc in ahout pe,r,mit of the population.
11,1weser. the ,,then p...r,..ent will have cross-eye dontinance and
should he ri.a..?lot to shoot according to eye dominance. not hand
dominance'. Li, eve dominance means that .tor the right-handed
person: the left eye i, l'iuinant. Ns long as the beginner closes one
eye while shooting. eye dorninattLe is chit a factor. It becomes
important to have previously determined eye dominance as soon as
the archer tries ,booting with both eves open. whether with a sight
or mstitictively. or at a target or while hunting. bhe.right-handed -
shooter with left eye dominance. when both eyes are kept open, will
usually slioot to the lett tit the target and will also slowly align the
lett eye with the correct sight..The dominant eye is the one used in
Inuit?, up two obiects; gunsight and bullseye. for' example. A.
s.ortiplex relationship between Muscles and nerves and brain deter -
.none whether or not It is on the same s.ids..as the dominant hand."'

Another annOy mg p keeping both eyes open and focused on

a specific oblect, is that oblects at other distances are blurred or
joubli41._The archer must learn to ignore these double images. This
--Virnply,requires Concentration on what the eye is focused on.

JalTieS K. Cile:g, [he Sportsman's f (Ness York' WaiLhester 1'ri.ss,1971),

p. 1.31.
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Determining Eye Dominance
The beginning archer should be- taught_ how to shoot with both

eyes open and with one eye L'it )ti. The archer should then be
allowed to choose which method is best for himiher. Some archers
will' continue to use both methods, e.g., one eye while target
shooting and both eyes when hunting.

Before equipment is even issued, eye dominance should be
checked. There- are several methods to determirie eye dominand: and
one method is explained in an AATIPFR publication:

One .of the simplest ways tof determine this in a group is to
have the students face an object.' such as their target, 'their
arms extended with' open palms toward the target. Their two
hands and thumbs should overlap so that there is a small
opening between-the two hands. With both eyes open; have
the students center the bullseye in tile *opening made by their

. 'hands. Then have them close their left eye. Those who do not
see the otnect in the opening with: the left eye closed, should
shoOt lett handed ... the reason for this test is that the
dominant eye will automatically align any Thieal object
projected in front of it, Therefore, if ,the left eye is dominant
and tbe,tudent shoots right handed, he will tend to shoot(to
the left.-

This would requi'r'e the instinctive archer to aim to the right and the
sight shooter to moie the sight pin to the extreme left.

..knother text is to place the index finger from extended -arm on
the center of the target. Keep both eyes open while positioning the
finger. Now try closing each eye, re'-positioning the finger on the
target with both eyes open after each test. The test during which the
linger remained on the target (when one eye was closed) was When
the dominant eye was open.

For younger children, these tests are sometimes difficUlt for the
teacher to Aplain or for the child to understandLnsuch-eases take
a 3- by 5- car}Larui_poke-----as-n-ralrliole in the center. Have the
-ifitdelrrtiOrd-The card in both hands with arias extended and place
the hole over the target center, and then slowly move the card to
his "her eyes while keeping the hole on the target center. He/she Will
bring the card _hole to their dominant eye. ther.can tell the
student wlw.:11 eye is dominant and howhelshe.should shpot.
Who Should Abide by the Eye Dominance Test?

Often theAtiestion arises as to who should obide by the eye
dominance test one dominance is established, Only. those with

2 American Alliance for Health, Physical f ducation, and Recreation, Archery:
A Planning Guide for Group and Individual Instruction (Washington,
IX.4:AAIIPLIZ, 1972), p. 2p.
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crossed dominance will be confruted with this .decisiOn but there
are exceptions, such as a hanclicalfped- person or -a person 'with poor
vision in the 'dominant eye. Most archers, however, should be
encouraged to shoot according to the doininamt eye.

For an individual' to suddenly find that his/her eye dominanceis
opposite the doininant hand, and that he/she must change the
bow114.nd and :drawing hand to the opposite side, can be a traumatic '
adjustment. The archer may he heSitant and unsure of performing a
skill with the opposite hand.

. .

Two factors are ii the favor of the cross dominant eyed archer.
First, the bow will he held in- the dominant hand. This is normally
the stronger of the two hands and this should be helpful in
supporting the how weight while shooting. Second, the drawing
action, a push-pull action,. is accomplished by using the hack and
shoulder muscles, not the arms, and consequently the strength
required to draw the bow is not affected by the change in shooting
to the opposite fide.

The author has found that many of the best beginners have been
cross-eye dominant shooters. Shooting according to eye dominance
should pose little 'problem to, the archery student. Understanding the
effet that eye dominance has on shooting is an important.part of
the basic knowledge 01 every archery student and archery instructor.

1
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Archery Form. Analysis
PAULA PRITCHARD

Paula. Pritchard received her B.S. degree froin Ohio State
Onsersas, Columbus, and her M.1. degree' from Kent (Who-
Start University, where the an instructor of physical
education and coordinator of. the archery program. Slu.
currentIT holds a National :trchery Instructors Certificate.

. /Cpncentration on Physical Cpes
To perform 'correctly, the -beginning archer must exhibit a high

degree of concentration for -there are-many physical cues to which
the learner must attend. For example, she needs td. maintain a,
relaxed how grip, a consistent draw length and continuous back
tension. She also needs to be concerned about the location of her
how arm elbow, anchor point, shoulders, draw arm elbow, stance,
and numerous other factors. Because these physical cues must occur
either simultaneously or in close succession to one another, the
beginner frequently becomes confused and somewhat frustrated.
she remembers to rotate her how arm elbow, then she forgets to
move the how shoulder down and back. Or if she coneentrates-on a
.smooth release,' then she forgets to stabilize :the bow -arm:. The
instructor should continually emphasize and reemphasize the many
physical cues necessary for correct performance in an effort to
develop sucasstal. consistent archers. At times the instructor may
feel that thus emphasis is -redundant but it is a vital part of effective,,
instruction.

{.6

Consistent Performance
rhe sport of archery- occurs in essentially a fixed environment,

especially' for the beginner,.and can be classified as a closed skill, The
target Is stable, there are no objects :moving in space to be
intercenj,ed. and the how and arrow are the same for each shot:
Since the environmental regiilations are fixed in space and time, the
only thing that changes from performance to. performance is the
actual physical .movement Of .thc archer herself. It is immediately
apparent, then, that We instructor's primary goal is to encourage and
facilitate steady. consistent physical performance on the part of the
archer. The more quickly the beginner 'identifies the physical cues
necessary_ for su&esSand learns to reproduce thern]with consistency,
the more rapidly she will prOgress.toward the advanced stage of skill.

Form AhalysisiVorksheet
One method of helping the be i reirel consistent

performance... le us a of a form .analysis worksheet. (A
ARCHERY FORM ANALVSIS 45'
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sample worksheet is provided at the-end of this article). The form
analysis ,ipproa, h provides the student with peitinent archery cues
to aid leamne ant Bests, the student and teacher identify" specific
areas ors:ono:tn. jinpf:inentation ut.tli:s approach. is as follows

Whim NhLhi'd the worksheet he intniduce'd' After most of the
rnittal instruction has been completed (five to six lessons or two to
three weeks), the worksheet should be given to the class.

`How n t" worksheet toed.' The author has found the use of a
buddy 's!,:stem .spate successful. Yhe students work in partners and
although they have their kiwn measured arrows they share the same
bow. Consequently, Only one'arZhercan shoot .at a time which leaves
the partner tree to obsen;e.the shooter and complete the worksheet.
The partners alternate shoi,pig and evaluating each, other during
ever!, end. Standing Anse to 11A. shooter isemphasi,"ed so that the
appropriate physical be observed.

ft,4- 2oritz ,b)cs. :t tee t,J tothpletc the worksheet' Sardents will
-need a class.to class dna halt to complete it correctly.

The use of the form -analysis approach promotes learning and
adds variety to the class. Instead of the teacher being the sole
provider of instruction and teedhdck, the student also becomes
actively involved,m the process. By observing her partner's errors,
the student learns to identity those in her o,wn performance. At the
other 'end ut the continuum, ob;:rvation of her partner's correct

-pertormance acts as a ['min of mental practice and improves the
evaluat.iCs Performance. level.

\nuttier benefit of this approach is its assistance to the instructor
Ili identitypig shooteis with major 'problems, By inspecting the
completed worksheets the -teacher can easily determine which.
students need individuallied instruction because of gross errors and
arrange to provide this instruction for them.

As mentioned earlier, there must be constant emphasis by the
instructor on the 'physicdl cues,. necessary -for correct consistent

° performance. Both the instructor and ,the, student may ind,this
essential. repetitive process monotonous and holing. Use of the form
analysis approach provides another Wa). tO 'present the same
Information and thus alleviate the possible monotony.

The author has used this approach for several years now and has
. .

been most satisfilaLwith the resultS. Actively involving students in
- ' process seems to accelerate their own individual skill as

well as provhre other. advantages which stimulate interest and
provide variety- in the _class. the form analysis -worksheet is an
excellent instrujtional aid which Will help to create interesting,
-chaliengineand effective archery classes.
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ARCHERY.
Form Analysis

Name l valuator

Stance
I. Feet straddle shooting lint
2. Side toward target
3.Straight across toes to

target center
4. Body .erect, good posture
5. Weight events, distributed

on both feet.
b. Knees not hy-perextc ;hied

Bow Arm and Grip
1.,.Bow handle along mil

side ot thumb muscle
Heel of hand in contact
with bow

3. Bow. held with index fin-
ger Aral thuinh
Remaining fingers relaxed
around handle

5. Archer does not -squeete
bow.

1'). Bow arm straight with el-,
bow rotated Sway troth
,body

7. Shoulder aown.
extended toward bow

--Necking
.1. Index feather facing away

from how
2.' Arrdw nocked under nods

locator
3. String in contact with first

three fingers ot draw hand
at the last Joint (from

4. Index finger above arrow
nook

5. Lack of arrow pinch be-
tween lst and 2nd fingers

ARCHERY FORM ANALYSIS
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Draw and Draw Arm
I. String pulled evenly with

first three fingers
2. Draw hand relaxed and

flat
3: Thumb - of draw hand

against palm
4. Back muscles.' used

(shoulder blades forced.to-
ge tiler)

5. Steady, continuous draw
to anchor point

Anchor
I. Index finger of draw han-d

contacting underside of
jawbone

2. String touches center of
chin, nose and lips

3. Straight line from draw
fingers to elbow

4. Shoulders down and back
5. "ferision and tightening in

upper back
6. Mouth closed and teeth

together
7. Body alignment. is vertical
8. Anchor maintained till

time of release

Aiming
1. Bow is vertical to ground
2. Eye . closest .to target is

closed
3. Breath held to steadycbow
4. Sight pin on gold

Release

1. Draw hand does 'not creep
on release

". Archer does not torque
string or bow

3. Draw fingers relax simulta:
neously

4$

Q
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4. Draw' hand does not pluck
string

5. Draw hand hrustry. ha k
against neck atter release

6. Bow rem held level
7. Bow rocks forward toward

target .

Archer does not peek

Aftbrhold
l'.B ow re-mains at ;same

height
2. Arms hold poSition until

arrow hits target
3. Archer can 'still see sight

.pin on gold

ARCHERY FORM ANALYSIS '44 49



Finer Points of Shboting

MARGARET F. HORNk
C. R, BUD FOWKES

Margaret Horn is anassistarif professor at Madison College,
Harrisonburg, Virginia, She received a RA. degree from
Bridgewater O'irginfaI: ('allege and an M.S. degree from
Madison College. Margaret is Airrently active in coaching and
teaching archery,

and
has coached the 1973 U.S. Interi:ol-

legiote a(*ham/non nd All-A puller.

Bud I*.owkes was the 1972 Olympic Coach ,in archers, when
bath John Williams and Doreen Wilbur won Gold Medals. He is
on the .VA:=I Board of Diroctors, and an NAA Instructor and
Trainer.

After 'groUp instruction has been given and a degree of sueees.s
attained, the archer looks to the coach or teacher for coaching on
tackle and technique. This article is devoted to sonic tips for the
advanced archer and the coach of the advanced archer.

Natural Italica
There is a natural stance for each individual archer. To find this

stance, the archer should assume the stance to which she is most
accustomed..Then thl...archer should draw;nock and aim. She should.
then close her eyes, keeping the body steady. After about three
seconds, the archer should open the eyes and see where the sight has
floated in relation to the center 01 the target. The archer then.should
move the right toot .in the direction that the pin moved in relation to
the center. Then the archer,should repeat the operation until the pin
maintains a consistent alignment with the gold.

Bow Position
to establishing the how in the pre-draw, the archer needs to learn

to set ,tip ,properly so that -Minimal movement of the how is
`pecessar. The bow shoulder, arm and hand should be .moved so that
.the pin raises tap or lowers down into the gold. There should he little,

' ror no adjustment to the lett or right, only vertical;

Clicker
Mank archers use the clicker as an essential part of shooting,

tackle and techniqu. In'structions for learning to use the clicker can
he found the Instruttor'sManuat If the clicker is alreadyin

50
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use, he certain that it positioned correctly so thatit.is an asset to
shooting, an'd f;astt a deteitent. hi setting up the shot, the archer
should .watch the, arrow until the clicker moves onto the arrow
point.. Anchor,. dtIll JO continue thawing, wi th th'e aback muscles
until the arrow is pulled through the clicker. The draw should be
smooth and s7ontinuous all the way through the clicker until the
felea,e isaaaccoin plashed, _,

Timing
The tuning of the aim and relepe ate Important to establish. If.

the' focus of the pin Ott the gold b too long, the archer tertds to tense
up and allow fatigue to set in, Six to eight seconds is about the
extent that the eye can Tocus;. after that, the eye needs tun refocus.
Most archers develop a timing for themselves with six to eight
seeonds ieupg the ..nerage.
a

Finger Position .

Theoretic-ally. the string fingers Nhould be placed on the string so
that the "VAt.lt them string sits on the ,middle finger. Problems will
'result ...I the index orlictg, finger pulls more than the middle finger. If
either of these gets sore, ,a layer of adhesive tape added to-the 'middle
linger relieve the lower or upper finger pull and help eliminate
pain.

Bow Selectioh
A bow needs to be selected t) fit the individual. A long 'bow

being drawn by a short person "will -not -produce- the greatest
potential of the how. "The energy of a bow is stored in the reeurVe;
therefore, it is necessary' to release the shot from full draw to Use the
Stored energy . The shorter the bow, the more energy stored in the
re,:urve, therefore the faster .th'e shot. The longer the bow, the less
energy stored in the recurVe, therefore the slOwer and smoother the-
shot.

Tiller
Ttlir the- distance from the how string to where the wood

tapers in'the ltrnhs..1 he, standard tiller is Usually tr to 3/8" less in
the lower limb. Tiller needs to he checked to determine how the
bow .ishould be shot to produce. the best results. If the tiller is the
same 'an both limbs, 'a high wrist is. dyed because' that is the pivot
point "of the bow, The wrist is lower' when there is less tiller in the
haver limb.. This :ippliespre.ssure at the pivotal point of the bow.
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Weight
A bow should not be heavier Own the draw weight that an archet

can pull and hold easily. Amithetconsiderationis mass weight. If the
how weight is to heavy other problems will creep in, such as
pressuring the bow to keep it extended/Mk causes muscle soreness
in the top of the bow shoulder.-

J

Change
Many archers do not try any new techniques because they feet --

they will do worse. An archer needs to try different techniques to
advance and becOme evenThetter. if a. new technique does not work,
the archer can retarn to her original, method. The champion is
alwax,,,s the person who is totally aware of her goal and is willing to

wK4atmust be done to'reach it.

Mental Preparation .

Alter. the archer has become adept at .usingther:equipment and is.
'ready for top notch competition, she must turn-her attention to
becoming mentally prepared. Goals need to be set; an archer can be
no better than she wants to be. Any doubts abotd her success will
produce less than her optimum best' results

The archer must practice under toornarnerq aonclitions with
, realistic goals in mind. By recording scores, an average can be

established which will give; the archer an idea of her capabilities as
sly enters a tourriiment. The archer cannot expect to do better than
ffer.average, even though.it is possible tG achieve a higher score.

Frequently anarcher will tense up while shooting and try to force
the ,tiow. A how only does what an archer do'es.with it. She cannot
force the shot but must relax and allow the bow to function
naturally.

Confidence is the key to successit is the archer'S biggest.esset.
This applies to equipment, set-up, technique and aiming. Total
concentration and confidence in herself will produce the nturity
and relaxation needed.for success.

Resources .

There are several good hooks that can be recbmniended to the
coach and serious archer Margaret Klann's Target Archiery''and
Lorraine Pszczola's Archery, A new hook just released by the
National Archery Association is flip NAA Instructor's Manual. It -

contains much material and information helpkatto the beginning
coach or advanced'archer. It is indeed a must serious archers.
and coaches: Others recommended hooks are:
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.' Klan!' , Margaret Turgel Arcirt.y. Addison Wesley ,Publihing CU.
geadingyMass.

orraine, ft, 6, W. B. S: indrs ('o., WeSi Wahington
Sqt re Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

B.tier. Bo \\,er, Fomikes,' Schooh, Instructor's .1hmul., National
cry A,so}iation, it).51 Geraldson, pr. Lancaster,. Pa. 17601

- .
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Three-Part Harmony
'SUSAN E.11 CKS
LEN CARDIN LE

Susan. E. flicks received her B.S. degree from East Stro
burg, Pe, nnsylvania,' State Cdicge and her M.A. 'degree f our
the 1 niversity of .Nortlh Colorado. Greeley. She is cum, tie
,rt assistcnit prof th. al cducation and director of
worn(' n', athletics . at Pltirleuili Dickinson Universal. in
Teancek. Jerv.v. She is. also an N.-1.1 inNtruetor and st
mcmhcr at recla-tVooket Archcrs- Camp, Roxbury, ['own; it.

Th :s article is a composite ot information gathered 1win
Cardinale or Bellcv:lle, :\le jersey: Mr. Cardinale' is n
advanced coachinc; instructor (or the Proloshinal :lreheq
..tssocia(l,..17 and has F Serra! years coached Ann Bu tz, the

protcssiOnal champion. Ile is also a technic.41
editor for the Pro A rater and Archery World magazines as well
as ham and wadi of arc:init. at Tie/UO/1 LVOV Jersey) State

The'.tuning of y our equipment in ;archery is actually the blending
of the bow, the arrow and the archer into the most efficient unit
possible. The im,st important ingredient in tuning is you, the archer.
Your consister.,:,, of torm in shooting is what allows you to take
advantage of finely tuned equipment. Without .consistent shooting
form, the best tuning possible will still add only a minimum of
points to your score, This article will present many ways to keep
your bow. and arrows tuned to cacti other and to you it is up to
you, the ark:her, to develop the consistency of form necessary to
have good scores.

Tuning the Arrow
Arrow Length By using a 'training hOw and measuring arrow,

the -proper length of- arrow for the individual archer can be
determined, By transferring that draw .length to a bow scale, you
may determine 'exactly how much weight theArcher is actually
pulling with her own how drawn to the correct arrow length. This
actual full-draw bow weight will tell the archer the correct spine of
the arrow she should'u,se.

,,1rrow Spine The spine of an arrow is its flexibility in relation
to the push of the how. While arrows: may be made of wood,
fiberglass or aluminum, Only aluminum arrows allOw adjustment of
spine._ by changing either the diameter of the.arrow or the thickness
OP the shaft walls. Another Otis tor aluminum arrows is that they are.
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ha! ss ail oi :at in a doien where fiberglass
.1H1 ,oden arrows. five pounds of

iii ,unds, necessary to
detle,..1 ii lOahniiinri:,aro.,, Abe alnOitIll lot its given spine

he the sylle, ,..e'tsal..ind rho::: or k. in any doien aluminum
r. s w:th arrre., the pressure could vary three.

poroid. Ind with the w:,,.den ores. t)Ae pounds).
hen an t, re,eased, the s 'ur e 1.4 power tor ,the push is the

nire t the pull and .inithitor of the
pu.rlit is ii ihrer.-tiv behind he str,ng iptishIng,azzenti,`we have What-,,
is known rhe "archer's parados. In this phenomenon, the arrow
simply hem!, around the how it reiease and straight-ens out on its

the ta;a.ret. \n. arrow which t ttt stiiti Sinned for the
ar.,her's braw and draw wtli slap into the arrow plate when shot,

ba,:k end ,,ot the arrow to &lit to the right (for the
r,,,,ht-handed ara.her). ,An arrow ulurii is too weakly spined for the
trehr Isow and draw will not contact the arrow plate With
sutti,iero tor, and will ;hitt to the target with the nock end to the
lett. .

F. test the spine; ha%e the archer Thriot several hare -shafts at
sol,h, target tr,e:n a ,stance se.ven yards. It the arrow flocks
are the right s)t the point ot impa..14.)ti know the arrows are too

he are to the lett. they are too weakly sinned. Be
t,: y hall as the iletclu11i4 l act to stabilise the shot

Ind mai, ,s..ver
in arrow, ..11 I. weaklv /spined tot the archer can he

t I rhi is site, t ate it sonic added spine. It the
.1Hy j:t weighted points can

Ilehtiv I he ...s are diusted to the correct
a Lire 0!;.t ttd the rb.)k is in direct line

:.711 the .
r .

Tuningthe Bow . /

!S; w,r r !,.: Vhe mrdiher it It in I. in the archer's bowstring is
hett:rnlatet in it :a the the ,how. 'rile chart below

tite litruiler. -I strands in the string for the
ars'.

0! 11,-, =of Strands

..1.acron V-Iss 12
4.R trin.ii 14.

1,1)
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I he how may be tuned to give faster arrow flight by decreasing
the number ,.1 .tran.l, in the ',tong, but he sure you du nit decrease
the stung No ill,111Y Al.ttii [hat it t..111110t handle the power of the
bk)w because tills V111 result in Aring breakage. Conversely,. Using a -.

string with more strands than iwcessaty will result in a slower shot
that will he much more smooth and stable. ,

Rraczrzg. flci....ht Bow manufacturers recommend strings of a
:ertain length ( usually '-1 ". shorter than how length) for their bows,
giving the archer automatically the proper bracing height fin her
equipment. The archer should follow the manufacturer's recom-
mended bracing height, which is usually 7.:." -, W:.. It the archer
needs to .buy, a replacement, or extra,string, she should remember
that all string packages are maw marled by the length of the how.
Therefore, it you have a Soh" bow, when you buy a new string, get a
pa,kage marked btl'7: the string inside is the correct length to tit
y' oar to," bow.

the archer oho wishes to make her bow shoot faster may lower
h:r bow's branting height hy using a slightly longer string or
tiatwd.,ting the stair; slightly. While this speeds the shot, it also
lessens, the stability of the shot. l'or the archer who wants a slower,.
more stable shot. raise the bracing height slightly by twisting the
string 10-15 times (no more).

\ ,itkonz Point I!sing a bow square,-the initial !locking point
should he ftxcd on the string with adhesive tape perpendicular to
"and 1/x" to allove the arrow. rest. To adjuSt this nocking point,
shoot several arrows, using a bare shaft, at 5-7 yards. The vertical
positi.,n of the arrow nook will help you adjust the height of the
.nocking point. It the neck is above the point of arrow entry, then
the flocking, point is too high and should he adjusted slightly
downward on the string. On the other hand. it the nick is below the
point of entry., the flocking point is too low and must be raised.
Adiustments should he made until the noel: is even with the entry
point of the arrow.

.4dmitablc Side Pressure Points These are designed to give a
cushioning cited to the arrow when it pushes against the arrow
plate. This concept .has been brought to light throughout the archery
world by The almost universal use of the "Berger button" for tuning.
This adjustable side pressure point literally removes some of the
bend from the arrow, enabling it to fly straighter. It provides a
surface of contact for the arrow backed by a spring which gives
when the arrow pushes -against it. Just as the rebound of a ball is
softened when it is thrown against foam rubber rather than-stone, so
the bend in the arrow is modified by the "give" in the side pressure
point,. l'othe archer having release problems, this device can be.very
helptul, and for any aNlier who seeks adjustabiliiy in his equipment,

.
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using the adiustable side pressure point is a vital necessity. The point
can be adiustsni to give more or less resistance to the arrow, making
it possible Co tune the how to different sets of arrows the archer may
have,

Stabiliztrs The stabilizer's function, as the name implies, is to
make the bow more stable during shooting. It accomplishes this by
adding mass weight to the bow and therefore reducing movement.
The added weight, however, .requires the archer to have more-
strength to control the movement of the sight. An archei; must
experiment with various weights and positions for stabilizers until
she finds the combination giving the most stability while enabling
good sight control, Generally, the stabilizer is placed out in front of
the how, but stabilizers on the back of the how are also common.
the archer's personal preference should determine weight and
location of stabilizers,

While a stabilizer with a solid base will take some of the
movement out of the how, a stabilizer with a flexible base will
remove even more motion, hut, as was previously Stated; it will make
it harder for the archer to control the sight.

The Archer .

Consistency of form by the archer is the key to effective tuning.
ttuipment can be inure finely tuned to the archer whose style and

shootinovtechniques are as-consistent as pcXsible. While an inconsis-
tent archer would probably improve scores with well-tuned equip-
ment, it is no panacea tO'bring her within range of the highly skilled
and consistent it, tier. And what is ,the key to tuning an archer?
Practice, patience. willingness to learn, and more practicc, to attain
the consistency necessary 1-u use tine tuning to her best advantage.
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Fletching: An Interview with
Charles E. Pierson

MARY BUSSER

lutation :n (leinentary,
. hf' U pr, at Western

:s. f, the :tat/ read

s chanipitn., and hunter, Ile
Camp and owns"

;:er: a!T,1 l ,t'it's tinnriati. Ohio.
ever iv.inde7ed about the heathen on an arrow? From

the a., 1 riioiiebt my tir,t it allows 1 have wondered why there
a.:h ,halt instead of the normal, three. When I

had the pp.irt.intrv, I ,,,,ke.M.harlie Pierson some questions and the
was tt,rimaLited from his explanations.

Het...lung c:in he define.: as a diag'which provides ,the guidance
heceary for true flight. It an arrow is shot perfectly, no guidance
cv,r.iin nec'; ---171, With .rnodern tournament equipment. a hare

can he 'iot true to the but eye: but since a perfect arrow
it, a giu.lankci system becomes necessary.

\ guidance ,.,temp on an arrow is the-attachment of any material
that will prod.i..,e drag on the rear of the arrow. These materials are
teathers, hcnied pl.htfe.When plastics are used, they can.

,ltd ,ir tc ithcr-hke. he number of guiding surfaces co vary
!r -n one to

Ihere .1], three that determine the in eagiligt of fletching:
vvcieht it the bow. the length ot the arrow, 1'd the distance

shot. lheic't,qt: .Q1. heavier the how, the lOnger the arrow, the
1:+5rter the distaucciidetermine the amount of drag that is necessary.

F an to use all, of its energy properly it must fly
.0 -ibitelv ,traight. But soh:Li the arrow rarely leaves the how in a
ralght line. some diag is nes-essaay to produce good flight.

Haut mg aru vs are ginetalIN shot trout heavy bows and have 15
r :H., inches feathers ttletchinga The mostpopular,fletching

Itimt!ti:i attows 1, three leathers .5 to i z inches long. Four
iler:ticin hciciallrig !mire pcipular because the arrow can be flocked
either ,bre,..ta,in, cvhereac wilt three 'fetch the cock feathej Must be
placed out to insure giod

For the fletchmi to perform properly the arrow must be abie topi the b,i,v within:a mfert c a, interlerence would cause
detlection tram the arrow's rue course. Also to he faken into
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consideration Is the flocking pinnt on the string. High speed movies
have shown that witeli sur.ov r. lkaseil tram full draw, the flock
end of the allow, will tad ' to s f roth inch because of gravitational
torces. .rlierefore when the arrow is. placed on the ',Bang. it slmuld
always he nonsed about '4 higher than horizontal. Also,
if the how beim( used does not have an arrow rest and the arrow
rests on the shooter's hand. the docking point most he higher so the
arrow wdl passcorupletely tree of the hand.

As stated before. the number of Itetchings on an arrow can vary
trom. one to. six. It is pOs.able to use one leather it the spiral
completes 360 degree. Many .N.1110iLA Indians used 'two feathers
with a high degree of spiral wraparouncriMost arrows.have three
have 3-114:11 feathers because lwliter Weight bows are used, but four,
tive and six feathers can he used. The maximum number is limited

-"nnily by the dm nietei kti the shat t As the number of flettIlings
increase, the length of the fletch decreases. but the total amount of
Beta on the arrow will remain about the same.
Types of Retching

Teat ho71... are the most ,popular typo of tletching used today;
Turkey pointer feathers (fright 'feathers) are the most common.
Since the bird has both right and Jett wings there "are right and left
fletclupgs. Featheis naturally grow in a curve not flat, and the curve .

produces a natural natation when the arrow is shot. The amount of
deurnble rotation is determined by the shooter. The more spiraled
the tletching, rive more rotation, is produced and.this places more
drag on the ari,,w. W!th 'more drag. the arromr will travel less distance .

but will return taster to a tringlit tlreht pattern. By `treating higher

rotation, the arrtw strai,r,htm more quickly and shorter.
distance. can be shot accurately. t In big game hunting, the arrpW
must be flying straight to he able to ;tike with its full energy force.)

The tournament archer shooting Al- It- meters has a greater distance
in which the arrow can Thus. the,: tletching (drag) can be
midi smaller.

White teathers are the most widely used Belching
material in archery f...1av it, only because they are cheap and easy -

to apply. When plastic feathers are used. thin sheet of, plastic is
substituted for the' loathers. This smo.%thet surfae rediaces the air
resistance and prodta.iesless arrow drag which causes a higher flying
arrow. 3When you reduce the (tray, Vora reduce the guiding power. It

should he noted that if-the hand' is contacted by the finward moving
plastic Beta r vane). the hand will fe cut by the vane. A special
MOW, rest roust he used that permits uninhibited prosage of the

tletching,
there are also corrugated types of plastic fletchings which 1ry

simulate the tenure of a leather. These types are more suitable.for
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hunting and situations -that need a, higher drag ratio. The, newest
torn of plastic tlett lung is a pre-shaped, thin, my lar sheet which is
shaped to create an areodv narlic furu>tion that produces amore
stable and accurate flight ()I the arrow. This vane requires a special
arrow rest so that there is no interference on release.

.Plastic fletching is not recommended for physical education
classes., If you have competitive shooters, plastic should be consid-
ered. Feathers are affected tar n,ore by wind; and'plastic has proved
more stable in the wind., Drift 'is rediked by using plastic when
shooting outdoors.

Repair of Arrolds .

.

Repair. of arrows is very, important in that the'. same type of
adhesive must he used as the finish on the arrow. Household cement
has a nitro-cellulose base and is used on all arrows with'a lacquer
finish. A nitro-cellulose finish is not completely waterproof but is

4 very brilliant in color and has been widely used in the past. Today
many manufacturers are changing to 'vinyl finishes which are
completely waterproof but lack the brilliance ()fa lacquer. One way
of identifying a lacquer finish is by its brilliance. Look for chips in
its finish, as lacquer becomes brittle with age. Vinyl is tough and
doe, not fljke off. If you are in doubt as to what kind of glue to use
place a droplet on the finish, let it dry and then test its ability to
stick.

There are two standard 4letching shapes:
1. Parabolic cut which is a co,ntinuous curve:
2. Shield cut which is relatively straight tip and down.

Figure Parabolic fletching. Figure 2. Shield fletching.
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A feather with more area-creates morVdrag, thus the shape design
determines the amount of drag. -

When tietching, is important that the leading edge of the
feather be blended into the arrow shalt. If there, is a blunt edge
present,' when the edge comes into contact wit+) the archer's hand
the feather can cut. The loss of the leading edge of the feather is
relatively unimportant because 80 percent of the guidance is
performed- by the last third of the feather. Therefore, it is not
necessary to retletch an arrow until the feather loss causes it to fly
out of the .group (inaccurate). The life of a feather can he prolonged
if a coating of glue i9 applied to the feather' S leading edgg\to prevent
it t rom lifting away from the

If you do your own refletching consider.these things:
I. Natural colored feathers have a longer life than dyed feathers.

Feathe"rs dyed black have the poorest durability.'
2. ('(setts can be cut by buying feathers in amounts of I00's rather

than by dozens,
3. If flocks must he replaced, try the new Bjorn arrow nock. The

Bjorn nock clips tightly on to the string and holds the arrow in
this nocked position until released. These nocks are stronger,
thus safer.

At this point I had to stop Mr. Pierson. I had writer's cramp but
he could have gone on and on. It is fascinating talking to an expert.
He -answered my questions, and I hope we have answered 'some of,
yours:

:4*
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Field Archery Cros.§word Puzzle
SUSAN E. HICKS

See page 5:4 for a Irrjc hiog!aphiLal sketch.

lichen are unique people, and archery has always fostered its
on unique terminology. the termin this crossword ?utile come

-from field archery and the'noveity kinds of archery which use field
style sho6img for their hash: torn" Good liuntirig!

1

r-7-7,

.L.

.1

'Li

LI±L].
1_1_1 EM LL
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ACROSS .

'1 th,. 11,:idadh.1% nwthot1 ul aiming-after the draw (3 words)
,,

. Field ARliory ..soi,,c,idtp..ni,.
S. 29 points in one end'
9. The higher point value on a field target

10. An archery shooting step,. after the string is released
13. Bjorn, mid, mycro .

14. The lower point value on a field target
15. For an arche'r to the , all his fin-

. ,gees are below the nocking point
_.1.6. Position of archer's teet during shooting

17. One color on a field archery target
20The other color on a field archery target!
21. One possible position fOr the archer's feet.
25. Device used to hold arrows at waist level (2 words)
26. To tilt your how .- . --
25. The shooting of a set number of arrows at various distances
29. The stabilizing feathers or vanes attached to an arrow between

the nook and crest
30. Hand pbsition at full draw (2 words)

_

31, The speed a bow giVes to the arrbw
32. _under, another name for 15 across ('2 words)
34. Straight limb, reamed, semi4ecurVed-, .

.15, This device keeps vines, trees, etc. off bow limbs-(2 words)
3.' ..Disguise for a hunter .. .

30, 1nahlity to, shoot 'upon sighting a target
40. A flying cardboard target
42. An archer using a bowsight is classified as what kind of shooter?
44. The tips on this bow bend away ttoni the archer .

47. In thin end, arrows are shot Iron] distances progressively closer
to the target (2 words) .

49. Groups of hunters use, this technique to flush out game
it) is to the archer as "fore" is to the golfer -
51. An archery game from tee to green! (2 words)

DOWN
2..1 his device keeps the bowliunter's string quiet (2 words)
3. At this distance, if the archer aims the poinf of the arrow into

the center of the target, that's where the arrow goes! (2 words)
4. The field archer's method of b'efore drawing (3

words)
5. Finger protection device,
.. An aiming method relying solely on the. archer's judgthent

10. A type Of field round, and a type of target face
t 1. To pull the bowstring hack to anchor point
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.12. The point of the arrow
1%. Alternate term for target center
19. A modified indoor hunting round (2 words)
22. Another finger piotection device
23. A short distance calling device for small game
24.. The path of the arrow in flight
27. Hiding place for an archer hunter
30. The type of -arrow shot at 40'across (2 words)
31. Markings which identify your arrows
33. This keeps'you from dropping your bowkafter release
34. Shooting without a sight on your-bow
35.A sharpened, bladed arrow used in hunting.
37. "1 shot an into the air"
38. This is an-angled shot at a flying object
41. ,A dull-tipped arrow used for small game
42. This puzzle is about archery!.
.43. Protection-for your how arm
45. A type of shooting done for distance only
4h. An Irish dance,-or a device used.to pit feathers.on arrows
48.. TO track pine

r

BIBLIOGRAPHY

j Bear, Fred. Tht, Archer's. Bible, New York: poubled4y, 196&.
Mann, Margaret. Target Archery, Reading, MA: Addi,son-Wesley,
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ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across
-Post Draw Gap

7. National
8. Perfect
9, lire

10,11old
13. Nock
14. Ihree

Notching
30, held Anchor
31. Cast
32. Three 'Fingers Under
34. Bow
35. Brush Button
3o. Camoutla`ge

015. Walk, String
1.6.."Stanc&t,..
17. White
20. Black
21.- Open
25. 11ip Quiver
26. Cant
28. Round

39. Freezing
40. Bowbird
42. Freestyle
44. Rccurvc
47. Valk -up
49. Drisiing
SO. Timber,
51. Archery -Colt'

2. String Silence,r . 30. Flu Nit
3. Point Blank s. 31. Crest
4. Pre Draw Gap 33. Sling
5. Tab 34. .Barehow
h. Instinctive '35. Broadhead

10. -1,1untd 37. Artow;i

11. Draw i 38.. Quarter

12. Pile
t^8. Spot

.41. 'Blunt
42. Held

19. Flint Round .43. Guard
22. Glove
23. Squeaker\

45. Flight
46. Jig ,

24. Tfalectors. 48. Stalk /
2'.. Blind
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Importance of Body/Target.Alignmeht and
Aiming to Archery Accuracy

Two Self-testing Activities '

J,OYCE GRAENING

phtAiothcducation at thi
101,1A ,114, afar

4tiu-ce.k tr,on Fa8t,rn K.enthej%:y Rielontord
and an instructor'yratow the-:l nternan Arelicry Council.
,Currently the is, h.h.hwg- archoii' in the 'basic instruction.

The- basic. techniques how shooting have been itemized as
stance. nock; draw. anchor, aim, release, and folldw-through. The
tirst essential tar success in archery is the maintenance of an erect
well-balanced stance.iA critical factor in the .stance appears. to he
proper body Aim-twig in' relation to the target. Duplicating this
position tor every shot at the same distance enhances consistency
and accuracy. rite second essential for success in archery, is definite
aiming the ability to perceive and establit0a;to-exact targetwhich
cnahles an afther to he more- accurate and consistent in arro
placenient.

The tkillowing two ,elf-testing^activities are fun' for a change of
pace in any archery class at ter the basic skills of ahning'and shooting
have been mastered. Flicy also allow the student a difterent method
of practicing body, taiget aivninent and aiming....

Aiming elfrest
This actilatN enables the student to pi-actice his aiming techniques

through changing the point of a MI, L StUdttlit !MOWS Cotiseeu-,
ni,ely at two targets :yid the bullseye, which are aligned' vertically
with the bullsey e one a hove and one below on a -18-inch target
Figure 1 i. ,The two supplementary targets are .placed on the black

scoring ring, their base on the line dividing the blaelsand
Green metallu wrapping paper can he used tot the small targets.
'because it shows up well on the target face. These targets are the
sameisize as the hullseye and measure 0-3;5 inches.

Rtiles of. Mt' G4in't%. Each student begins shooting in -siertical order,
from topto bottom ft-pin the: 15-yard line. Shooting continues on a
given target tintilit is firl, before students are permitted to progress)
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in order to the rN..xt target. The se: re is the sum 9e arrows required_
to hit the three taip;et aioas in order:

1

rtgute.l. Floqr Wan for the aiming selftest.

Body/Target Alignment SelfTest .

This
time

requires that a. person change. his body alignment
eadi tiMe an arrow is shot to maintain proper body/target
alignment. Initial starting floor position.does.nst change, but rather,
body alignment with the,target.is shifted with each stmt.

'Putt's. of flit,. Gatht;:.Each student shoots siz consecutive-arrows
alternately at three 48-inch fatgets arrangaini Semicircular Pattern,
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(Figure 2). rtrget,i 1 and 3 ;ire separated by a thi.tance of 11 feet
from target t; enter .t., ta;get,entei on tither k)t Target 2. The
student shoot-, Nom, .1 '1,11R: itt.,it:n threLtly in front of "Farget 2
and If!' yards away tt,tin ea, ti ot the tlftee target. The targets are
nunihered 1. -2 and 3 beginnmg with the target an the lett when
tatting. the range at the shooting 'line. Thetirst airow.is shot at larget
I, the s%..ott.1 at Target 2, and the third at Target 3. The same
shooting pattern is repeated for arrows four. five and six. Total

Ole for tie six arrow, are then tabulated. fhe author uses the
aver.me ot two trials a; the rei:orded

68 '

es

Figure 2. Floor plan for the aiming self test.
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Archery _Spelling Race
. JENNIE G. AZHDERIAN

"co/Lc Azilierta4 rcceirc,/ the B.S. degree from Northwestern
I. n:::ersty, Fran;don, Illinov,and the .11..4. degree front the
I flreriitt dI .114rvland, College Park, She has taught health -.

and pits. steal edifration in the following schools inMarvland:
Indsan Ile',13 Jun17or High Sch.)ol, Lackes Senior High School,
Pooktilte 114kth School, Wheaton High Stlipol; and Julius West
Jun:or II:. /z iSeltool. Katlic pre,ently chairperson ol" the
pin Ni(-al edultation department at William Farquhar Middle
School in Obies, .'Jars land,

.1._ Ob4 ( tsa,': To have students demonstrate' accuracy in spelling ,

%voids related to archery through game e*perience.
2, Equiptricrit- Mininnam of two sets of alphabet (Flash) cards are

tfed. Appro \ mute' silt! oteards is 4" x 5". Tlie tollowing letters
are one I I ) card eakh 13. C. D. F, Ct. II, J. M. N, 0,,Q,''S, U, V, W,
V. Letters with two, t: ard,; each are A, E, R, T.
List of terminology is archery, arm guard, target, quiver, finger
tab. bow, arrow, and string. (Many other archery terms can he
a,W.1-1.b.o.,Dtlwr letter_eard$ will have to he included.)

3 Participants Num, >er is flexible approximately ;even partici-
, pants in each wain. Difficulty of the terms used v ould depend

upon the grade levd1 of participants. f

4, Organization- l'ach team is given a set of cards./ The order of
-racers- for each Team is designated by the teat er. Each team
sits in a circle on 7he floor at a given point and a. sembles all the
cards before, everyone in the group. When the tea her requests a
word, everyone helps gather the cards and han s-them to the
"racer ", who then runs.to a point in front of he teacher and
spells the word c Irrectly before the opponent does. The team
that spells the word correctly first receives ne point. When
another word is announced, another "racer';' eceives the cards
and runs to siell he word, etc. All words are s )elled or the game
ends as time fix p ay runs out. The team with le highest number
Of points is the w nner. NO set time is suggest d!, it will vary with
each situation.
This game can he ,applied to any subject or sport.
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-Annotated Archer,Bibliograpby
RUTH LOUISE LESTER

I
Ruth L,:e.st.' Tester rceened her 8,5, (low(' Irani the

K.crittickyl. her Master of Education
Tem,r):e 'am EhtlatIclphia, and her doctor,

pin ..iutation from 11?diana University, Blooming-
Shc It'athing and coaching at DePauw

I 1%; sift, (;rt en, astle.lndiana.

American Asst ciation for Health. Physical hhication, and Recrea-
tion. An Plannonf Guide Jr o Group and Individual
Inq'ruct:on, Washirwton, DC: the Association, 1972. $3.75.
In.,truaion for he; mers and intermediates, equipment 'needs,
anal!, sis of muscles used in shootingAnd ,corrections. of tech-
niques in shooting.

Annarino. Art herr: IndisIdualt:.11 Instructional Program. Engle-
wood ('luts. P!entice-Ilall. :9.73. $2.75.

Barrett. Jean A. .tn-hers. 3d ed. Pacific Palisades, CA: Goodyear
Publishing Co.. 1973. $3.95 tlnstructor's manual available.)-
-Tedmiques of shooting, analysis of fundamental skills, and safety
louse U1 equipment.

Butler. Dawl Thc New Arclicry.. Rev. ed.. New York: A.S. Barnes,
'1973. $ 5.95. :.erodyflumic and engineering aspects of equipment.

Campbell, Domild W. Archery. Englewood Oafs, NJ: Prentice -Hall,
19 "I. $4.9', cloth, $1.60 paper. Equipment, skills, safety,
tournaments. shoots and conditioning programs.

Dick. Sr. Archers-Basic Techniques. Sunland, CA: The
author t st)44 Foothill Blvd.), 1969, $.1.95.-,Exercises to develop
habits and prevent errors in archery..

_Heath. E.G. A Mvtiory of Target Archery. New York: A.S. Barnes,
1974, $7,95. An account of the history of arnery.

Helgeland. Glenn. ed. Archery World's Complete Guide to Bowhuntr-
:r4. Englewood ('hits, NJ: Prentice-11411,.197t, $8.95.

Honda. Shig et al. A n-hery. Boston: Allyry& Bacon, 1975: $2,95.
Klann, Margaret L. Target .trchery. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,

1970. Conunon shooting errors with corrections, safety,
rules and techniques.

Learn, C.R. Dowlzbinter's Digest. Mountain View, CA: World.
Publications. 1'174. S6.95. Twenty-eight chapters coverings
archery and howhunting.

McKinney, Wayne C. Anliert.. d ed. DubuqUe, IA: Wm. C. Brown,
1.975. $1.95. Designed for the beginning archer, equipment and
fundamentals.
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NJ! '!...11 X I ..;.1 ed.

1 P\ c: I (;,.1.1L,,,,,v,) Dr.i.
, .

Nat:, Atli.:
PA 1)1.1, 1'4-4 X'aludbli:

N.olonal /PT., /, !it .1d ed.
P Di.), 1973.

Coinrt'i ttL
PIL:i.tdAphu. .11:19,1t:t... 1071. $2,25,

and ...are .of

';' t/: (,:t World
howllunting

ef, 4

1.) 9
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Archery Visual Aids
MARGARET F. HORN

-Mar:tarc t Horn is an a)ststant proleil'or and coach at Madi.s'on
lia_rrisonburg, Virginia. In thj ('ollege Division

site as state chairman, chairnian o/ the Eligibility Committee,
and a 'past membcr of the Collegiate All -American Nomination

Pnces listed are subit7a. to change. Numhers in parentheses refer
to tihn distribul:.4s listed.

,-,

''mm, set of 4 iOlor loon 'films. Sale 524.95 each, set
Basic skills, 'flock, anchor, release, aiming pre-gap

method, aiming, sight method. t3)
Art hcry fundamentals. I hnti, sound, color. Sale $120-, rent S6,50.

Basic knowledge about shooting equipment, proper methods of
choosing and using it, and safety measures together with tips that
will increase enjoyment and achievement on the archery field. (3)

Irci2cry Right On. 12 min., ((mm sound, color. Rent $5, free to
sch,ols. Introductory look at archery from caveman days up to

t7-' 01,mr:,-, where the U.S. won both men's and women's gold
medal., Covtms target, tield, and bow hunting. (4)

-Irciury Today. 22 min., It, nun, soUnd, color. Rent $10. A hunting
safety film showing all factors of archery and hunting safety
including pr-',per equipment, how to build blinds, climbing-to a
tree stand, and shooting .it deer. (4)

Fins. hathcr and Fur. 25 min., lomm, sound, color. Rent $10. Fast
paced tilm of ott-season sports for adventurous bowmen. Winter

° ho.v fishing for stingrays off the Florida Keys and alligator gar in
southern rivers, hunting pheasants in the fan harvest and hunting
bobcat in a Northern .wint.er. (4)

.1n-hcri ur Iconier's.Archer.r. 8m m , set of 3 loop films, color.
Sale $22,45 each. Hardy, Ward and Doreen Wilbur demonstrate
stance. no:king, draw, aim, hold, release and follOw-thrOugh. (2)-

I Return to the OlympUis. 1 crmm, sound, sale $200, rent. $5.
t;raphic display how both fledgling and veteran archers prepare
themselves to compete in the Olympic Games, the .U.S. Intercol-
legiate Championships or the U.S. team tryouts: (1)

7 Step; to Gold. I hnim, sound, color. Rent $5. Demonstration by
John Williams, 107.2 Olympic Gold Medal Winner, of the seven
basic steps to archery success which give pointers in both
freestyle ariod instinctive methods of shooting. (5)

I
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Film Distributors
11) Anie...ri,an Archery ( okoic il, o I (lia Inlets St., Flint, MI 48503.
(2) .1thletie Institute, ..71)5 Merchandise Mart, Audio Visual Dept

Chicago.'11.., 6065.4. .
..

(3) BF .-\ lid ational Media, 221 I Michigan Ave., Santa Monica ('A
')0404 . .. .

,
(4) (;r4y1-ng Film Service9, Rural Route 1, Grayling, MI 44738.
0) Win Nrcliery Division, Route!, Jacksonville, TX 7S"r,t).
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I

OFFICIAL. RULES FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS

RULE 1. TARGET ARCHERY ROUNDS

Target compet0ion fan c !lased on either individual or tea 1

scores. kny one of the rounds may he used for individual or team
competition. 'I`he rounds are
1.- Men IA Round tedies Round

,--to arrows at 00 Meters 36 Arrows at 70 Meters
3t, arrow, at 70 Meters 3o al lows at o0 Meters
3o arrows at 50 Meters 316 arrows at 5t) Meters
36 arrows at 31) Meters 36 dirt.W1 at 30 Meters
l he size of target laces used at ')ti, 70. and 60 meters is 122

centimeters in diameter. (48 inchesi.
Ihe. size of target Laces Used at 50 and 30 meters is 80 et!nti-

meters i 31.15 in.)
Wan. Round- Metrire Round '0*

arrows at (Ai Meters artmNN at.45 Meters
3o arrows at .50 Mete!, 3.o arrows at .35 Meters
3o arrows at 40 Meter-s 3o arrows at 25 Meters
3t, drrowss.at 311-Meters 36 arrows at 15 MiCterN
The size of the target tacesLused at 60 and 50 meters in the Jr.

Metric Round is 122 centimeters (48 inches).
The size ot the target -faces used at 40 and 30 meters in the Jr.

Metric Round is is0 centimeters (311,:. inches).
the size 4it the target faces used. at 5 and 35 meters in the, C'adet

Metric Round i. 122 centimeters (48 inches).
1 he size ot the target laces-used at 25 and 15 meters in the Cadet_

Metric Round is 80 centimeteisJ311/2. inches).
The target faces 1122 and 80 ;;rn.) are divided into 5 color' zones

of equal width. The colors twin ',he center out are yellow, red, blue,
Had. and white. teach color zone is divided into 2 scoring zones of
equal size. The number of points scored for each tone from the
center out is 10, 'a, s 7, tis 5. 4, 3, 2. 1.

Arrows are scored in -groups ot o. A perfect score bir 144 arrowS
is 14-40.

9

',iiiiersz,irr
'11) meter, equal 'IN yards. I toot. 3 inches.

meters equal 76 its. I. foot. S inches.
NO meters equal 65yards. 1 tout, 10 inches.
55 meters equal o0 yards. 5 inches.

Otticial tournament Rules and Renlations for the International Archery
federation and the National Archerl. Association of the USA are available

cacti from the NAA office, 1951 Geraldson Drive, Lancaster, PA 17601.
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Rule 1. Target Archery Rounds
4

! 1..!et e ; et
p.''t I 7. inchet.

' ;:),..tets 3s inche,.
:,:e!ei etv..t1 .3 2 2 teez. in he.

>Aril,. 2 teet, 7.4 inches.'
5? ev.1.1 yti-4, I to ,t72 inchei.

;, ts,,?h
.7 7J) ;o %.,p,.1s, ;11.10-o.ws at 40 yards,

.V.:otts oc ct !) ;,!7111:t'l IA) !7. Ilt`tie..1 score for 00 arrows is
o.;0.

.

I tat.e r 4 nches (122 centimeters), divided into 5
c..1 wtItli. I he colors trorri the center out are

17:J. 1-.111,3, )-41cit hitc 4J,..1) color lone is divided into 2
7777! ,17.,' I h number ot points scored for each

.Int o, s, 6.-5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

hi */^r ;:or,!
ul arrow, at 41.t ar.ls, 30 arity,'s at 30 yards.

lnoltps ot A peitet.t scow for 40,.iirrows is

;7) ,1; 707, ,t) 1) 7,4!1, f!17,0.!. 7, .11 .tards, 10 artms at 20 yards.
,.'77 74, ! perfect s...ore for 00 arrows is

lo,i

P77/0)./
2 '..*!:,11. a! 7 ,!) "yark 50 arJ. 40 vet!, the sfie of the target

4'5 mat' , ml in diamoter ditided into : color /ones of
w, 114. I ht. t..4.ois nori the .t..t.'ilfer out dr'e yellow, red, blue,

i, . an .1.1.1 ..)!I'71 zone is iou kI into 2 scoring zones of

ii ec. I Ire 7;:i.,0;e; I pint: ,..n4e4 Or each zone from the
5. 4. 3, 2. 1.

ire e I 11 e.7.77711i!`) peitect st.orc for 60 arrows is

Irv: ,!), .1!:,!

24 iris ar 4 41-.1),.. 4 rn w. .it 31) yards, 24 arrows at 20 yards.

.
.stri-.1ws are scored in; group, ot o. A perfect score for 72 arrows ii'

7)177701d... 7 6
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Rule 2. Equipment

8. Co lumina Round'
24 arrow at 50 yards, 24 arrow, at 40' yards. 24 arrows at 30 yards.
Arrows are scored in groups fit 6. A perfect score for 72 arrows is
648.

9. Scholastic Roundi.
24 arrows. from 40 yards and 30 yards respectively.

Junior Scholastic Round'
24 arrows from 3() yards and 20 yards respectively.

6

Range. Round'
60. arro Ais iron' a single distance either, .50 yards, 40 yards, 30
yards or. 20yards on regulation targets.

12. Miniature Round'
60 arrows froth 15 yards on a 2-foot target scaled to the same
proportions as the regulation target,

RULE 2.. EQUIPMENT

Section 1. Targets shall he
a. In sufficiently good condition so that arrows will not pass

through them.
b. Set on standards of soft wood.

Vote. Taiget; of baled straw may be built up from the ground
and hot placed on a standard.
.c. Placed. on a straight line parallel_ to the shooting line and set so

that the centers of.the gOlds are 51 inches from the ground.2
d. Slightly tilted back.at the top,
e. Securely anchored so that they will not he blown or pushed over.
f. Numbered or lettered.
g. Covered with a face in sufficiently good condition so that there

will he no question as to the value of hits.
IL Separated by at least 10 feet. ceriter.to center; preferably .15 feet.

Section 2. The outdoor range shall be
a. Level and sodded with grass closely eut: there must he sufficient

'T'his rule must bd complied with in championship events. For events other
than championship, two centers-of the golds need not be withirOhe stated
tolerances.
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Rule 4. Definitions of Terms

haA )t the takger.1,4 art. 11,,,o, that 'ti the tarOts to land

.r.1-ree ol,.truction in line wil.h the night of tire arrow.
c. Clearly marked 'with llnei show,ng accurate distances from the

target at wIrkh Jr:hers arc to .1- oot. These lines must be parallel
to the

d. Rap,,,1,,,tr. at least It) yard hack ot the hooting hne and at the -
side.-10'.eep .pectators trout the-shooting area.

e. Clear of obstruction. on the shooting line. .Vvrte. Archers may use
a Jr-Oland .,,,tuvet while they are shooting

. . , .

Sc (t,,Pn ,' I he indi,or rafltit! ..hall have a backdrop to protect the
.11r,,,,,, that nits the target. I See also Section 2b, c.'d and e.of Rule 2

S',..,,-/ . her. 1 quipmeut t See I arg...t Archery Rules of Shoot-
nig, Art:.-la

RULE 3. OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES

X', 1, 1-1,e11 aritain (See larger Archery- Rules of- Shooting.
Nr1,. (

7:Pr I fig ) aptain is the ottictal Presiding over I he archerN
on one ralgor., iptairt I. sole,Ite,1 by that particular group of
ar,her, arid normally i. tite fir -st in the order, of assignment. Duties
ara-
,a. .;:o that each archer'shooty in turn.
h. To .ettle all Toeal questions.Awe: Appeals concerning decisions

.
tray be made to .the field Captain-, whose decision is final.
10 draw the arrows from the target and announce their Values to
tire .c-orers. (See Rule n.)

d. 1,1 Call Field Captain who shall (11 vitae -:s perfect end's and (2)
deci.iori.on'delutable riuestion..

e, To ,ike an archer's place oq, the-shooting line in the event of an
tardS,):dahle delay such as Itla), occur when a bowstring breaks or
.r her a.1.LieW to equipment Occurs. See-Rule 5.)

RULE 4. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

et..,,,tr 1, An end shall represent six arrows shot consecutively by
one archer. r A perfect end is an end.of six consecutive shots that hit
the gold.)
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Rule 5. Tournament Regulations

.
.S'ecTioil -2. A. tinge is a t.rnt applies to shoo.ting a greet

61 end.: trom any one tit the given distances ill-a round. Range
score is The ,.ore for that range for distance ).

So:non .? r,%and term hich applies' *to shotiting a. given
nunilAer Lonsecurise Cr range) ff Ira mote than one given
dist

Secfft»t -I. Gold the hitilte,t so .,ring area on the target face. located
in the.center.

. .

.Se ctinn z. Di,ra.ble scorina stem --. a s,.stern requiring two people to
tit' same scores one target; they cheek with- each other,

ensurin4a,:urate scorim7

Sci non f`t. round shiloting the same round twice.

RULE 5. TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS

Se, f:. ,)t 1. the hIstess club shall
-,-a. Notify guoi ars:hers and teams (1) the rounds to he.shot, (2)

date registrat.,ins are due arid 13) the date and time of the tourna-
ment. ,Vot It the, matk:h 'as a telegraphic or mad meet, the
ho,ttess club must announce the date ',cores are due.

h. Make target assignments in the order registrations are received.
(See Rule 5, Section 2.1
Prepare the- sh,)oting field as described in Rule 2. Sections 1:2
apd3, prwthle. a whistle. screpatis and pen,:ils,

d. Lngage the tttti cal. .

Send results of the tournamen't rti all club~ participating in mail
or telegraphic inteets.1

,Se't'. 2: order tie shooting
a. It i, recomMended that- no) more than two people shall shoot at

the same tirne m one target, in case each stands on the
shooting line one pace to either side- of a perpendicular trc.rn the

h. Where the archers tat a target are shot)ting in turn, it is-customary
tor each 'archer to shoot three arrows, and then yield her place to
her target mates, and then in her turn shoot the other three
a rroa s. ft irt,the opinion of the field officials there is good reason,
they may request archer's to shoot six arrow's at a time.
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\

' Rule 5. Tournament Regulations

..h.,H ,q,1,1 thi...*rflines appear on the !.tcore-
....c.d. ,...

. .. l
.. .

'r shall stand .,, !hat she has.ohe toot on each side
he shi.iting lane. Slwe shall d'cio 'tan a minimum of 18 inches

---:. !7.1,.:i 11.: ..:.,n t,..1 ii: the tire' t lane cr 4 minimum of 18, inches 1.roin,,,.

fl.. hourMar-Ks.
,. ,

Se...to +n 4. St f i.oting tor ea 11 end.beetus at the signal. ft01T1 the field

capta,n's whistle. \t the completion of ea...h end the whistle-isi the
signal to ,,ti.., to the targets to s1/4.or e. . I

_-_
c.c.: ri.,.: S' \\ hen. not shOoting, ar-hers must stay-lit least tiveya-rds

I

-A. ri inod -whi,b required shooting from more than One

alis-ain..:c i." statiel from tl.... Ltreat:st distance, at ten which archers
iti..)1,._. towald the targcts.to shoot lion the next distance.

%sly attempt ti ant-lot-or oirCLuse another archer is fin-
tiimardilsi... II after a warning troth the field capitainthe archer

beine".iono, mg; she may he disqualified by the field cir-
. ...

tia,k I!: ithe shooting. fine.

X.--LirPt 8 .Ari frrow ,leavin the how. shall he deemed shot if the
ar,Ik.r. Wink' .!;::t.r i! where he has been shooling., cannot reach it
wirinif..r bow..

It for aoy reason an rtlf.;.i cannt,it lake her place on the
s looting, line and she has some arriiws yet to ThoOt for that end, the
tarpet captain shall stand in' her place to aid the field captain in
jettrmining when to blow the whistle.
Set_ r., ,ri Tit. Shooting shall ZstOpiled at any time upon tour.pr more
his is trom the held captain.'Si whistle.

1IL the ',A:hole rdund must he shot in no more tharlI two
ht.. colmted as an ottLial score. Ili to he underlitood

that here rs to piacticebetwerts,esions or before the seCone
parr ,,t rc.untri .

S, in arrow lifts the target and hangs 4owtiaeraS-S...
!:12 in damz,1 ,.f :_f_tling hit by another shot, the
tielid ,:aptain shod sound tour hiasts on the whistle to stop all shoot

mg iani that the arrow 1, placed securely into the target'.
here 1 r:11.

::/-+1 4 V hm1 an am her -is on the shouting line, she shah reeeive
no- assis4ance or inkrmation, by wurd or otherwise, from)ityone.
OFFILAAL RULES. FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS 7
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Rule 7. Safa'ty Rules

Field glasses, telescopes other visual aids may he used between
shot,: for spotting arrows.
Se!.ti,ln 14. Foot- markers may he-used and Ittt on the shooting line
during. the round provided they are embedded In the, turf and.do not
extend, more than inch above the ground. .

RULE:6, SCORING

St,etton 1. The double scoring s!,srern strall he used. A sample score-
' -.4keet is shown on page 8 I. -

/
Seck in 2. Arrows in the otticial standard NAA five colored far et

*."7-trit e Shall be evaluated from the center out is 'follows: 10, 9-, 8 ti,
5, 4, 3. 2., I points.

arlow that cuts through two .:olors is given thehigher
value.

.Vit'i " exception occlurs. when the target face or arrow` has
been touched before a de.niiion has been made, in which case the
arrow shall reo.iive the lower 'value.
St. utt,In I.Trale.i. all arrow Mlle' are suitably marked on each occa-
sion A,vhen.arrows are scored and drawn from the target tares, arrows
rebo. unding or p..sing throoailili the target face when witnessed by
another competitor or a tournament official shall count 7 point's
when the scoring 1;10, h, 5, 4, 3, 2.. and 4 points when the
scoring is 5, 4, 3-, 2, and 1.
Sccition An arrow embedded. in another .arrow on the scoring face
shall score the same ;IS the arr6w in which it is embedded.
Scat:on h. Arrows must remain untouched until withdrawn by the
'target 'captain or her deputy in the presence of the scorers. Arrows
withdrawn otherwise shall ntit he counted:
S. eti 'r; 7. Scoring and draWing shall be witnessed by all archers
,ho.ating ion the target.

-
Sectzoat In case a target falls over during an end, the archers on
that target shall shoot the end over again.

o

RULE 7. SAFETY RULES
,

St crb,ii 1. Always remember that Oa, bow,4nd. arrow is a dadly
weapon and conduct yourself ',,iccofilingly at ail times:

80 81
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Rule 7. Safety Rules

s flue shooting line. and
-.t %hen not ked.

t:,"epr ,:t.derlorganued radio: rules
A, t, 1t t..;,en a remote -chance of an

S \ar
:want-1100

t.![

htances from ditlereut
;.-raLtice unless separated

4. 1k a' "'"". ,I lT line \gt:,:t...ki dirldre i .)1"- even .adults who may.,
ttlr,1......11 tg.'l .,Ia!if-f.' 41' thou4htlessness, suddenly he on-the field.

,

1), n,,t liesitr,t; 10 ,...0/ atle Ilion to actions 'of other
,i;_i ! ., i',,TI:v., .t`;* flange:01P, en ler to the archer or Others.

_S I ,7' ,"'. I hr' ; a: T tit Ii.e i,i.nge in fri)nt or the shooting line is
:,art",,i.len teirl"Ory A hC!,... k 0,:hk. are on thy shooting line. '

St-,::,,, ,.. 7 In drc.,.:ng .tir,!w, troll,. the target, he sure no individuals
c. t:!",...i.r , H.; kf11.7.: -thet may he innued by sodden removal of an

Ah.,,,,, statist at ,;;, ,.,,leot the target when ot_heis-are drawing.

.1:: l'ff -ee that they are not cracked or darn-
s!tould he broken they cannot

N \ Ito true? Cid\ ton B.
(;ciald.son .

3
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INTERNATIONAL jARCHERY FEDERATION

INDOOR ARCHERY
RULES OF SHOOTING

THE INDOOR FATA ROUNDS
There..iie ty.4: ,:,.a,,,,. I 11 s R.,:tio,IN i

Rinni 1, .10 art , .tiv, .h, fi', Is: inetr,,
Round.ii .10.11-10,,,....h,4 ti, -.6'1 .-, iii tit".

1 for both lain:. and ( kitIJInien.
TARGET FACES
Description,
a. 't here a,re for indoor ii\o.liery .t),Vi, Standard circular FIFA Target

bates ilor can and 40 ...lin diarneter... Both Nese laces are divided
by a th'in line into five c.,,ri,.1..Otri,.. colour tuna's at ranged troin the

Gold (YellOw.), Red. Light 1114,, Vdack and White. Facli colour.is

r
centre talt,0ird, as folloWs

in turn divi,ded by a thin lire situ,, Imo, /ones of equal width thus
loaning in all ten- scoring lotiof equal width measured from the, 1

,entre r;,t the C.,id 0 .i

. )
cm %In the ott,cin tatgefface

2 In a the irf.,:ra target race
.

Such 'ilvidirj. 1:if.,' and any do.,iding lin:. which may be used
betweiin -oto.a. .

,ItaIl be :T1,1. .c.rlt!teli,' within the higher scoring i
loneip each a--. Any. line marking nhe outermost edge of the
Nif ite shall he nude entirely 1,4,4,11in the scoring tune, The width/

f the thin chNiding line; as wo0 as the outermost line shall no/
/exceed ..! anti on both the /a) cm int.! lige 40 ctrl target laces.
' The centre of the target fait' is to i mod the pinhole,and shall . be /

indicated by. a ,mall ..-ri).,,, The linos of which shall not exceed 2
/ mot. :

4-4-
/ ba Scorin Value, and Colon; Spe,:oi.,,ari ,n,
4

, . ...
rhew.ate according, to Articfe 7ta 11 (Is):

c. Tolerance of Meiv,uirements:
.I.b.e._ permissible Narrations in dimension, of the targets lace. .

ea-. h of the ten /one., shall be measured by the diameters of ea -h
separate circle eNlosing each of the 11.) Tones. The toleranceia 1

';peach such diameter shall not exceed plus/minus 1 mm on b tit
the tiO .cm and the 40-col tartAtt lace, i.e., measured through he
centres out wardsZt. ,

d. Site of Target Farces at each R nod:
For the 18 metres Indoor-11.n; Round .1 the target face of 4Q cm.

I
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.t.: lite. 2.i metres Indoor I1TA Round IIthe target lace of 00 cm
shall he used.

Diameters
60 cm Face

i
tolerime

plus/minus
Diameters

40 cm Face
Tolerance

plus/minus
' r

^1
f 1

Zone 10
9

6 cm
12

1 mm
1.

4 cm
8

....mm
1

8
7 0.148

s 1

-t
12
16

1

1

6 30 1 20 1

r) 36 1 . 24 1

4 42 1 1

3 48 1

,28
32 1

2 54 .1 36 1

1 60 1 . 40. 1

TARGET SET UP
Ckmne of the Gold shall he 130 ,a ahose.the ground. If the 40

targ: taces MO In twrr Imes on above the other, the centre of
thil Gold shall he 11)1) In respective) 10 cm :ibove the ground.

SHOOTING. &-SCOR1NG
.mhr shall shoot his arrow m end of three arrows each..

shall take place after each end of 3 arrows.

OTHER. RULES & REGULATIONS
Iu ..111 other as;,e,ts the .1' arget Archery Rules of Shooting will apply
with the exo:pti, Artid 7W i.e., the tsso and a half Minute
Time Limit tor shooting: duet arrows may not he extended at
Indior Shooting).
If spate does not permit a aitin line then firtide 702 (h) may he
Jane d.

t,,
Sa!ets prec.ait %ns I,elund the targets all for special attention.

2_,thitim.stt t rya) or and its effect on the target faces is
lirapertant and shLe considered.

8 -5
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INTE.RNATIONAU ARCHERY FEDERATION

TARGET ARCHERY
RULES OF SHOOTING*

Article 700. THE FITA ROI:ND

I 11 X P.:. t, tim .1 the

'1') In.tl'es :I): 1 .3,1),,,),

he +11;,) 11:,..),11.4.1 t1r11y, and will ,..Dmintnae at

..-itraest .1.'1.111,4 and at the ...,h.irtst distana.e in the

A P. may he ,h,'7 day tir ,,VVI. tiV NUc',,es,NiVt.) days.

I' a UZ .11nk1 1)s 'n1101 ts.sits jay's. P.le tw,1 1...1neer
.41 the tl-,t day and the two shorter dtstark:es

shot _In the flay I w.i Cads kot three sightei
are rs.1"rttltte,! preceding the coin:nem:einem tit shoot-

..! eaall di These are to he sl'a't under the control ut the
l'aptam .ttid shall rapt he ,cured.

he including a HI Round as well
I11_- RI.t.ind to he whc,Ily of partly shut during the

nt day. tn.* I !LA Round ',hall alWaY1 he -,hot first.

Article "01. TAR(iIrt 1 ACLS (See Illustration on page 86.)

Description:
it (here are two.Stanalar iilEtll.tt 1..1 .A! large.

12..2 and a:tri diameters. . ,

h..th r..1).:).S are diVided into lave com:Lnntrit: colour
h' wrrentttd trom the.centre outwards as folloWs

Blue. lilac and White.
1 a..11 turn -divided h .a thin line into.-
tWo ;Null width measured, in all ten

of equal width measured tiom the
ontre-q t Gold:
!HI , in on the I 22 tin target faze

4.-crn on the s,t.i.trt target Ia :e

NLaztl dividing lines, and anydividing lines which may he
u-ed I,etween coLours...,hall 11e made entirely witilin the

° 't: scaninir /,7IC in eat.11 t.:ae

vermission tit the NA:1.
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Article 701. Target Faces

213 4 5 6 78 9 10

t.)

2 2
;

.1
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Article 701. Target Face

.

\re, th ...1i.t.ret, tt,1g: ot the Nlute shall
th tig roue

the trim !tines as e1i as the
shall. .1. t mm on both the 122

*t! ....ir,eet tat os

, t tt. the iar. !.,,,. telineti he pinhole
! \-1,:ross) the lines ot

t

: ! 2 &fn..

end Ieat.t

Niutisell Colour. .

( &u Ie Notations.

litne! H GUI \ IL! ()\ 5.Y 8 112
t

.1 RI 1) R 3.1)/13.5
t eet

BI 5 B htS
r[ite:

Itret 4 B1 1.(i N2

WI1111. IN1)

1 2 ")., r

1. in

A I 11.t t..rjtin ul ditnensions of the targt
fest. t:f 1h: I o i.n.os shall be Measured by the

:meters of Lta,,h '.,:ttarate Xle enclosing each ot the
I t e ..e he tt)!erali :e ul ea.h suditdiametertshall not
e..k..eteS pita- ; noil on the 122 cm target face and s'.
phis ;Mini, . mm n the SO cm target face: i.e.,.
inteasureLl through the k.entre out wards:
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Article 701. Target Faces

Dia meters
122 -cni Face

t oleratf, e Diameter :
plus menus SO cm Face

Tolerance
- plus minus

Lone 10
li

7

h
.5
4
3

... ,

.'.

12.2 ,.iii
24.4
30.6
.4.").4

. hi .0
7 .. ,2
85.4
91.6

109.8
122

3 mm
3

. 3
3
3

3

3
3
3

S cm
1n

,24
;:,
4t)
48
50
04
72
80-

' 2 nun
2
_ .'
,-
_'
_

'-
-
,-
,,_

38

i° J and 21 aIter diet Article)

di- Size of Target Faces at Different Distances
For distances. of 90. 70 and 00 metres. Ihe 'Target Face.

122 cin shall be used.
For Wstances of 50 and 30 metres, the. Target Face of 80

.,11.111 he used.

:4./ of the buttress. whether round or square, must
be not than 12-1-cin in any direction to ensure that
any arrow hitting the buttress and touching the outer-
most edge of the target lace remain in the buttress.

Notes: .

O

.S.petiti,iations for Colour, Toleran....e of Measurements
and thin dividing linesin Article 701 above will become
oblii4atory by 1st January, 1980. but will apply in
respect of thL'' Olympic GameS as from the XXth
Olympiad 1972.
Such 'target laces may he used as new stocks become
available at any time before stich date.
&tore 1st January, 1980 the following old Rules may .

apply to target faces:
tat The thin dividing lines and any line marking the

outermost edge of the 'white without specification
of width of the thin lines.

NAGWS ARCHERY-GOLF GUIDE



Article 703. Archers Equipment
, 1

.111 tt tolerath,' of
1",' 111:11 111 all!. 1r11,..'

r,i ; Lattlet,:t.
,t,t a tol;tarts.o ot 111V.1,1110-

v: ,..`,"1. 2 itt:r, ttl atiN ono zone and 3
:1

1.t' tteod twces..tril!,

.kitt,le R Ne,12
ott .rt,t e.1,11 ,t1-1atto. a..A:ttratel!,

r 1,....f.t..atit thet lalti of eadt

:0 hr tit,c.friec ,itetund the

tto an at !1L. ahtatt I degrceS.

hilla I .3t1 4In alloi..;. 111,:ogtourtd. A
:tot cm.

' ,,t in lilt)" ituttre,ses
VW.1 Yfair.Itt t.

(.)1 I tit'-,.

.1rt1ly 703
r1 Qt II'NII.N I

A:, !It JS.1' 01 1 qatpi7::11 U3 !C1, are tiLht nutted
nr,. I .1. . 1. P;111,0,.."

:tient ton,.3 or ,ocerotl itl .110, Article are
I.vo, T1,1 .:11 ' Prior applot,a1 of

f:rti't it ttet.t..,,,ar,l, to itla,e helore
pat: t13.1...,1.1 for v.10, h A14)1(1,11 1,

. itt.,

. 10

I .20

;.3.0
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Article 703. Archers Equipment

A Bow aro. SkIlilL, to the
and ra,...onria.'ol. the :,! likkm, as used in.

in :n oan,,,tirq ot a handle
': o,ar:p riser and latuhs each ending in a till

s,ngle bok,F,string at
,tr1,1111 operation as

-1171-d .n one .n.and ta.. - ti!r,iki. kiklule the lingers, of the
hartd..!:-0, hold Ilakk and rea:ase iii,' strmg.

tr.) A Bow String tuaN maf.to up kn any number of strands of
..11.,. to'ri,i tin tor.the.ptitro.e, woh Centre serving to

date th' a: ing lingers, a necking point to which
.1:10,..k1 .,ei'.aiii;st to fit !Ito arrow noek as necessory,

t.t ti i5at hi T'!,111i. ;Ink' or t-o,o nock lo,..ators may be
sin'd. and in to cud.: ot the Bow Sfring'a

strunr noi.ks ,kt the Bow when braced.
In -,Lidit .,.`21 ni. Jii.l..411110111. hiJi may not exceed a kilometer

..ent:111;:tte in any: kinectainids kln Ow String
1 5,, 0' a-- hp or Ito 0 mars:

lon: on Stiing, must not n.:.tch ahoye the point of
ar:her..,

rinak.t not in any nay offer in aiming through__
petTi-" ark:nt .iny other

t An Arro.wrcst A tv..t., kart ailM'..i.11`1..:k any 111,teable Pressure
Button. Pressure Point r Irrowplate and Draw cheek.
Indicator WW1 n Thk' Bye pro% idekl they ate not

kw! rot additional aid in

t Bowsight,'a Boss mark ora Point of Aim on 'the ground for
urni;:i4 r. c united time may natto than one such

akt.d.
j Bowsiglit atta..be,i to the Bow for the purpose of

atrnna tunis for windage akhustimmt as well as
,but it is sublfet to the

toll,t\yln4 provist
it ..hall not iikairporare a prism or lens or other

kieVik:e, it.TIIMI or electric devices .nor shall it
provtik tor rthire than one sighting point.

a A Bow mark a single, mark nal& on the Bow ftir Ole
purpose of lincit mark maY he rune in pencil',
tape or any other suitable marking millet Lul .

90
91.
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Article 703. Archers Equipment

A plate or tape With distance marking may be mounted
on the B as a guide for markir ,4,but must not in any
.way offet any additional aid.

(Mt A Point of Aim on the ground is a marker placed in the
shooting lane between the shdoting line and the target.
Such marker may not exceed a diameter of 7.5 cm and
mist not protrude above the ground more than 15 cm.

let Stabilisers on the Bow are permitted provided they do not:-
serve as a string guide
teni :h anything but the 13`Ow.. ,

represe.nt any obstacle to other archers as far ,as place
the shooting line is concered.
The numbers mounted shall not exceed four.
Torque Flight Compensators may also be mounted.

Arrows of an,v type may be used proVided they subscribe to,

-the accepted principle and meaning of the word. Arrow as used
in Target :Archery, and that such Arrows do not cause undue
damage to target faces and buttresses:
\n Arrow consists' of a .nock, shaft and arrow head (point)
with tletching ud, if desired, cresting.
The Arrows of each archer shall he marked with the archer's
name,' or insignia and shall have the same colour(s) in
fletching.11 aested 'all Arrows shall carry the same pattern and
colour(s 1,

. Finger 'Protections in the form of finger stalls or tips, gloves,
shooting tab or tape (plaster) to draw, holdback and release
the String arg permitted, provided they are smooth with no
device to help to hold and or release the String.
A Separator between the fingers to prevent pinching the arrow.
'may he used, .

. _

On the hoW hand an ordinary glove, mitten or similar article
may he worn.
Field Glasses, Telescopes and other visual aids may he used
hoween shots for spotting arrows,
Ordinary Spectacles as necessary or Shooting Spectacles

.$ provided they are fitted with the same lenses normally used by
the archer, and Sun Glasses.,.. None must he fitted with
microhole .lenses, glasses or siMilar nor marked in any way,

0 which can ;insist inaiming.

(i) Accessories are perMitted suet' as bracers, dress 'shield,

INTEANATIONAI2 ARCHERY FEDERATION
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Article 704, Range Control and Safety

bow !fling, heir or ground ipmer, tassel; foot markers not
protruding abo.ve the ground more titan one centimetre.'

Article 704. RANGE CONTROL AND SAFETY

(a) A Field shall he appointedntei., to control the shooting and
to ensure the observance of the minute Time -Limit for
shooting an end of three arrows and he responsible for safety
precautions.
The Field Captain shall control the shooting with a whistle.

'One blast on the whistle will be the signal for.shooting to start,
tv,o blasts on the whistle will he the signal for archers to move.
forward to scoreand collect arrows.

series of blasts on the. whistle will he the signal for all
shooting to cease.
If shooting is suspended during-an °end for any reason, one
blast on the whistle will he the signal for', shooting to
recommence.
At Tournaments, at least two Field officers shall he appointed. ti
I. hew Fit.'id ofticerS shall work tinder the direction of ihe Field
Captain, and their responsibilities will include: ..

( it Inspecting Archers' Equipment before the_Tournawnt
is due to start and at any time thereafter during the
Tournaliwnt.
Observing fliat the shoot is Conducted in accordance
with these rules.
Resolving dispute.,; 2-dti lueries in connection with the
shooting and scoring.

tc) Under. the control of the Field Captain, two-ends of, three
sighter arrows are permitted. preceding the commencemenl of
shooting each day. No other trial Zits are allowed,. in any .

direction, on the shooting field during the days-of any'
conipetition..

id) No archer may draw his bow, without' an arrow,
except when standing,on the Shooting Line.
It an arrow is used, the archer, sball aim towards' the .Target
but only after being satisfied that the field is-clear both in
front of and behind the Targets. If an archer, while drawing his
how with an arrow before the shooting starts or during breaks
between distances. looses an arrow, hatentionally or:Otherwise,
such an arrow shall count as part of the next end to be shot.

Scorer shall make a note to this effect on the 'archer's
92 NAGWS ARCHERY,GOLF GUIDE
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Article 705. Shooting

ssoresihet# and tinter the values of all hits. for that end (3 or 6
arV;ws as te.case stay be), but the highest scoring arrow will
be forfeited. Such action milt 'he initialled by the .Field
Captain or .membe'r of TechniCal Commission and the archer

' -, ...onserned. .

ley' While shooting is in progress,. only thoseiarchers whose turn it,
../. l's to shoot may he .zit the shooting line, All other archers with

their tackle shall remain behind the Waiting line. After an
archer has shot his arrows, he. shall retire behihd the waiting
line. ,-

. / . /-

if ) No archer may toiach the tackle of another without the latter's
LI itisent: ,

ig) An archer who arrives after shooting has started, shall forfeit
9. the number of arrows already shot, unless the-Field Captain is

satisfied that he was delayed by circumstances beyond- his
-ont.r.1, in which ,...ISt., he may . he allowed to Make. up the
arrows h'ist atter the _distance then being, shot has been.
completed. ,

(111 File Field Captain has authority .t0; eXtend-the; 'i-minute
Mute 1 unit in exceptional circumstances. At Tournaments the .
1 field Captain shall consult the Field Officers beforehand, Any
uch special ruling introduceuk .must he announced to the
compe.4.'.1rs hetore having' effect. Final Result Lists to be
endorsed to this effect giving reason.
when Visual 'time controls are in. use the 2 minutes section
will he prolonged and the 30' seconds 'section. remain un-
t. ha nge d. '

tit "For Visual Time Control at Olympic Gaines, World and
Regional Championships see Articles 313 and 320 NJ.
Littler of these methods.. by lights 'or platt's may he used under
the control of the Field Captains at any, Totirriament at. the
Organises discretion as may a flag or other simple device,.

0) When Tiirit Control is in use ;archers may not raise the 'bow
arm until the signal for shooting to begin is given (i.e.. when
the tight changes to Green and /or the whistle signal is given
'staffing the 31.:niinutes Time Limit)..,

Article 705. SHOOTING
tit) E:adt arctigr,shall shoot his arrows in ends three arrows

each.," /
. I Ili The maximum time petmitted for. an archer Co shoot an end of

three arrows shall he two and a halt minutes. Any, arrow shot

INTERNATIONAL ARCHERY FEDERATION.
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Article 706. Scoring

either before the :,i,ttial ,q- it ter the signal indicatingsuclaime
l_ obit is o-an.f.a halt nuAutes :will torfeit the higheiSt Seetring
arrow 'tor that end 'l 3 or t..r arrows as the ease' may be). (See
Art,-e4i3.,.1. . .

Ilo:Acwr it it.--i'ecomes necessary to change a .tiing'ur make
esseritul acliii-,tinent to equipment the Field Captain must be
informed and extra time nus be :risen..

4 ,:s. . I- ,(,.:,,:rtIng for persons who are peinianently disabled, archers
shall short from a stapding position and. without suppolt..with
onc --foot on each side of Ike shooting line,

ci) .-kn arrow gull not be deeired to have been shot if: ,

iii f.he archer can fou..-hjt with his how without moving his
feet from their positiOn in relation to the shooting line.

(li) the target face or butt.ress blOw ltver {in spite of having ,

been_tixed and ;pegged dawn tit- the satisfaetioff a the
Meld. (,[titer,). the Field Officers will take whatever
measure they deem necessary and compensate the

, adequate time for shooting the, relevant number of
ars.iss s. . -

tc-1 While an archer is on the shooting line, he shall Deceive no ,'
assitanCe ,!r information, by word orotherwise, from anyone,
otter than tor the purpose of making essential ch1inges in .:
eqMpiti,.tra: 6

.

Article 706. SCORING ,
v

i 11 . (Tile Scorer shalfile appointed. b.4 each target: .. ....

1,1s) ALtni, 70 and b0 metres. scoring shaliDtake place. after every
se....m.1 end t t, arrows) .al World Championship Tournaments,

. but at_other 1,_)urnation.:.-"eoring, may take place after, e.aeh61
three arrows.or after:esery second end ('six arrows). , . :

.1-,At 50 and 30..inetrel. scoring shall always take place after each-
.. en, t of 3 arrows. . .

t _ .

fc ) Scorers shall enter Ow value i?,1 each arrow on Score Sheets as
,.:alled out by the archer to whoth thearroWs. Oclong.,Other.
.u..hers on that target shall check the value of each arrow

, ....died ,...,1.1; .
o . ...

0ffit..:.irt,CO3,, St2;./IiIIII I'en point; sha4 be releTred to as "Golds".
I J , 7.Celfher the arro,wsinor the face shall-he touched until:allthe

arrow on t he ritt,gett base been recorded.
(etel An arr,...iss shill be 1.,,Ored.accurding...to the position of the shaft

in the. target faee.i.',
.

t t It more- "than [Mee arrows for six^ as the, case may he),
94. 0.!".`` NAGWS ARCHERY, -GOLF0L.F GLlidt.
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Article 706. Scoring.

1 .

...
s

belIttgarig to t Ile saw,- .ir,;11:. ; sail mld de found in the target or.
'on the ground to,the.shootnig lanes' only:the three lowest (or..
;ix low::s.t., as the tease 1.r1.1), be) in value shallbe scorekl.. -.-
Should an artiKr he found to repeat this, Nhe may 'be ; .

..disqualified. . .

1 r Shottia the shaft of an arrow touch two colours,.or touch any ,,' 4
dividindlifie 'between seiqing tones. that arrow shall se6.re the ,d

. .. ing,her value-- of the /ones at fect...d. (Sec Part X,-1..21.
(hi Unle,s 'all arrow holes are alitably marked on each 'occaion.

e when .arro.Ws are scored and drawn flow' the target, arrow s .

rebounding front tile targea face shall not he scored.
I T '. \n arrow h4ting.: - . , ,

ti i The target, and, relwunding. shall wore accordingto 'its '.

.': . impact on the Target. provided that all.arrow holes have
been' :earl it and :IA unmarked hole or mark can he
identitid., - ------

.-, ...
1,Vheri 3 rebound occurs. . ,

.

.4-c .

. .

tat with-archers shootiniami&at a time on each target...
t.t.?' .
4 the`a&her concerned wilhaft:;,- hooting his end of-

, ,three arrows. remain on the shooting line with his
,, ;.,ow' ilehl ..aboe. the head as a signal to the Field

Officers. -----.- -
1to 6011 rilyrft than one archer slit iting at a tirne on

..1,11 target, [hi. archer concerted will finish. his
end ot three Arrow; and remaii, on the shooting
lute. whale f ht. ..oill'er archer on that target Will

'when the rebound bccursstop shooting'bUt remain-'.:
1 on -the,shooting lino with the bol,v.held aboax the.,1,

, head.
thatk% heil all arch4ro on the-shooting line for that end, have

tiMlied shoo- eine,' their, three arrows or the two and a
,.41.1.46, minutes -time limit has expired, whichever is

":.`./44Triale^. the Field. Captain will interrupt the shoot-
Nig': 'the archer with t4erehound arrow will adVance. to

' ich,.. target: together:Iith.a Pield Officer. who will }udge
file point of iinpae/.'take' own, the Value. and mark the

.hole and later participate in' Scoring, of that end. The
iefitinndarrow to f_ left behind the target until' that end
141.s,.been ScOrt!d When the Field is again clear the Field

Vaptairt will given tin!' signal for stroOting to recom-
r. ../atence; ... . ; .... .,

''in case of (hi above witlymore than onearcher sl-ooting
..''Jiogether, the ()the ar,L,Jter on the same target' who /

V TERNAllONAttL A Y.ffeHER ERATION .
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Article 706: Scoring

remained on the shooting, line while the rebound arrow
was. judged, will first complete his end of 3 arrows with
the time being adjusted according to the number of
arrows to be shot -no other archer is to occupy the
shooting line, meanwhile.

<Tut Another arrow in ,the nock and remaining embedded
therein, shall- score.according to the value of the arrow
struck.
Another arrow, and then hitting the target face after
deflection, shall score as it lies in the target.

tiv) Another arrow, and then rebotInding from the target,
sball score the value of the struck arrow, provided the
damaged arrow can be identified.

(V) The target lace after rebounding off the ground, shall
not score.

tvi) A target other than an archer's own target, shall not
score.

tvii) And passing through the target shall, provided all arrow
holes have been marked and provided an unmarked hole
can he identified, score according to the value of, the
hole in the target face.

(J) The Field Captain will ensure that, after scoring, no arrow's are
left in the targets before any signal is given for shooting to
recommence. If this inadvertently, happens, the shoOting shall
not be interruptc4.
An archer may shoot that end with other arrows, or make up
the arrows lost after shooting over tha? distance has been
completed.
In such circumstances, the Field Captain shall participate in
the scoring after that end, making.sure that the arrows which ..
remained the target, are checked back to the archer's score
sheet before any arrows are withdrawn from the target.

(k) In the event of an archer leaving arrows, e.g on the ground in
the target area, he may use others provided he -informs the
Field Captain-before shooting. The Field,Captain shall exercise
such checks as he deems fit in each circumstance.

(1) An archer may delegate authority to'scor, and collect his
arrows to his Team Captain or to another archer on his own
target.

I mi. Score sheets shall be sigrl'ed by the Scorer and the Atcher,.
denoting that the Archer agrees with the score, and thereafter
he may make no claim for any alteration of the score.

tl
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Article 706. Scoring

If the ,corer is part mg in the ,hooting, his score tsheet
shall be signed by some other art:h.:I on the same target.. .

. (n) In .the event of a tie in score, Vie results shall he determined as
follow;
t i t For Individuals:

The Archer, of those tying, with the greatest number of
scoring hits. If this is also a tie, then the Archer of those
so tying with the greattlst number of Golds Wits.scoring-
10 points).
If this is also a tie, then .the. Archer of those so tying
with the greatest number of hits scoring 9 points.
If this is also a tie, .then the Archers so tying, shall he
declared equal.

in) For Teams:
The. Team, of those tying, having the Archer making the
highest individual score.
It' thiis also a tie, then the Team of thoSe so tying
having the Archer making the second highest individual
score.
It Elm. is also a tie, then the Teams so tying, shall he
&Jared equal.

98
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NATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY. ASSOCIATION OFFICIAL RULES

OFFICIAL. NFAA ROUNDS

A. FIELD ROUND

A ,t,indard l nit shall l.kn.ist of the t .)11.1cv lug 14 shots:
`,ht. 2.5' and ;f.) bard, at a 42-imh face

(-4, arrows at each distafLel
-ht.'-$` and 50 vards at an Its-inch face

14 affows at each distance)
55. t,0 and uS yards at a 2-1- 'inch Lice

( 4 arro at each distaNcel
Ail,' the following tour position shots; each arrow to he shot
tr,n1 a different. pi)sition or at a differy,nt target

yards at aTi. 'target. all from. the same distance, but
from different positions fir dit ferent targets.

). 0 and 4$ yard. at an ltssinch target.
"It and at,a 24-inch target.

25. 30 and 35 feet at a ti-inch target. .

e , }Lill he used
iA .1t.1.-indi ta...e. Anti 42-inch center hull an i 4-inch

An I's- trtttt face t.t.ith a '% -inch bull and a 3-inch spot. ,
1,l-insh face with 6-inch hull and a 2-inch spot.

14 t \ with a .;-inch hull and a 1 -inch spot.
I he outside ring shall he hl.L.1. the bull shall he white and
the spot shall he Hack.

Antnal i..iret; bearing the:e official round faces rna'ybe eed,
case the faces need not he painted, only outlined, but

the aiming ,,enter or spot must he plainly visible. The spot
mast he pairued some color sharply contrasting with the target

'dine spot and ring target is official without animal
!silhouette.

Pf,slti,ms
h.! pre, rifled distance in subsection 1 of this By-Lavii is to

.o.lhered to without variation. 1.adi NFAA -Chartered Club
\\dr% an apprOed Held Course shall 11:11,C the option of murk-

See Constitution. lb.I.,ms arid Poli:v of the NatHrial Field Archery
am,,n. 1'474 ed., NI AA, Route 2, lio 514, Redlands, CA.92373. (Note..

It is revise4 each_ v ear and available on April I for 1+ DM.)
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1 I I Paper I" WInte Spot

One te..Tine round Is that it Likes a lot of slakes. Where
-.take 1, sed a stake- Stleast 1 in,..4es above ground is

...es-ommended. On the two stake shots, use stakes that extend
ahove ground and stakes that are not over 6 inches

aho,ie ground for the .10M-stake ,hest,. Such an arrangement
w,11lieliPelirinnate a lot of contusion.

sli.,.))ting the Hunter's Round. the archer will,phserve the
shooting positions:'..

a. 1 . shoot st arrows from 11.esame stake
11. 2 shoot arrow-, trom each stake
c. 4 stakes shoot' 1 arrow fr 'in each stake

54..1m4 1 the' same for the Field Round: 5 points for a
spot. and . for the outer circle. An arrow

!!! two tings must cut completely through the line
he In the area ot next higher value.

C ANIMAL ROUND
i 1

the 14 t.i,:ets torm .t. unit FwiCe around the unit makes a
r,,tind. or twouch units vitt differently make around.
1 he 14-targe-t unit may he varied to make any

..curses that would all be different. It is simple and
to lay ,at and change. Once the maximum and minimum

listan, ale known. then the target distance can he laid out
anywhere within these distances and he according to NI:AA

Flu, round s itli its animal targets and its sliding scale system
ot s;oring is more of a measure of the hunting archer's
shootini.i ,kilt than the standard field Round.

2. lanze rs
a. I he 'targets for this round are animal targets with the

storing area divided into two parts. The highssaioring area
ohlong while the low scoring area is the area between the

. high ;diming area and the "hide and hair" line or
'teathers" as the. case may be. Ihe area between the "hide

/00 1o1
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erffr

3.1.1i.. line in..1 Lid ing thQ line) to the outside of theand
a iion--,:ormz.. area

Iiie high sor,n.. oF.., 01 Gioup No 1 Is inches wide by
it h rounded ends. Fargets- in this group

are the black bear. grizzly hear. deel. moose, elk and

the high so.->ring area of't;roup No. 2 is 7 inches wide by
1.:1'7.4...it,.hes long with rounded ends.. targets^in this group

a:,..the small Na,k .hear. antelope. small deer: wolf and
mo'atItait:

.1. Ifte Itiglr ,c ring area ot Group No. 3 is 41.: inches wideby
long, wall rounded ends._ targets in this group are

..he coyote. raccoon. iaelina. turkey, fox, goose; wildcat

.ind Pheasant.
lite high scoring area of Group No. 4 is 21.'4,6m:hes wide by
-5.x inches long with rounded ends. Targets in this group

are the turtle, duck, grouse, crow, skunk, woodchuck.
lckrabhit and rockelmck.

t. In the above target grvurs. the aMmals mentioned axe for a
general description and not to be construed as confined to
the particular species. Any animal or bird which is legal
,came and consistent in size with a particular group may be
used.

a. I he
INN

drat t gives distances arid target groups:

E a) Em
cocc' -10 '."....

E
a, -a

.`9. ;3 .g 5. 7.'- ;2 -
4 :2 >. .. v. ,.. ..;.s 0 2 0 v, ._.

1 3 3 walkup shots 60 40. 20

2 3 3 walkup shots 45 30 15'

3 4 4 one-pOsition shots . 35 20 15

4 4 4 one-position shots 20 10 10-

The shooting listance shall he marked its exact distance but
in the spread defined in (a.) above for National and
Sectional- level tournaments and may he marked at tournir-
ments 'below that level.

c. Lich target in Group I faces is a 5yard walkup. There are
three targets in the group. Select your distances between WY

and 40 yards for rile first stake, move up 5 yards for the
next '.take and 5 more yards for the third stake.
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d target in I Troup No', 2, laces Is a 3yard walkup. There
`'11!tc ( ;Ion No. 2. Select your distaii,e

hetv,..oen ;awl akf, for the tint sta*, move tkp 3
ward's for the next stake and 3 more for We last stake.

' e Lich target r. I roup tare, is one distaace. [here are tour
targets kit thiVgrtiup. Shoot all arrows from each stake as
sel::ered between 33 and 20 yards.
I-41 target in (Troup No. 4 is one distance. There are tour

.targ,,ts in (Iroup S;,), 4. -All arrows shall he shot from each
or the tour stakes t rom dOaro,es selected between 20 yards
and I wards

4. Shfh )tifig Rule% tp
,\ ma munvi thra: marked arrow's 111.161 he shot in suece:vsive
rder, and tlihighesr scoring arrow will cunt.

, S,,,,r01,4
a. 20 r I t, tot the tust arrow

14 or It) for the second arrow.
.s or 4 for the third arrow

h. the arrow shaft must cut through the line' to score. If an
arrow shaft touches the outside edge Of an animal target it

not score. It it hits the target and cuts into, but not
thruigh, the "hair and hide" line, it does not score. It Must
cut through this line to score a shot of low.er value. To
score, an arrow shaft must cut through this line.

D. 15.Target "300" Field Round
An,uticial classifteat ion game will const.tot one I 5-target round.
/, StIrida,,/ Cm/

Standard Unit shall consist of thj'Eollowiny 5 shots:
15. :0. 2 and Si) yards at4.1 2-inch face

4 ..p-rows at each distance) 4
, 33 yards at an 1s-inch face

t vosition tan, I arrow v.i,11 position)
4t). 4s yards at an IN-inch face

4 arrows at each disttn e)
45, 40, 35, 30 yard, at an .)h -inch face

14 posUicin walkup. I arrow each position)
50 yards at ;in I !..-inL:11

(4 arrows 1 pitsition).
5. 60, (,5 yards at a 24-inch face

14 arrows at each distance) .

vs' v) SS so' yards at 24-incli lace
1 k position walkup, I arrow eai..h position)
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e.

ti

30..:5 20.1s at a 1 2-111C11-14iC

(-1 position arr,,vi,
35. ,;t1, y> 201,.-.9 at Jr, !rt.]; tic
t4 position walkup: Iarrow p.v,it:on)

Walkups and tans.may he shot trout Lhflerent stakes at-the
same target or from the saint; stal;si at different targets.

A

2. .Targe:
Four face swes shall he used.
at, \ 24=inch face with 1 2-ineli ctnter hull and a -1-7inch spot

.An face with a 9-inch.s.enter hull and a 3-inch spot
ci A I 2-inch face with a ts-inch center hull and a 2-inch spot
di -A o-inch face with a 3-inch center bull and a Is-inch spot

The outside ring shall he black. the hull shall he white and
the spot :hall he black: Animal targets bearing these official round
faces may he used. in which Lase the faces need not he painted, only
outlined. but the aiming center or spot must be plainly eisible. The
spot must he painted sow color sharply contrasting with the target

this same spot and ring -target is official `wilhout animal
.silhouette.

Sh,biteni; Pe4:tiOnS ° b

KpiObl I 'bed dua,ances in subsection I of this By-t,aw are to
he at)heted to ,1,1thtit variation. Fact' NFAA Chartered Club

--with an alproved "Field Course shall have the option of
rn iring the distances on the-shooting stakes of the.following
\PA.\ Rounds: Field, Bunters.. Animal. Park and Fixed
Dtstanee Ilaniki:ap. In layiw. out the course any order may he
used as the official shooting order op any four position shot.

Slz,)otc,ig Rules
Firth archer shall shoot 4 arrows at each of the 15-target
layouts in 1 unit. In 10 cases this shall mean shooting the four
arfows tram a ,single stake at asingle fate. In the other five, it

.may mean either shooting one arrow frogreachof four arrows
troll' a single.stake but at four-,eparate tares,.

ScAiring
a. the scoring is 5 points for a bullseye, ineltiding spot, and 3

for the outer Cicle.
h. An arrow shaft tint ting two rings shall be scored as being in

the ring of the value. The outer line of the Field Archery
target is outside the scoring field. Far that reason the arrow
shaft must kart the line so that no color of ttie line can be
seen between thesarrow shalt..and scaring, field before a hit
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'1 .
May ,itt,ritt.I'N. 111e Name° 1, tt !or inner line

..41,etweenthe

E. 13 TARGIST "300" HUNTLR ROUND
official classitication game will consist of one 15-target round,

( .

15 targets forth a amt. Twicc around the unit a
round. or two) such units laid out make a round.

lizrzt,
Hunter..., Round target has an all4ilads 'background with-a

white aiming spot in the- exact cenfor The Fullseye for all
targets is one -halt the diameter of the so' ,ing area. The
following: chart shows the ,distances, -target face size, and
anning,spot sizes.
64. . 55 . 52 yards at 24-inch face 25':" paper

14 position walkup, 1 arrow each position)
'os. 5;, 45 yards at _2-finch face 25H" paper

(4 position walkup, 1 arrow each position).
5'i yards at 24-mch lace on 25',i7 rafier

, t I position, 4 arreks)
1. ilfs, 4.4.41 yards at 1;N-inch face 251:- paper,
(4 position walkup, 1 arrow each position).

;tt, 3it,-36.yards at 1 i-inch face on 25':" paper
(4 position tan, I arrow each position)

-I's yards at an Ixtuich face (7)n paper
-( It'pos:iion, 4 arm,)

44 yards at an las.e on 25'2" paper
I position. 4 arrows(

ti

ards, at an 18.-inch lace on 25'.2" paper
position, 4 arrows)

32. 32. 32. 3.2'yikril,s,at 12-inch Iace'on 25' ,paper
(4 position fan, 1 arrow each position) .

32, 3(i, 24. 20 yards at 12-inch race on 1;31'2" paper
(4 position walkup, rarrow each position)

s. 2s. 2N. 2 yards at I 2-inch face on 13(..2." paper
14 position fan, I arrow each position)

-237-20 yards at I 24ich-f-tice-on.- I 31.-f-7-paper
(2 position walkup, 2 arrows each pOsition)

10, 17 yards at 12-inch fart on 1' 312" paRer
(2 position walkup. _2 arrows each position)

15. 14 yards ail 2-inch face on 13(2',, paper - '

t 2 position walkup, 2 arrows each position)
11- 11 yards at''6-inch face on 7'.:." paper

1.2 Tivittion fan, 2 arto4s each position)
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Shooting.Posittons
One feature ob this totind is that it takes a lot of stakes. Where
one stake is u,l, a stake at least 18 inches above ground is
recommended. On the two-stake shorts, use stakes that extend*
1 2 inches above ground and stakes that are not over 6 inches .
allow grind 'for the four-stake shots: Such an adangement
'will help eliminattia-lot of confusion'..

. Shooting Rules. .

In .shooting the Hunter's Round, the archer will observe the
following shooting positions:
a. 1 stake shoot 4 arrows tram the game staktk.,.
b. 2 stakes shoot 2 arrows from'each stake.
L 4 stakes shoot 1 artrow from each stake.'

.5. scoring
Serving is the same as for the Field. Rotilid; 5 point's for a
Kilseye, including 'spot, and 3 for thb outeccircle. An arrow

-shaft cutting two rings roust cut completely through the line .

4
to be counted in. the area of next higher valbe.

0

F. 15 TARGET "300" AN1.MALROUND
No 'classification can he made on the Heavy Tackle Roundapr the
regular Animal Round except under the condition spe.cified in the
Heavy Tackle Division Regulations. 49 1)

UI. Standard na
The 15' itgets-fortn'd unit. Twice.ri.arounda.. the unit makes a-
round,

.-..

or two such units laid out differently make a found.
The One basic 15-targer. unit may be varied t6 .-. make any
number of courses that would all-be different. It is simple and
easy to lay out antrchangeOnce the maximum and dinimutfl

.distances are knoynthen the target distance can he laid out
anywhere within these distances and . be according to the
NFAA rules. .

This round with its animal targets and its, sliding scale system
oLscoring is more of a measure of the.hunting archer's shooting'skill
than the standatiDField Round.

2. Targets
a. The targets for this round are animal targets with the

scoring area:divided into two parts. Thehigh scoring area is'..
oblong while, the low scoring area is the area between the
high scoring area, and the "hide and hair" line or "feathers".
as the -case may he. The area between the "hide and hair"'
line (including. the line) .to Vie.. outside of the carcass is
considered a non-scoring area.
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4.
t..:v., ,, . .,

h. the It!gl -,-,:.:;i. are4 ct Group No.. 1 is ) tch4e by 1.4l
?ti,!, with :, ti:,,i ,1 ;;ii1-, largote,'in tlu;'group are the black
bear. eiirel3, 1,...i: 1,-ei-,, mo -,e, elk 411 cviboi,i.

c. I he high scorute are i otGroup No. 2 is T' wide by Itt'e-
I, rig 141th rounded ends. I argetsin this group arc the sn li. ..

hlack lvar. actelo-pe.sinallLrevtr, wolf and mountain li n.
111:. lilgli sj,rtni..t .3 re3 of Grlup No. 3.is 4'.- wide by 7-
1,.iie., with ioundn ends. Target;' in this group are he
.0v,te. raccoon, tawlina, turkey. lox, .gooSe,vvildcat and
rlica,ant. , . . . .

.

e. [lie 11.,!tt sirin area of Geoup No.. -14 j, 2 ;: wide by ,
'''''' Long wit fi roundod ends. 1 argets in this group are

?II,: turtle. duck, grouse, crow,. skunk. woodchuck, jack-
rahlut arid rpLIscroack. °

t lt,.11w,,lbo. ve titg:", group the animals .mentioriedare toi a
Q g.,,,ne.r,1 dencription ..P.4,1 riot to be construed as confine,d to

the 11111i:10.T sp..cios. ...km,. animal o'cbird which is...legal ...-
citric and cuisistent in sire with a particular group in4y be- .

: ,used.. .
.. .

sh.,,,toz..; l'oct!«,n .
..I. "I he V11,',44 l.1:..: .illait .gives distances ;,,...nd target groups:

-v tit- iip 1.ugets
1 3 walkup shots. 1 arrow each Position

Maximum, yards 00, Minimum 40yar,,sts
3 walkup,shots. 1 arrow eachposition

Ma xiinvin yards 45, Minimum 30 yards.
3 1 rosition .,

Maximum yards 35, Mininturn '20 yards -

1.,positioa -, .

Maximum yards 20, Minimum 10 yards
. , . .
.. ,

h. The sh t ing distance shall he marked its exact distance but
in the spread detined in i a. I MIAs for National and-
Sect onzt.1 ie4t!1 tournaments .i4rl 'hay he marked at tonrna-
mew-. Petits t hal level.

.

-,.. Liol target in Group No. I tacos is a 5 -yard walkup. There*
arts three targets in the group. Select your distances
between ott and 40 sards tor the first 'stake, move up 5 .

l,ar,-1-, for the rick( q.aRe and 5 more-yards for the third
stake.. .

d. Tacit target in Group No.. 2. face', is a 3-yard walkup. There
are three targets in Group No. '2. Select your distance
}-et.4eett, 45,and 30 yards for the first stake, move up

. v art!, for the nett stakc and 3 more for the last stake.
.
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1.0 :

e targe? in Group Nei. ta,:es is one distam.e. There are
4 StII ,IIIkVAs4rOrnedLII stake as
sele,[ed he, tris

t. Lae!) target N, 1 1., one distaike. I here are four
targ,4t.s in Group No. 4 sh he shot trom each
ot he tour Ufa,cs Iry kUsianee... sele,1ed he: wa....en 2t) yards
rin I 10 yards

f,)!.: n; RtZt
ritaviinlini mark:41.1111:1w, ruay uccessbi.c

order, and the. Ingliet scoring arrow %Nal Lount;

"".\? Sk.,,r:poz . ..

a. .0 or I o to, the 11.-,;t arrov. 6.
14 or 10 for the ,e...:''.nd arrow

,,-.

si or 4 tor.the DUI 4 .iriow . .
h. The arrow. slur inusi cu.: through the line to score, If an

From ,hati, !oirsefres the outside edge of an animal target, it
does not soire. 11 it tits the target .and cuts into, but not
through:the "hair and hide" line, it doe,s riot score. It -must
tilt- tfirough 'this -tine to i...t.or'S a shot of lower,.value. To
',oleo...in arrow shaft must a'nf through this line. ..

.r.i. ,

G. N FAA iNruRN \TIONAL , OUTDOOR ROUND

V.3
Standar./
.,, I he tit _1.1 I iiiernational.Round as a 20-target (10 targets

per mut .,ardaf.f... distance. round designed for use in areas
1,i, here the . of land is; re.4icled or limited: The
round is ideally Alited for puf,he patks anti recreational
facilities.. The NI A A. Interriat ional Raul lei course require .a
minimum of spat: anti can 'readily cinistructed on any
level or genth rolling plot of ground:: 20-target course
will ade,putely handle up to SO pauticipaut, at one time.
The' International Round may he laid, out on a roving type
range or on an established "Field Round" course; however,
whenever possible it is recommendedlhat it he laid out in a
prig esaive in-Oer.,21) yards through 65 yards.

h. Permacent ty pe no .n ranges are subieet to course approval
flati N FA A Non-permanent .park type ranges

shall not he subteet a-pproyal.by the N f:'A A Director.

2. ,Targets
a. r ariiet.taces shat omtoran to the specifications of the PAA

Outtitior Rounds. .
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I adi tareet.p,'sition shall-have one tatgLq'tatt.
ma lesA than 4 target ta,:es per distance

11:<<Itt.iteet tises lie
l here he ,/ne mine target faces when _22 -inch or
;0-inch faces are used.

t he 1.1,t: gat t he, Intermit ional Outdoor Round. the
n1-1411 her &t. ta.e, used fUli camp, and school

Nhalkbe to the discretion of the, coaches or teachers.
1).- lance,

.11,aart,-e, and corresponding target sites- for the
It t Round are as toc,:i1ows

plItances yarget Site
Yards Inehes.
2) 14

14
_14

t.:. s

4,0 .
2

t
22

22_
. 30

30
iA . 30.

2/ IP W.stances.must he measured to the exact yardages.

targea shall hale two shooting positions.
h.\ lire tutu shooting positions 11.111 he parallel to the target

e. Iltr two shooting positions Shall'he the Hanle distance from
the target and shall he' separated by not less than 4 =feet..

distan,e, shall he written on- nralkers winch are visible
tt3- the'.irehtr. .

distam.-C marker shall show the number of the target
and the distanee to be -;hot.

t, more than one unit is needed, the shooting positions for
the targets shall he numbeted from I to 2.0.

4 Sh.)oting
a. I he shooter stan'd'behind the shoo4critline.
h. Three ;jrr1ws are shirt at each distance.

other rules for slnioting the Otficial. Field Round shall
apply tolhe international Roand.

0+, maximum distance for youth. in the International
Rourtil shall he 50 yards.
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S. .54.oriij.g .

a. The soring on the targets shall he:
11..5 points for eaLh arrow striking the center circle.
2) 4.points-for each arrow striking the inner ring.
3)3.-points for each arrow striking theouter'ring.
4) NO points for arrows striking the background. .

h. It any part of the arrow touches more than one scoring
area, the arrow is .countedas striking the highest scoring
area it touches.

NFAA INDOOR' ROUND

- J. Standard Unit .,
.- The standard unit shall. consist of 00 arrows. shot as 3 games,

at a distance of 20 yardS. Each game shall consist of 4 ends of
5 arrows per end.

..7. Targets
a. The target face shall he lb inches in .diameter and shall he

of a dull blue color. The bullseye and enscribsd scoring
rings shall he white. . . .

h. The bullseye shall he 3.2 inches in diameter.
c. There shall he one scoring ring 8.9 inches in diaMeter and

not to exceed 1/32 inch. in width. .

3. Shooting Positions
.

Shooting positions will provide sufficient area to enable two
archers" to shoot simultaneously at one target butt.

4. Shooting Rules
a. An archer shall stand so that he has one foot on either side

.t he-shocit trig line. ...
h. All other shOoting rules shall apply -as listed in =Article IX,

The NFAA Indoor League Program.

5. Scoring .

a. The scoring is 5roints for a .bullseye, 4 points for the-8.9
,inch diameter area and 3 points for the outer area.

b. All arrows will he scored and recorded' before touching or
drawing any arrows from the target.

c. An arrow cutting two rings shall he scored in the ring of
greater value. Scoring is determined by the ,pOsition. of thtt.
Shaft. The shaft must cut through the linekind. touch the
area of higher value in o del tjok be scored as the higher
,value. '. 1. U,

. .
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Witne-ss,1 ancesiiit; cr. 'arrow, passing cOmpletvly4

r. Ilii; on the yviiii! %cid he scored as misses. .

When an arrow is dropped, wink, the archer. is in the aet of
he rmly +hoot ansither atiow in place oh' the

drctpped arrow it he can touch the arrow with his how from
11:5-P0.5/I 0- in on the shooting line.

g. It sin archer. hoots more than sirroiAs in an end, only the
am iw; of t,iwer ya!ue na'ay lie s,ored.

h It an sirs.her ;shoots less than S arrows in one end he may
shoot his remaining 'arrows' it the omission is discovered
hetore the end is ,_11 completed; otherwise they shall'
he scorell as misses.

I. NEAR REEMAN ROUND

I. Standard Ow
i he Standard Unit shall ctttlsist ot. i3O arrows, shot as 3 tastes
at dista.n.,.es or 10. `I's and 2.0 yards. game will include 4
ends ,or 5 arrows per end. ,

.1. The' find game shall he 3 ends at 10 yards and I end at 15-
yards.

0. the -ses...yad game shall he 3 ends at 15.yards and 1 'end at
Nards.

I he game shalt he 4 ends at 20 yards..

2. 4,ar.5i',..c
4S11,o ting -ules'artl s: ormg shill be the- same as listed for the

NI 1. \ lmlocr Rosinsl. Section II. of this :Wide. .

J. FLINT BO%'VMAN ItiDOOR ROUND

Statzlari I n,r
.

Luger.
Number

1

`
;

4
5
tr

Distance
:5 yards
20 teed
30 y ards '
15 l'ards
20 'yards
10 yatdi

30, 25; 20;15 7ards

Number of
Arrows

4
4

4
4
4
I allow each

.. Target'
Size

12""
0"

12";
0"

ti"
12"

a. 50 arrows shall he t. otisidereti one round.
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1I-op row 'target ..enters shall be spaced 4S. inches from the
row target ...enter shall be spaced 30 inches

Mini the. floor.

;NT.argety
The targets are standard b-inch and 12-inch field target faces
placed in two rows on each bt.ris. The center of the upper row
shall he 4S inches from the floor. The center of the lower row
shall he 30 inches from the floor and directly below the upper
targets.

.3. Shootwg Positrons
a. 'this round is to he shot on a 30-yard range with. shooting

lines marked parallel to the target line at distances. of 20
ieet. 10, IS, 20, 25 and 30 yards.

f. Starting at the 30-yard line, and proceeding towhrd the
target line, the shooting lines are to be numbered 3, 1, 5, 4,
b and 2.

c. There shall he a separate lane for each boss and the archer
-shall go from one shooting line to his next shooting line in
the lane for the boss for which his two targets are placed.

d-. The targets on the boss in the second lane shall he reversed
brow tiiose in the first lane. Those in the third lane shall he
exacfly a, those in the first. Those in the fourth lane shall
he e \a...e.1!. as those in the second lane.

-4. Shooting Rotes
-lf an. archer starts out on a high target, 'as in 'lane one; he
shoots. his second end of the low target in the same lane.. The
archer continues to shoOrat the targets in this lane until he has
shot at seen ttargets.., For the second seven-target score, the
archer should go to another lane in which the targets are in"
reserse from the one he started out on.

:z.. Scozo:,..,,
Scoring shall-1..4-the same as the Field Round.

20-Yard Flint Round ..
a. liecaaSe of the inability of manT clubs to obtain the

necessary space for a' indoor round, the..NIFA4i, has
. pro'id;..d rules for a,20yard.round as follows:-. ...,

....

1 1 i?
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f
,

. 2

Distance
50 NNet .

20 Jeet

. .
lumber of

Arrows
. 4-

-4

l
Target

Size
" :
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' 60 tee( 4 8"
4i feet 4 6"

.-; 40 feet f 4
6 30 feet 4 6"
7 60,50,40,30 feet 1 arro'eadi 8"

0 , h.' Rules,
Rules for the 20-yard round are the same as for the Flint
Ind,..;or Round.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

NVould like to extv.md ni deepest gratitude to the Golf Guide
Committee for its help in soliciting and. editing articles which every
teachl:r and:or wady of golf ThotrItHind most resourceful. Few
wordC can express the thanks I owe to Helen Kniern, our NAGWS
Guide `COordinator, tor_ her proddiDg and patience in making. this
Guide possible..

Best Wishes to Margaret Cunimins, the next Guide chairperson,
fora term filial with lots of articles and material.

G. Jean Cerra.
Chairperson, 1974-176

.

Oft
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Weight Training for dOlfers
DEDE OWENS

De De Owens received her B.S. degree from' Winthrop Co llege,
-.-Rock II, South .Carolina, and her M.S. degree from the

° ..1,Orth Carolina at Greensboro. 'A fOrhier'LPGA:
tour professional; she is currently a physical education
irwructor and gulf coach at Illinois State University,-Normal,
and a Vatitmal Gott Foundation area consultant.

The increaed emphasis on women's competitive sports, in the last
10 -years. has placed a greater responsibility on the caches to. haVe
b.etter, more highly conditioned teams. This necessitates some type
of conditioning program. The program should he used not only
during the season. but implemented before the season .begins and
encouraged throughout the year.

Our golf students should he made aware ,of. .the importance of
total body fitness. In this age of motorized golf, the game has taken
on IiiOre of a recreational and socialiiation nature With the fitness
aspect almost forgotten,

In competition. however,: the participant must draw on every
'unce of strength that The has, for it can be an extremely tense and
exhjlisting .game. rherefore the participant must conditiOn herself
beyond the level normally needed.

Conditioning Program

A conditioning program -for gull should include work toward
total body fitnCrss as well as exercises designed specifically toward
strengthening certain-muscle groups used in golf.

The following weight training program, which Utilizes the_

Universal Gym,. was developed by Linda. Herman at Illinois State
, University and is used by basketball, volleyball, swimming and golf

jean' members. Participants are encouraged to begin- the program
during the pre - season and continue through the first third of the
sport'season: starting.agaih after the season.

Women's Weight Training Program

Basie'Principles 41. The heavier the weight, the deeper the muscles. that are used. '
.

Itis better to start light thantoo heavy. 4

3. To avoid becoming "tight" or losing flexibility; stretching and
warm-up periods _should precede and follow weight training.
periods.

..WEIGHTTRAINING FOR GOLFERS 11



4,..\ halfhearted or nonregular workout session will produce very
little result.

3;, Breathing should he evhale during lilt, inhale during recovery.
61 Weight training should e done every other day.
'. LOng distance running (1-3) miles can he done daily, but wind

sprints. should be dOne oh alternate days (days on which weights'
are not use -

Lxamnle: Mon. stretch, run 2 miles, stretch
Tue. . stretch, run 1 mile, weights, stretch
Wed. s+retch, run 3 miles, stfetch.
Thur, stretch, run 1 mile, weights, stretch
Fri. stretch, run 2 milesstreteh
Sat. stretch, run I mile, weights, stretch
Sun: rest

( Rep6at: Man. Sat.)

.//4,14: To .t'se.lt'eight.s.
I. Determine: your nia imum weight for single repetition for each

exercise ( trial and e' pr method).
2. Determine: 50 of y4ur.-maximum (step »hl ) .
3. ,fellow the progressi, n below.as.an example:

.Maximum potind,
for an exerj-,-e

week Workout Wt. Reptitions
Upper Body Lbwer Upper

and
Lower Body

100 lbs. 1st eek-50'1 50 lbs. 20 12
( Leg presS) 2nd veek -7(Y 70 lbs. 15' -10

. 3rd 'eek-90'.: 90 lbs. 10. 8_

'4th vek-80'.7 .80 lbs. 15 10
5th eek-70'.-' 70 lbs. ;.)0 . 12

, . oth eek-,10'5'1, 105 lbs.. 3-5 ,..3-5
7th veek-,??? 999... . 20 12

4. .Redetermine your i iaximum weight for- -a single' repetition lin
each exercise to.bv-gi the seventh week. ..

5. Begiii a new ix-wee progression (weeks 7-12).

Stations on the Uniierst:1 Gym
.

.0 .

The idea is to 'Ate nate arm -leg or upper bodylower body
exorcises:- )- ..
I. Bench press (wide gri ).

'2. Single leg litts(right nd left alternate quads)
3. Doublerleg lifts (quay s)
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.. . .

4. Double leg lifts (hamstrings)
5, Sitting upper arm press
b. La.:1!;pfesses low ( hip extensors quads)
7. Triceps (extensors) .

8. Leg presses high (hip extensors,quadS)
9. Biceps (-flexors) . .

The above program combines cardiovascular fitness with muscular
development. There are many programsthat can be used. This is but
one that'has been developed"and adapted as a result of studies at the

University of Illinois Exercise Psysiology Laboratory by Bob Qajda.

Strengthening Certain ithiscles

The second emphasis in a conditioning prograth is the. strength-:
ening oi.ertain.rtniscle groups specific to a skill. In golf, leg and arm
strength are crucial for attaining distance and developing consistency
in the :Swing. One must have muscular endurance to perform a .

repetitive swing consistently and muscular strength t p accelerate the
clubhead with control and. accuracy. 4,

The following' prograth, designed to strengthen, the .arm niusefes,-
tvas given to me by Don Fauls, former athletic trainer at Florida .

State University, Tallahassee. It was originally developed far use by '-
baseball pitchers. However he had received godd results adapting it
to golf, One golfer gained 13 yards on.his drives after several mon tfig

of using the exercises.

. ArM Eiercises
The following program-can be carried out with a barbell or any 7-*

'. to 15-pound weight that- is easy to control.' Start With:a 'lighter
weight and increase each week.untiififteen pounds is reached, then
continue ?rid repetWons permeek: .

.

1 TO strengthen. the anterior: arm muscles, above the elbow,
- stand with the arm hanging at the side in <full extension,-Weight .

in hand, palm. up. Flex or bend the elbow slowly to full
flexiOn. Return slowly to full,extension.'Repeat 10 times.

2. With, the arm in the same basic. position but with the lower
arm in the midway position thumb pointing up, repeat
exercise 1 10 times. This exercise also strengthens arm..
muscles above the elhow.

3. To strengthen the triceo p muscles in the back of the arm,. above
the elbow: raise the arm above the shoulder with the elbow
bent, or, flexed, weight in the, hand, straightening the atm. In
doing this exercise, make certain that the tricep muscle does.

...theyork, not the shoulder. Repeat 10 times.
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1 1 t'llV). hill the ii?acitsi.ior muscle of the arm, below. the
Llt,c,A...fe,t the ,itek, Ind lower .41,111 on the table with. the
-::ti extendinn o.et the ()I the table, paltn.up. Place the

111qllie I and toll tt ipto the patni of the hand
the rnst is bent t r Hexed. Repeat 20 times.

a 5. strengthen the rotator musacs. of the wrist and elbow, rot
the 7elb ow and the lower arm on the table with the 'palm up
;it'd thev.ri,t eiitend,,qtg 1Qeri. the edge. Hold the weight firmly
in the palm. of the hand. riur irait'. hand over so thal.111e...tidm..s,_,,.
?a..e.s the floor. Return. to the starting position. Repeat 20 ?."-*

4

t). To stren;then the evterivirmusdes tar Ow posterior muscles
e u n, below th:z-4111bow anjlOWerarin on the

table with the weight in the hand, .writ extendett
edee with the palm facing the flu or and the wrist bent toward
the IlOor..1:xtel'id or straighten the wrist, Repeat 10 times.

These ex....a-Lases should he done. only Owe 'times a week, Do two
sets of ea h exer,mc with each arm. Fvery week one additional
irepetitl.in should be,added to each exercise until 20 repetitions of
eash 'set have been reached. For example during the filth week, do
two sets ot each exercise, 14 repetitions per set, lot each`cirm three.
times a ,A%.;.1:.

.\n ohNvi1,1.q pr,hably doesn't. see the 'necessity for -a golfer to he
Inehb, auditioned. Vet. within a' competitive five-hour round, the
'inental tatigric in itself, drain one's energies. Then there is the
five Write w (l. ,iatrt irut a hag weighing close to 15 "pounds, ayd .the
actual swing, tip ;ugh lasting less than few seconds, uli-zes the
entire body with 1,, 11 tritwingliparts and With di cluhhead
,iapabte ,it being accelerated in excess of 05anpl:

pro grain Aour team he sure that the how's and why's are
s.ionditiontina for t:olupetrtive golf is necessary. In selecting a"

understood by.y.Airseitandt he, participants,..

4
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Why Are'You'Practioing?
MARGARET CUMMINS

Margaret Cummins received hdr B.S. degree from ihe.,Univer-
sity of. A rizotra, Tucson, and her M.S. degree' from Smith
College;.Northanipton. Massachusetts: She phiyc:I competitire
gull during -high . selpiol' and college', sponsors an annual
intereotYgiate' golf. tournament, and has coached the Indiana
University li,Innen's team for th'pat eight years.:She is
an area comultitnt. for tire' National aOlt volute/al:ion and Golf
Guide chairpersonect.

}lo many times have we all watched players with good swings
. on the practice range move to 'the course aud.execute. a distinctly
4.1ifferent-.'swing2._Playets who consistently hit Rood drives during

from looking up, while putts are jabliF-CaTid-guide:Ltor the tune. of
prtictice move to the'fifst-tee:: ball. Pitch shots are sculled

three or four putts a hole.
For many players, it is -Speculated that th&sttok'es executed in

, practice are not the strokes used when playing'the course. Energy
Used in practice often is 'wasted. When one observes 'players hitting
On the practice range. invariably they appear as robots hitting one

ou hall .at ter another until their supply runs out, Seldom there any
evidence of conscious direction or, thought to their practice shots.
And yet, those same players .uttlue conscious, deliberate thought
when executing shots on the course. When twO different' thought ....I,

patterns are used to trigger a swing, it is difficult to belieVe that they
boar-.would result in the same swing. Practice should akvays be'done
for a purpose.

practice; hitting or -putting time should be used to`'meet
any one of the - following three purposes; (1)..warm-up, (2), swing
correction and (3) playing struko;.--Although each purpose will be

--briefly discussed, this ..a.t4thot is primarily- concerned -;with the
purpose Of practicihg the.swing, used on the. course..

- Warm-up. Players should warm up before playing on the coil*.
-,and at 'the heganning of each practice. session.. 'When a. player

practices for the purpose of .warrnir4.up., her..main goal is swinging''
.club to.determine the .tempo of:her swing and to determine
irregularities that may he present in he'rswing prior. to playing the:
course. flitting, a. maximum of 2Q. halls should'be 'sufficient. During: .

. this time it is prbhably bettex..4 or the' player not to think about the i.
mechanics of. her swing.. Wartn-Ups' should always be foll0Wed by
practicing playing strokes. ,

Swing correction.: Swing. correction is undoubtedly the most
obvious reason for hitting practice halls. The player,shoutd cOneeti-

WHY ARE YOU PRPRACTICING?NG? ,k
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trate on d particular correction. Unlearning and learning a new
motor response a, ,i11/411,,fifficult and r,*iine consuni-ing,. His suggested
that players work on one correction at a time, and that work
continue on 'the corrAtio9. until the movement becbmes: an
unconscious habit: Error eiirrection may take several' weeks of
concentrated practice.

Pie irig strokes,dt.Pra:tice playing strokes is perhaps-ghe most
neglected purpose for .practicing and the one most vital for good
competitive golf. When golfers are, playing colnpetitive rounds, on
each shot they usually give some thought to the line of directipn of
the ball and. to the distance' needed to reach their. target.. Quite
frequently the awareness that each shot .counts in the score creates;
.tension in the player that permeates the swingand causes alterations.
Through that process the player forms a swing habit triggered .by
teilsion prior to making the stroke.-It does not .take long for the
player to acquire two different swings --one for the course which is
triggered by tension and one for the practice tee which is triggered
by a relaxed 'State: of Unconscious thoUght. It isbelieved if a common
triggering stimulus were used for practice and for play then the two
swings should merge into one. ..

Since tension on the course i4 difficult to-eliminate and some
tension is'desirahle to create a stage of readiness, it is suggested that
the hitting of practice balls he made as much' like the procedure for
hitting balls on thi:. course as possible. For that purpose it is

suggested that for each practice shot,. the student should:
I. stanttbehind the ball and determine her line to the target.
2. assume her address position
1. look from the ball to the. target' and back until she is sure of

and the line to theTarget..
4, concenifThe-tin-the line of flight while swinging the club.

This procedure permits iffest-u.dent td address the ball .'cat time ,.

using a fathiliar pattern and ent. our cr to concentrate o
positive. actions...

When this procedure. is first implemented on the pibTi-ftic ee.,

undoubtedly some of the shots wille less successful than when the
player just stood and repeatedly hit halls. Brit, that is the point.of ,

the .ex,ercise; she is now using the procedure and swing she uses on
the course. With practice; her -.coursesWing will improve and her ,

....,practice and course swing will become one. If the 'coach, teacher or ..

players object to .using the proposed procedure,.;another.proceduie
can he planned. .The important element is to use an identical
Orocedure for both practice 'hitting and playing. If you. want the
same swing, you must use the" same triggering stimuli; If you don't;
:why are you practicing? .
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Only.PerfectPractice-MaKes -Perfect
.JACK D. ADLER

v. .

Jack Adler is art associate professor of physical education.at
the University of Oregon, Eugene, specializing in motor
learning. lle,has 12 rears of experience coaching golf;: six at
W iitman. *College, Walla' Walla, Washington; and si.x at the
r...niversity' of Oregon. He is prdently serving as .yorthwest
Area consultant for the Nateonat Voill'olindatiOn, and ,plays

. to a two handicap. ...
'. -

Motor learning, literature nrakes it abundantly dear, that the key
variable ,in'learning and performanceof motor skills is praCtice. Golf,
involving both fine and gross motor4oMponents in an ever changing
environment, is d skill that obviates the axiom. There is no simple,
easy route to good golf scores. They are the result of sound

.foundations, motivation, and practice, practice, practice: The goes
non _is not really Whether to practice, but how. Following are some
ideas to make practice more effective than the traditional procedure,
of pounding out thousands of shots on.the driving rangenet that.

all.bad, it just needs. supplementation. oet

.'Knikwiedge 6.f Performance
W'heneve'r 'sonicon iits a golf shot there are two ,types. of

feedkmek.knowledge of Jesuits, which is: what the ball did, and
knowledge of performance, which is what the golfer did,c1 would.

tt5. ,Fonted that When changes in performance are desired
t'beCia.u"secsonie sWing, fundamentals are being violated), practice
shoul:d'be in an environment where knowledge ofsresults is limited
as in an indoor or :outdoor cage. The reastin that when a golfer is
changing* her swing, there is- going to be a-period when restilts*will
suffer. She Won't hit the ball as Well as lie used to; and there is a

,real danger of regression to ,improper form, to improve results., ,
When . a golfer has: a Major form'break,- it has usually 'been

.

compensated by another form break that tends to caned .i.toont and:,.

.give accoptable performance. In the process of currech0 ng perfor-
mam.'e, however, the' til,fer can effectively 7 Work on only one
correction at a time, tfrilil the. point where this becomes atitomatic;
'thereshuld be no 'attempt to enre the compensating error. At this..
'stage, however; the compensating error still exists .and is ,ver'y
detrimental to performant7e. That is, the learner, works in a cage so,

:there is no knowledge of results,. and concentration is only on what
. she i doing not Where her shots are going.
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tun! the way!: to deter mitre when
tr,or, 1.., arit.;ru st., to Alir:.t the person's attention

:. tiles hat i o: .-01; ;. 041111 Nou attend.to the correction. fF

the .tppo,irs %Ohm atriNittim is tin another part of the
;0; me: The ..---;!-re.k.-tion learned amt.-you..ban movC- to the next
stage, normally programming ;rut the t ampensating error.

ar tf ttecti on

.ttita'T b, Impr.,t; in the "pi quid-thr-hall-oultrtype of
pra.41,:e Is, rat gr:re..a-Jai stirestrott tristca,1 ot hriiirg.halls just to see

go and try ing to hit them straighter. By giving a person
goals to a..-hrove, you are onsotlf4'ing the SCry t), IV at 'concentration .

n...%cssary on the ;'r.11 c!lurse. Avv1,1), trout do it and toward
the ;.

crae \ample seems of ;Irdertlw're. Let's take putting.- Your goiter
.ontr .he mitt .1..1:d to or.t.rt.:ie 4-toot putts with.the goal of making
10 .t r,;w. . I her: ar: s ver rl advantages ,to_this .opproach.,
.assn.-utiort is rowar.1 the gtsal .ini ttwdy from.'mechanics, a it
must- he on the g.,11.1 coarse. Second, the people who need the

vVil! ,ret the most. If `you are not good at making-
.4--1.,rs rttwrll take you a lot, longer and a lot more 'pink to

tli; -requirement. the third, and possibly most important,
result of this Is pe ut .prastiee is the acquisition of a success
;yndrique. -.,kr,70.rie who has playell golf nows' the terror an

rtant pritt ,:in engender. However, if yOu have just made
1;1 III a row, s ;;, have to have some confidence you might not
normally hdc.F, there is net single factoF More. important -to

f)ert..irmark...0 than the had that you can do it.
Other examples ot praLt ice goals could he

1.'ftitting, tee shot', tiff 10 in a rirAv land inan area about the width "
ot a tal.c..,ay d'identified.by some kind ot markers in the practice
area.

s

flittmg 7-rionshot,7'1111 tO in a row end Ur within a designated
. II,snther t.t toes .if the target Whic'h St-mide a flagstick.

lInting Chip ,Irot until at le4st 3 go in the up. (Should triggiu
[hat (11,1 si.z.ces,yridronie again). '

4. traIrtrig-shot- out ofd gre..-nstde sand trap ntil 1.0 in 'a ,row end up
'.,114rin } Ices (4 the pn r.i.
I am ,.ar yt,ti Ca:1.01111k t)r other goals t at .wfII produce the kind.
0unkvig an.1 shftt, >11 AO see on the golf course.

I
1 2 3
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Tea. Ching of Putting Through..Drilis
BRAD FOWLER

8rad I / .!,1 ibto:roor ern rri Vern
r Vac aPild has continued other

stud: tit tiit. Lin.rtrwy Normal, Ile is
te;:clye'r and :.;',.P:.ciucft at Witek1011.1 LTV Set iot

---(C.114g* St'h0,(:-!tt Rock 1ord, an an area email t for
Aan,:t42:

Coa..thes rn ithkst10 11111, to teach and develop skills
.

with a particular oblest in mind in all sports. The drills
presented here are used teach, patting to loth beginrring and
at.h.am'ed itttlters.

Putt rriAts.a' game. titi in a gatine..called golf. Putting is the rolliclg
ih ball along the (greens while the rest of g(01.is played

i,y"strtting the ball into t!i:
liter teas.hvg anti' re-teaching the grip, stance and stroke, the

folloW,ng drills. are in rpoi ated to ,tea-,:h and develop the art of
putt:rig. the order that the are used can be varied for the skill
level ot the stusli.nt. Th! order presented here is used in teaching
keitinning

Playirig Putter Drill
.

. I lee 101 he j)}-'tysing' puller drill is to develop and
derntiistr,rte ..,,7tiden.t in thespid tang stroke. The sense of sight is
impt,riant trt tilt, art' so important because they adjust

-st,itr.11 the inottir system. nets di. subconScious.
on the ball with the e.y,e-i-bebare and alter Stroking

. the brlft wai,inn4 ittrorii'ltehind- as it rolls ailing the line-of-the-
pt.i'r or irgtvs into (Aix stt.kfis.-Make sure that you sthr the
'1.11 -irolsed anti it ail thq, Way as It rolls toward the hole

ti i. head rtttating the lett eye ahoye the right so that the
es lea! 11 ISlrre 1 1. Stri:. In:this position until the end of ,the

';',.tect..t.Ll'e,rr:ttei laLks vontiden,e in her ability because she
4.,"..'ses the itt- Ii )1.. vtith her on a horizontal

'the Kin, own leer the hole and back and-forth hoping
the to A'tii lf,01110 11:4,4ile This is thj same action

to!lowed'by the spectitor w-htris watching someone else putt.

-Inaction Drill
'Hit" plirpos: ttt theiniktion drill is to.senarate tht.:11aikAtroke and

- tor ward . troke completely. tkv5
R.

lops a sinuoth putting stroke 10
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replace the lefk at the end of the backstroke where control to stiare...
degree is lost

The key to putting is,,stroking (striking) the ball solidly. This drill
develops "flush contact" of the ban'.

.1n.action is the "pause-hesitatiori where the putter. head slops
going one direction before starting in the other direction.

In this drill, take the putter Wade back to the inaction position . .

and. hold it as you count "1'2-3" then "pull" the putter blade
through the. ball. (Caution: count "l--2--;3" then "pull" the putter
blade through smoothly in place of pulling it through-on the count
of "3" becait,,e the stroke, will explode.)

;Figure 1. Figure 2.

Pull Drills'
The purpose of-the pull drills is to develop the sense of feel with a

pendulum-like swing and to discourage the tendency to steer the
ball, and develop the pulling action thiit breeds a "smooth" and
"deliberate" stroke through the ball.

In the target-hand -(left for a right-handed gblfer) "down" pull
drill (Figure 3), grip, the putter down to the steel of the shaft with
the target hand and hold-the grip of the putter up.alOng-the inside of
the. left forearm. Place the first finger and thumb. on the top, inside
of the grip to support the putter. Take the putter blade back and
124 1.2 NAGWS ARCHERY-GOLF GUIDE
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Figure 3.

Fig re 5.

UTTING THROUGH DRILLS

z

Figure 4.

,

. 'Figure 6.
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pull throu..rh with 0-1. side in a pull:ng sit:Tion. With a.
pulkn,?.4,..t,ota the ira! ,;,1,1 he Kept straighter \sith no ettort
'to steer th.

In. th-,L target-hand ri,qt ':up" pies!' Figure plate the
target hand trp and the tirst tinger 1t the other harld oil the bottom

the grip...as a support. Ia.ke the putter hi: and pull through
with the rarg.rt-,Ide, Keep the putter stat: -and lett forearm -in
,trarght iiue p.,.,;t1,)1) and through. Do not let this 13rak Movn
While the lase finger suppiil:irle, role il:wirtes arid to,

DoMinant Eye Drill .

The purpo,e err the dohs tall! ear 111.111 11 to tine-tune your sense
of vision by usuir.r your test. e'Sg'. 'Cl,,se ur k.over ikuldominant
eye (Figure Th. 1_ v.: only ftealormnanLeye lvlih this drill for lining
up the if:rtt and hutting. Use .normal grip and putting ,troke..
Putt and tc,ilo\s. the ball until the end of the putt as 'd "playing"
pa' ref.

. Finger "Feel" Drill .

purpose brl,;.r dulll develop the serh"e- of
to tllr.tiirh rile :Aht`silr.. o't tilt' te,..1411.the.fillg,CIS only. tnwers

teel the fiitt,:r head Ns eight ,:ompletely in the stroke and the r.

feeling of the putter blade Striking the ball as it moves through,

Figure 7.
12

Figkire 8.
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Use the normal .151"titing, grip and stroke but raise the thumbs off
of thy-top of the grip '1 nichvor su (Figure The fingers will feel
the:-put-tei- head 'conipletOy to the stroke, and the impac.t of the
blade and balrthrough the ball.

Pendulum Putting-Drill
The purpose- of the pendulum putting drill is. to utilize the sense

`of sight and feel in developing a putting stroke in which the hands.
work together as' one unit. The primary concern is sensitivity and
flee/. The pendulum -like swing of the weight of the putter head is
-developed to roll the ball along the line-of-the-putt that the ball
would roll "naturally ", in pl.ice of trying4o steer or guide 'the. ball
along.a line.not natural to the roll of the thill on the contour' of the
green.

Put two lead pencils equal distance from the ball perpendicular to
the line of the putt but outside Jj'igure 9). Take' the-ibladeback.and
through smoothly with the back stroke and forward-stroke the same
length like a pendulum -(,,t a clock (Figures. I() and I I.).- Hold the
blade at the completion of tie stroke and check to see if it is square
to the intended line after the ball has stopped. .

Putt 3 balls in a row but:not at a hole. The .feeond and third.putts
should roll up and bump the preceding ball. This is measuring the
putt distance-wise by the distance of the pendulum stroke and the
roll distance of the ball.

Figure 9.
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Figure 10.

Figure 11.Z\
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Figure 12.

Figure 13.
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Figure 14.

1 /rs Putting Drill
The purpose of the I/3's putting drill is to divide the complete

putting stroke into 1/3's to-.develop feel for distance with a sense of
good control. The blade of the putter is kept low with a pulling
action that emphasizes.accelefation of the putter blade through the
ball.."Elush contact" is developed with this drill through stroking
(Striking) the ball sOlidlY. "

Place two golf or regular pencils
the

to the line-of-the-putt,
from the ball hack for measuring the back stroke and place orie golf
or regular pencil from the. ball tb the follow-through position (Figure
1.2). Move the putter blade hack to the two pencils and.pull through
at the end of the one pencil (Figures 13 and 14).

Distance Putting Drill
The purpose of the distance putting drill is to roll the ball

different distances in developing the' gerise of feel and sight for
judging distances..

Lay a club, rope and/or 1/4-inch dowel rod on the gieen 4 to 12
feet away. Stroke the ball so it .rolls up to the clubshaft and just

.^ touches it,'and so it rolls up just climbing Over the rope or .dowel
red. If the ball hits and rings the clubshaft, it was too hard. If it goes

. 130. .NAGWS-ARCHERY-GOLF GUIDE
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Figure 15.

.Figure 16.
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et the rupe ; or ty.)r... the stroke was-too hard. If it stops
shot, ut the 'dolt ;old. or dowc1 rod, the putt is too short. The
ball m sta !ries' depicts a putt that is too slairt,
the second hall troibi the lett as great. the third ball from the left is

and the fourth ball iron) the lelt Wo long I Figure 15).,The
no.t:phoro shows how t i place a rope 2 taa 3 inches short of the hole
and then .putt the .ball so. it just climbs over the rope and falls in the
hole t Figure I t,)..

Fringe Putting Drill
I he 'purpose! ot the trunr.: puttinIrdrill is to develop more

.1...curacy dist ank.V.1kise and iMewise by keeping the ball on the
putter blade longer. r he drill is used to correct a golfer coming off
the putt by developing a;,t.i.o.).1 stroke with good resultsOnce the
pi!, er tl.,s ,tel, eloped tr.Nt and ccinfidence in this shot, it can be used
trout the rawe ot the green.

Plate the ball .ott the green ara distance as long.as the grip on the
putter 1 I. igure 171. By stroking through the ball With a pulling action
atter one can stroke the ball as if on the green to get it
rolling the .proper distance and line fur the putt.
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Center Of The C(In-Putting Drill
'Pie purpose of the ,enter <4.the ...up putting drill it to develop

the concept that the goiter triust- aaiii at the centerof the cup rath&
than the whole cup.

Place the hall 12 to 20 inches froni---the cup with the end of a
clubshAt laid across. and in the center of the 'hole' (Figure 18).
Stroke the hall firmly so it hits the end'of the clubshaft and.drops in
the hole.

It the hall is not_stroked'into the center )f)the cup at that firm
'rate of speed, it will hp otat. The golfer will concwitrate more and
more on the center of the hole.

Another method is to put a second hall in place of the end of the
clubshatt, just hanging over the edge of the hole (Figure 1 9). Stroke
the ball firmly enough so it will strike the second-hanging ball and
roll it iwaj, from the. hole while the. putted bail,drops into the cup.

Figure l&
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Figure 19

40 Putt Drill.
. The purpose of the 40 putt. drill is to -practice putting from

Narious thstan.:;:., with two different goals involved and to score a
number as near to 40 as pOssible. The two different goals are to get'
down in one". from 2 to lb feet and'down in "two" from 10 to 20
teet (Figure

Pro Putting Drill °L,

The- purpOse at the pro putting drill is to practice putts from a
distance of 4 to S feet in length ro develop consistency and
confidenee.; Waking' putts from this range will produce birdies and
pars.

The drills can tie eMployed in 4tiy order: Stations for'eah.drill
c.in be put on thk:yra,:tice green and the golfers rotated every 3 to 5
nor rtes. The goiter may us6 the,lrill-Ohat is most needed in
deseT.iping a sound patting stroke.,

A golfer who' lacks the motivation to practice putting may use
these drills to sharpen his concentration while improving his putting
skills, ,Young golfers can use these drills to fo'custheir,coneentration
arid. increase their desire to. practice. putting. Accurate Mating is an-
esseiftial part c.t a coliWtent gamic of golf.,
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. Figure 20. 40 Putt Drill.
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Challenge Shots
CAROL CLARK JOHNSON
ANN CASEY JOHNSTONE

Carol Johnson- received her B.S. degree from Miami University
Currently.she serves as Eastern edtkational consultant

for the National Golf Foundation, coaches golf at the
University of Cincinnati and is an LPGA teaching professional.

Ann Jolins'hine received lief B.S. degree from the University of
Iowa, Iowa (Its. In 1966 she was elected LPGA Teacher of
the Year. She is an instructor and golf coach at Stephens
College; Columbia, Missouri and is also an area consultant for
the National Golf Foundation.

Both Ann and Carol haie competed as amateurs.and profes-
sionals in tournament golfand have co-authored a book, Golf:
A Positive Approach, available through Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing Co., Reading, MassachUsetts.

One of the most descriptive words about the game of golf is
cliallenv. There is something about a. challenge shot that sharpens
your thinking and focuses your efforts on the specific point of aim
of target. This acceptance of the challenges of the mental gymnastics

'really creates the tun of these shots.
The variety of challenge shots falls into specific categories. Think

'of the different shots as specific to a problem. The uneven lies are
contour ground problems. Then, there are the specialty shots of.
specific heights or directions or off of unusual surfaces.

Uneven Lies
.

Uphill and Downhill
Let's 'start wi\th_ the uneven lies. The uphill and downhill lies.can

be grouped together. One foot is higher or lower than -the other.
'Some simple rules to follow are:

1. Use a normal grip.
2. Align the ball off the higher foot.
3. Use a square stance.
4. Lean into the hill):
5. Always take a practice swing to visualize your shot.
6. Shorten you swing to maintain balance.
7. Let yout swing follow the contour of the ground.
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In an uphill situation
.1. Genet:111v ue h.
2. Alm to the light Ott the t tiro since these shuts are oaten

hooked or pulled.
In a downhill situation
I. Generally use a more lotted club.
2. Ain: to the lett 'of the target to awid the common slice Or

push ott .ot this he.

, CX

Other Alfeven lies invoke the ball positron either lirjher or lower
than yOur Net. Sidehill hes have these factors in common:

I. I he'grip is standard.
2. The hall is played in the center of the square stance.

The 1..e:ght leans into Hie, hill.
4. Illy swIng is sliortened to help maintain balance.
On the sidebthl, "when the hall is below your toot level, these

spc itrc stiggesti,uis should he f011owfd:
I. Grip the club near the end.
2. Keep your weight toward the heels.
3. The ball will tend to go to the right of the target, so

compensate by aiming.to the left of the target. 0

On the sidehill !Ws, when the ball is above your foot level, try the-
toll.. wing suggestion;.

I. Shorten or choke dowif on the grip because the ground is
closer to you.

2. Ihe weight is torward, toward the toes.
3. ball will tend to hook or mill to the left, so adjust by

aiming to Cie right of the intended line..

Specialty Shots

Purrs- :t Shot
A punch shot is a low, line drive, low trajectory type of.shot used

to hit into the wind or under trees or branches.
Use your regular gilt grip.

2. Use a .less lofted club.
3. Play the ball closet-to your back toot.
4. Choke down on the grip .of the club.
7;. Hold your club lace ..bN, positioning your hands ahead of the

ball.
o. Keep your back swing and follow-through low.
Whi.in making shots trim r)are ground,. roads or rocks or when

hitting a ball lying in a divot on bare ground, in a roild or in rocks,
fry' tho tollowing

1. 'Use your regular golf grip.

CHALLENGE SHOTS
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2. Viavh the ball 'tenet back tool_
!lase Land, aiiMic ahead A

4. lake a shot telt! ha, ,w mg.
Pick the ball clean hit the fall toa so that the-club will not
tAounce t 41 the hard surt.n:e.

I.eC rTreS
Iles type r t shot h used '4 hen your bail lies under tree branches

and y,ahavie to execute a very low, slat swing to hit the ball.
I. Use yt,iir ieeular eiip.
2. Static.,: the air out y,'-in tire," you find as wide and

as IOW as possible.
SIA,Mt.', depelldilg on heights of branches, some-
times at isn't any higher than your knees.

4.,:f he baekswirig-and t..Iiow-through are low and Hat.
'Bali the, out very low and sometnnes look, like a .dubbed shot.-

Shat stab Clu.11 Inverted
backward shot with chib invettd is used when the 4011 is lying

near a tree. tenet:. hedge, or a place whew a penalty would be
Irk'tirrt'd to move the Tali in older to hit it in the standard direction,

1. A.:se ,} war standard grip or a Jeverse grip can be used. the
let t-hanfied tit,,

2. ( hi he d.rvn on the grip of the club.
Stance can be square to slightly open- face the fence,lree, etc.

4. Use a short iron as the inverted .face will he rounder and a
bigger 110r:ng

5-, Play the hall center to hack towards the hack foot,
. h. Turn the. club so that the toe is pointing down and the hitting

sialacel the club a, towardsilhe
'take a Ihsht.'winst high.bak:kswing may he a little bit inure
uprights

c. Use a chop down. tot ward swing the ball will come out away
from the trouble.

Sand Shots
Thee challenge shot, are special to the sand and the following

`'Llilge`ti'n` "hOtiL. help tai meet ',HMO tit tie iinll,llal situatiolis that
arise.-

El:Mos/on Shot
This sh4.,t can be used when a Fail in a sand trap needs to be hit

out near the green and has an embankment to clear,
I. I -c a sand wedge.
w. 1.:e your regular grip,
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3. Wiggle your tcet into the sand.
4. Play the ball ccii ci uE toward, your target foot.
5. Open your dub ta, 'Aightl!.
(I. Hit the sand first about one to two inches behind the ball.

Use a tightly more upright swing.
Spank the sand to get. the explosion-type shot..

Chip Shot
The chip shot can he used in the sand when one has a good lie

with a shallow lipped trap, wet sand,.ot hard sand,
1. Use your regular grip.
2. Use anti or iron or pitchingwedge.
3. Use a square or slightly open stance.
4. ,USe'an open or square club tare.
5. Play the ball center to off the back foot.
.6. Pick the hall off the sand -hit the ball first, taking little or no

sand.

Putting Out of Trap
The patter is used wlitri the trap has a slight lip or no lip at all.
1. Use your regular grip or your putting grip.

The stance is.square to slightly Open.
.44 Play the ball ott or near your back.foot.
4. Hit the ball first.

. S. Hit the ball hard enough to get through the sand and over
whatever ground necessary to reach the green.

n. The ball will leave the putter head with a low trajectory flight,
so it will run more than an explosion shot.

The challenges of the course:the weather and the competition,
are ever present, but the most important personal challenge is to
handle the ever changing set of circumstances of each hole and shot:
Your mental ability' to handle these r:hallenges, to adjust your swing
and then execute the shot, can provide some, of the moshrewarding,' memorable moments.
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Hosting an Inprcollegiate-
Gait Tournament

MARY JO CAMPBELL

tIrcdhcr BS! deV'et: frotn the Otiversity
.1!buquertple, 1;cr M.S. Lle.ree. from the

r;,,rsit 1. e t410.4rtna at Santa Barbara, and her Ph.D. degree
(Jiflo State Unii-erstty. Cdumin. She is presently

tt ac rtlet 4t the f ntrcvaty.'of vico, For tour rears she
"a., t:1,- coth it at Oltto State.

Io ho4. a well-organiied, enioy able intercollegiate golf tourna-
mem much worts and foresight. Pre-planning is the main key

q a Yi....,:cssful experience. Ome the rearticipants have arrived in

wn, yoa, as iii? tournament director, should be free of responsi-
- hilities so you can tend to spinoit-the -moment problems and have

time to he the "gracious hoste;s,- which adds a special quality to a
well-run tournament. a. .

Nt. most universities, it is necessary to reserve the course for the
tiqammient and practice rounds one year in advance, If it is

ot tournament.' you..thay wish to talk to the
ea ilccnske.'r ,,evyral months prior to the tournament regarding the
depth ot the nqii.th and' the width of the fairways. You should also
i.onununicate him concerning placement of the tees. On many
courses the wi,men's tees are in poor condition, on a slope, etc. In
this ,ase,. you may wish to use the men's tees on some holes.
knother taetor to he kept in mind are water hazards within driving
distance. It most participants are not' highly skilled, it will he
necessary to use the women's tees So play will not be slowed down
because of many players hitting into the water.

It you p14rf to have caddies, it will be necessary to talk to the
prtesstimal -several months before the tournament. In many areas of
the country .caddies have 1,..onie scarce and the pro will need:time

find enough.- This brings. up the point that having a good working
'iLlationslup with the pro is probably:the single most important aid
for s u'i a tournament director. The pro can be of immeasurable
help in the pre - planning st4ies and during the tournament.

Other scli,iols should he aware of your tournament date One year
in advance so they do. not schedule another mai at the same time.
-Several months betyre the tournament you should mail out the
following necessary information:

1. type ot tournament medal or match
:'.. Number ot players per team
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3. List of special events long drive, putting, closest. to hole,
etc. ,

4. List of awards
5, Number of flights and how they will he detcrmine.d
6. Deadline date for entries

Amount of entry fee
K. Eli Obility forms

Entry form that asks for each player's handidap or usual
score

10. Publicity form asks for information on playeis who have
/ 7 won past tournaments

11. Banquet reservation form
12. List of motels with addresses and rates
13. City map
14. Local rules, if any, .for the tournament
Since hosting a tournament requires a great deal of work, you

will need many elpers. Be sure to ask pedple who pie dependable-
and conscientious-- it will save you from many last minute prciblerrig.
Following is a list of duties you should delegate to others.

1. Banquet committee (cost, where, when, menu, decorationS,
seating arrangement, program, speaker, toastmistress) .

2. Re0Stration committee (register entrants, get local address
of each team and make up packets-Jor players which
include: tournament inormation, pairings for the first day,
scorecard, local rules, list of events, . rule book, city
information supplies by the Chamber of Commerce)

3. Housing committee (get rates from motels)
4. Starter for first tee (should he a knowledgeable golfer)
5. Scoreboard committee
6. Fore caddies for t?lind holes (they can 'increase speed of

play tremendously)
7. Rules committee
R, Women's golf group to supply snacks and drinks at the t ern
9: Secretarial help for typing and mimeographing pairings or

each day
10. Publicity committee (contact. radio, TV, newspapers before

and during the tournament)
Even. with all the Shove help, ,there are still several thing for

you to do:
I. Order awards several months before the tournament.
2. Arrange for a photographer to take a group picture of the

Payers.
3. Put awards on display during thetournament.

Alter entries have been received, send a receipt to each
coach.

1 4 ,
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, Make pairings Nvith thick: players per group and approxi-
elefit 'minute% dcro,ven .tee times. Pair. golfers

according to af,dity. but !vs, to avoid- pUttpg teammates in
the same gh,up. lee -goiters oil in an order- so that the
poorer players do not slow down play for the better golfers.
Often this is accomplished by teeing oft the .fitst flight,
then championship flight. then second flight, third flight,

n. Make out scorecard. according to pairings and give them to
the starter..
1ft:r play on the first day, make the new pairings
according to the soles 4.hot on the first day and divide the
Lehi into flights. (land. oil? the pairings to the coaches. You
Gill also need to make out scorecards for the next day.:
Present awards at the conclusion of the rccurnament.
Gather needed equipment and supplies (10.idspeaker for the
darter, scorecards. scoreboard sheets, tables and chairs for
the scoreboard cominittee and starter, magic Markers; golf
carts for the rules committee),

to. Send thank-you notes to the golf Course personnel and all
those who helped you.

It .you plan. ahead you will ho,st a 'well-organited tournament
wind) the 'participants will enjoy. One last word of advice-get
plenty of lest the tew days -belore the. tournament so you can enjoy-
it, too,

1^3
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Off-Sea8or Conditibning Progrrn.
:CAROL, ISAACS

Carol Isaacs received lier B.S. degree from the University oj'
Minnesota, Minneapolis, where she is now the women's golf
coach. She- has taught pilf at -YWCAs and-has-been thenzaster
teacher at a jew G WS Wm kshops held in Minnesota.

The needfor an off-season conditioning program for golferS will
exist as long:as people dream of greengrass beneath the snowdrifts.
A total conditioning program must include preparation for a new
.season as well as continuance of this "feel" of the golf swing.

The 'very h st and easiest advice to give about conditioning,
preparation an I maintenance is, of course. hit'ballsall winter
long. This is ideal and not as hard to carry out as one nujy think,
but it will he dealt with later. .

The first part of the prograin begins with the golfer's basic
-dissatisfaction with herself, her swingher game. Not many golfers
are 'happy with the way they are playing. If the putts are dropping,
the drives are not 'going far enough:- The fairway woods might he
booming,. but what happene to the chipping? Maybe one day
everything will click and the round will he pleasing. To strive to he
blIkter. tci hit farther. 'to hit closerthese elements are always there.
The winter season is the time to work on actual physical
conditioning to he in better shape for the spring season.

Physical Conditioning
The following discussion concerns general and specific condition-

ing. total body and Specific muscle strengthening, and off-season
activities helpful in preparation for a new season: .

To understand the specific physical exercises that are beneficial,
it is -necessary to understand the mechanic's of the golf swing.
Briefly, the .swing is initiated by the left hand, arm, shoulder and
hip. The body -eOils around the head. which"reinains the stationary
point:The weight shifts to the inside of the right foot. with the right
kne6 an d hip resisting total swaying of the body to the right. As the
ilo.vnswing begins, the weight shifts to the outside of the left foot
with a lateral movement of the knees. The left side of the body sets
up firm as the left shoulder, arm . and wrist pull the shaft down
toward the hall. The head remains fixed until the swing is
completed; 4and the right knee and stomach are facing-the green at
the end of the swing..

.

Beginning with exercises for the upper bOdy, two are suggested
for hands, wrists and forearms. The first consists of holding a 5-iron
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in the left hand so that the club is parallel to the floor. The club is
slowly spun or rotated in a counterclockwise direction using the last
three fingers of the lett hand., When in the right hnnd,the club is
rotated counterclockwise with the two middle fingers and thumb..
The second exercise is to squeeze a tennis ball in the left hand ,for
two to three minutes, twice a., day, throughout the winter. This not
only strengthens fingers and. wrists tint is an excellent left forearm
buildar.

Conditioning exercises are not always muscle biailding or strength-
ening exercises. Neck, upper back 'and shoulder Muscles that are
overdeveloped may actually binder a fluid golf swing;, so condition.-
ing of these areas should consist of developing suppleneSs by
stretching and loosening, A golf club hooked in the elbows behind
the hack can serve as a turning aid in waist twisting. With the club
behind -shoulders, elbows bent, and hands- at shoulder height, the'
club aids in turning as in a simulated golf swing. Without the club, an
exercise called the "rib cage slide". Of "upper torso reacii," with the
rib cage sliding to the right and left directly over the hips, is a great
way to loosen the upper hack, thereby increasing the turn. on the
backsWing. ,

The best exercise for leg strengthening is junning.., All golfers
should began a daily program of running to prepare for a new.season,
Nut only does. it build leg muscles, but the exercise 'for heart and
lungs is beneficial in building the endurance needed to walk '18 holes.
without tiring at the beginning of the season. Adding light weights to
the ankles is another way to strengthen the legs at the. same time,
The type worn by cross-country runners is perfect. Another leg
exercise .consists. of raising up on the toes and lowering again. This
strengthens calf muscles and can he improved by adding alive-pound
weight held on the shoulders.

Overall activities beneficial 'in preparing for, golf- include rope
skipping (for leg muscles and footwork), skiing (again for leg
muscles), and belly dancing (for leg muscles, upper torso, and
concentration). Having taught belly (lancing for two years, I find the
exercises and coordination of mind and body to have excellent
carry-over value for golf, A worthwhile sedentary activity is reading
golf literature. Current hooks by Gary Player, Jack Nicklaus and
Mickey- Wright offer many insights into mechanics as well a§ game
concentration. "
Maintaining the Swing

Maintaining the "feel" of the' golf' swing is hest done by swinging
.a,club. Golfers are urged always to warm up' before swinging or
;hitting halls with the stretching and 'loosening exercises for tipper
hack and torso, Swinging a weighted club is helpful for timing as
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well as strengthening arm muscles.. Small lead strips of tape can -be
wound around the base of the club to weight it Swinging with
weights around 'wrists (similar to ankle weights for running) will,also.
aid in timing, and both exercises help to increase clubhead speed.

Whenever possible, hitting real balls into a driving net is the best
Way to keep in shape during the winter. The University of Minnesota
has a golf gym with a net permanently set up. 'The golfers stand oil
rubber. gripper mats, hitting toward. a .wall approximately 10 feet
away. The net stretches overhead, on either side and in front of the
wall: There is room for 12 golfers to hit. If such space is not
available, one can purchase the smaller free-standing driving nets. ,
Golfers can rotate froifi this to a puttingarea and a chipping area. A
heavycurtain on astage can he used as a hitting net for easy Pitching
and chipping.

In extremely desperate situations one can use plastic halls for
several activities. For a small amount of money, one. can buy
three-foot by five-footrnasonite boards and remnant sqqares of
carpeting. 'Good white glue attaches the squares to lOne end of the
board. The student stands on the board, places the ball on the carpet
square, and hits toward a.wall. In a regular gymnasium there is no
,fear of anyone getting hit with plastic balls. The boards cakalso be
used for chipping and pitching if a target is put on a wall at 'the
appropriate height and distance. Again, rotation to different stations
inakes it moire interesting, but the instructor or coach must always
try out the station herself before letting student's find out it may be
im possible.

It has been .found at the University of Minnesota that several
short practices are better for the student than one or two long
periods. For example, 20 minutes of hitting at a time. interspersed
with putting and -chipping, is better than hitting balls_ with a full
swing-for two hours.

Concentration
Concentration is hard to maintain during practice. periOds. It is

therefore necessary to stress the need for concentration to golfers.
Remind students to have a set routine before hitting each ball. They
should imagine a target in front of .them, check stance and clubhead
alignment, and recheck the target, just as.if they were on the course.
The sarhe sequence should he practiced when working on.chipping
and putting. When an indoor driving net is available, the tendency is
to hit balls with the full swing but to neglect putting. This will only
hinder the development of a well-rounded. golfer. Putting must be
practiced faithfully to build confidence and keep the touch."

`In short, golf must he practiced to be improved. The body needs
to he in top -shape to perform as expected early in the season. These
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exercises can prepare the body, while- reading about golf and
,com:cntration on the-game can.prepate the mind for the cortipetitive.
t.season,
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Playing the Circuit: A. Move Toward
Alternative .Education

ELINOR NICKERSON

, . 'llinor .Nick-o-son 14as :aught phyical education in California
!Ir 2' She pre*SCIlay COln[qt ring her Isth:yearat San

41ish .Sch,lo: in Danville, California. ,Past
h cr; t chat. rpcnyit, carrerrtlr Iv( wten's a thic tic. direct

he1,1 the local and vectumalievel in GIVS and
1 .'.. She is now inuMber-qt-large for the intertiatumal

The :isouiatiti .fir the thropological Study of Play
1 LISP.. .4:tree-lance writer, her book, Kayaks to the Arctic,

:s avai'able tfirougli nowt/I-North Publikhers,. Berkeley, Cali -
rn.a,

. is .1 terns now used by educators through-
oat land. leachers in all disciplines, !including my own, physical
.erti!.....it.on, are urged, even required, to come tbrward with alternate
.it:ttlu Lot teaclune.

In,riu,.tos ot .i.eadetnic ,,tibiects now attend to Words long used
5, dedi,ated ph;. su:al educators: the call for 'relevancy. Fox -many
years v,...t have .,reed development of 'courses which carry over into
lives be.y 0nd lit!cli -A.10(11 and L'ollegt. sports and games enjoyed both

V.',,,111e11 and men. We have begun to teach Qutside the tradition of
re.!'m an,i .linhxrdoal sports, Itn.ked into!gpinitasivin4, and playirrg
tuAlds. Now..the move toward alterrthce7edueahon at last gives
approval to learning experien i t hikingybforiffing,.skating, Alpine

..:rosy-ointry sk.iin?:, aerobic exercise, Yoga, motocross, slcin
urting scuba, -churl-line. camping, canoeing, sailing;

,..Ater skim!. fishing. Llam: forms), bowling, riding. The list
requires. only iniagamation to' become almost endless. Doors are
,tpen considered- the reserve of the wealthy, the

t last educational validity has been granted tot:the
te.n.lung of re,:reational' a,tiVIties, limitedonly. by .environment,
totars'ing. tradttion,anl inertia.

"Playing. the Circuit- a goiter's '.approach to Alternative
educatton. Lightly fletionalizetf. it is an.ticcount of a 10-da.y circuit
:n sht.h t or high sch-ool.girk V,Npetieneeq the thrill Of playing a

Wifergrit coil course alm!Ist every day during the early summer of
c'41.1ong with their g,41. clubs [ley brolight their enthusiasm and

exs.itemerat: the sort of response, V+ nukes phY%sical'education
one cat fin. most relevant fields in education today. They emerged
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from the course with units (credits) tdward satisfying their school
.i.listrices physical'education requirement. But ',more important, they.,
developed skills in a game they hive and which they intend to play-
the rest of their lives. .

.

- This. articieis.not intended as a blueprint, &lit rather as a point of
depart9re.fr4m which an imaginative instructor, can develop her own.-
program" jo satisfy the, needs of her own classes. This was a small
experiment involving four students Who were interested in the gdme
of golf. They were required to possess more -than-beginners' skills.
Each girl had hefr own inn set of clubs, a knowledge of the rules.and -
a good understanding of golf etiquette. All had played many rounds
at local 'la hole courses. Their handicaps reflected scores in the high
90s as well as the tow '100s.

The article is note concerned with the cost or`the trip except in
the moat general sense. Suffice.it 'to say that as playing chaperones,

), my hutt;l1and and I assumed our own expenses, considering them
contributio6 to the experiment. Green fees vary with course
condition and location and are therefore difficult to quote,but all of ,
us 'know the cost of gasoline, motel accommodations and mealS.
With knowledge of current costs, accurate estimates can be.rnade.

We planned to play as many different -golf courses as 'possible
Within the span of .10 day-g.We travelled .by minibus through the,
states of `(northern) California, Oregon and Nevada, staying in
inexpensive. motels, eating (for the most: part) inAour rooms, using
supertnarkets and take -out orders for breaktasts and dinners.
Lunches were either eaten at the golf course snack bars' after our
founds, or brown4agged on the road. The daily schedule had us at
the golf course near opening time so we could tee -off early. Each

,eafternoon we drove to the next course/ found our motel and settled
in.'When possible, we telephoned the c.outse to make sure we could

. get on earlypext morning. In no case were we disappointed-The trip
was planned to avoid weekend play. Plans were also made for
recreation and fUn beyond the golf course.

We started. from. the San Francisco Bay Area early on a Sunday
afternoon, and drove up the Redwood Highway to Ukiah. First off
the tee Monday morning we shot a fir° initial round on a fascinating
homegrown golf course.' The Ukiah Golf Course has been built
largely 'hy contributions from individuals, merchants and social
groups of the town. It wanders through an area ,that was probably
once grazing land, straying into deep forest overlooking a beautiful
little valley. Each hole appears as if it -had been designed by the
persOn or group of people who furided it. At every tee there is a
plaque.commemorating the person or people who were responsible
for the hole. The .fairways are exciting: many hills, .sand traps,
forested areas to hit thriiiigh,. over and around. As one student said,
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"Robert. Trent Jones it ain't. but e.hallenging it isl I'd like. (0 play, .

'nete dr,:t111." ,
, .

7 "114ke you' tolks din,e up tot a ioland some time," we suggested.
I-a rly atternoiln- founit us speeding for Oregon where we

detoured to the Opaiitin. Cayes. We treated the girls to the guided ti
tour, then dri..»,e'the Ione, way north to Salishan, a coastal golf resort
which may well be called the Queen of Oregon's dozens of golf
courses. '1 yen tktiu, gh tSalisliiin's gracious accommodations are
.expensive..the, green ties are.surprisinglytsvodest, alsO trim: of most s

Oregon eolt c,maiiises. We stayed in a small motel a mile ast:j/vo north
of S.Priilian. and reported sleepily at the starter's disk near 7:30-
Toe .day morMrig.. tt . .

.

By 's lit) we were on the first .fairway of tliis ni.aNclous place,
reiincing ii'l the good fortune of perfect weather. Oregon summers
are ..}4rte.as for what the residents -call "Oregon mists." Tourists
peals. more Accurately of -rain.-
.the course roams' tin ough sorest ;arid 'bordering the Pacific

Oceaff. Some of the tairwaysThe in deeNwoods, others are Oceanside.
there 1, a par-3 Irqe where NiN hit up a hill against an off-11110re

.i wind, ,.inly, 'a .lit tie over 10t1 yards. But because. of the winds and the
.

position of TA hilltoppitu, a woman almost needs a driVer to reach the
,green from ;he tee, .. ..,

We treated ou.r1elves, to a tine luncheon ii,t the elegant Salishan
resort. We sensed in the,exprssions of the-girls. that this is the place
where. they wiu1,1 like to spend a special hOliday. One confided,. "I'd
like to honeymoon here." We answered, "Second honeymoons here
are tun, too:: and ,he caught the message.

s
. .

course.
, On Wednesday we -played the Fugene Municipal course. The girls

exclaimed over the tree; lining the rziitvoys. "So this iS what is called
a 'mature' golf course," one cpinknted after ricocheting her bail
repeatedly Irons a particularly dense growth.

.
-Wt: laughed. "Same thing at Del Monte in Monterey or Pasa

Tiempo in Santa Cruz" weinformed our girls. These .courses tire..OnlY".

an hour or*two from their 'Ionics.: - ..
thursday we play ed Toka h.te, a little known l?ut delightful courser.

near the village of Blue Riven,, Privately developed, it is now being
oyed by speculators wit') lipe t'o build custom houses near the
tanw iiy:. .

N-

Friday'. we played Black thine near the lumber:town .of The
Sisters. tilti.is Butte's custom .designed homes are .ttucke.d. unob-
trusively along the fiiirways. "Talk about gracious, living," said one
girt. "I'm going to talk my folks itito movirig up here!".

i , .

"Wait until you see .Rancho Murietta," we reslionded, "that's
mudt cio-er to home."

i
,-. ,

: "s
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1171 `sat:. ti'. -`;14t1 near 11..nd. Oregon, J Id
,,41 ,!,

. ;' ..i.ftd ih'111,'%. We eaqh
a t,,,,.ket and \\ .111:r:red throuilh

fiie t-al-Idiws,. hid 101 the day's 1101,
and th werequin,r. never knew kilt Loud( Ire No nakh lA,01

fia,n. 1 wonder how the pros staNdve," were twk

%1 Pend we took the baLkr ad, to Nei,J,Ia. he'aihrilz to
fatly.. Iah oe. side. and the area ileal.

Va,tey. wuirer *ieont 1,,,e1` it, ski tram
T,..7.1t111::! ria' NUE:21:bl a tine steak and potato
t.n.ner 171 t!.".: i.:,tatlIJ:1t at the top c).1 the train. We dined in style
t it alagh. ,1,,,ussing the It would he in ,, inter, then slept

\\1, Ike titne.m which \\ L. all went separate ,

e \ ening w,. dak.il together in one of South Shine's
tairei p.illnirs. 1 il. a no, husband and I signed the girls into If

Hart iii', NI enter" while we lift lhe ranting tahles. ThL. girls
,,cerc to.e.1-:,1 !f Uhe ,XlItel dancing. howling
ina,hy.es. uo,:es. teenagers and ,:hapeiones. It h designed to care

while parents gamble. Not only are the .ning
but th...`!, .:J111101 lea\a: until their parents or
oat paY a -sitter's.' tee.

N1,,nd.o, 1.1:10:! a.rid drove to Reno where we played the
It is \\,L.11 majntalned and well used but the

,st tioin the girls, who noticed, "We don't
:near. .put t'tra, down but it lloemn seem to have been .

4 .1 t. it reminds t1, of
-that's not a put-down, but a realistic appraisal.

I,, i7.. r, where_ bur few Lanmininities can pay the tees of a.-
pi.aLssnalal }Line built and designed courses are hying
t:stilnon,a1 ii. .'.iii. of gold.-

We --.y. A In Sp trLating the girls to dinner and a 'how at the
Aheie Ile-ous -anger and comedian headed a double

tik."!1 e 1.ikeridge; a semi-private course near (Zeno,
another de.,eropment tat1W.1) h0111..4,, truly :item, The hole
wh-h,tands at in all oar winds o snother Par ,',overlooking, a lake.
lha t,te h nig!: on a hill, the green patch on a tiny island. The
otnen', te:', are haltwa), downthe'h1drarnaking the tee shot an easy

..Tie.. lint the kierl's 41rne must carry ta-b.?tit 150 yards and settle on
the r.,.011, Ot put i1,0,.na watr..r ball and had a go at it,
id It n-+1.-liol'Ae to report 0.1,,.:..elI t.1 Lithile here.)

Its IttlandroAth V0: all VIt..',..ted to Npt.`Ild another day at Spark--;
and play .1 Ake t !Age a Nibo)ntt time
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,'.it'.,.%1 1r-wt.,: I',,rn,' .itt't ,,',... ,t,!tin.I on Wednesday, driving
t, \,,,,H,...!1 t ttltoiri: I 1 tinis.l.t. H,,ining we play..n1 Alta Sierra,
an, :'.-...: Atiting -,...11'..1,10,itc '..1,7'. EU-,1'14 miles from'Auburn.
.1 he :...ti:w.v,". ;J: .1n the pith 1 tIn, t the Siellil and present many.
clialIeriges. I he gut., er,: i-led,cd io lealiie it is slightly over ii .

tw, -.hoar :Fly: trom their homes. .

t).:tr in il pIav was .41 one ot Cahtorma's most beautiful new golf
L., .R.i..t.ho Mi.,%::tt.I: near Sa,:raMerlto. Long wide fairways

art:, -,,:=', ,na.,,7*.!!'......'.t. stands t t..ns tics.wInd along this former gold
inli -..r.,ni.tt,,.. 17',-arly ,111... day !hi,. AVil,t,' Will, be private, but at
i,r,---enr it I!. (T:!: to the pant,. (Oven tees ate high. golf carts are .:

reCi.red. lilit is t Itnale to their ,..irs tut we,all emoyed golfing in
sr s '...... I he Itilltit'..'iirall,:e ol the cinirse is a goiter's dre4m. And, having ,.

rt s.v :1 -.fli=1:,..11,..1.1 L.,-,Lit,,,.... , !!!:-..1/4,- !L'Itl'. V.`1!:.110%!., experiencing the
t.....!-. , ,r..,,' -..es in LOillitry jot, !..`ioill'A,!.;,

lit c.'..2'tii then cxpeilences there .vas unanimity in the
,..1. -.::..,::: ot pits .W.' a !"1-2,.'. :OLUL-L". cvery day. the girls sensed
so.tet.hittzr ot -,,, liat is 1:,:q...:ted ot .1 ;toil piofessional on tour.
I .,...1,..,1,1%i in :nrcii.I.,11,,,...,,t ih,,ogh then experience was, they
ItUt::,H!.y.1 A. tour {N Lin, hUt WOCN. I get tired living out of a .

1..,...,. I'll hct Aen in- ,s ha::itoilh:V with mealtimes and sleep
i,Ht'. And Ilicy Ito.: t,, proda:e good got s,:ores. At least we didn't
ha": r., pia., r. ,al....:.ic....."

.
ha'i 11'...',-'1.4..1 the ,:liallertN ot sport where the basic rules0

31'.".'1:iiti-.,ii .:,- ,: t. h ,..oui-e .init where io two golf courses are the
...iRi,,. t 1..nlat. . .,:t., layt,rat.landsapini.r. scenery and maintenance
ait liUlii,',1,1 t;1,':: :.".ttlIt', and Hen! 4 ipso a speLlat:appreciation for
th...' uniquen,:ss -', ,,r.t. "it'. never ili 1,-ime. It's different each time
..:11!. It ',,,!1 ti..'!.::t :!t. 1,,,rmt.- they ,Ixclaimed in their discovery.
I 1...h ::...,:l had ta:r ,,rt :riont..,.: ot tofu/re toy", in a sport she can play
iHr 7 l'...' rgsf...,t It.rr ,lite. .

.

I .

the .r,itti,toi and her khooLdistrict to determine the
t:,: .: this '..liCil or oiperwn:C. in .pro'',iding physical education units
un..!:,.- .1. 1:t-,9-11,0.:,.. education pi.ih'. :,,, Mould he obvious that this
I I'it ot t,urint.r. ,a..-, ti troi.,' mode ,L) lone.or expanded, fOrmalired

---C7,-77-1--r--. "1--,;',.rni,,c, in o,..tdoYr. Inn g with golf. Students can bring
ar...1 or trade so.nlit.'ational. Some.,:ik' with 1.ision and daring might

h i:!, aril ,..haii Own lo''.:in' y near public lands where
is alio.sed. (Jr a tont of recreational vehichp; might be a less

expensive m,..r,,, tod.o.- .

1::!:.illt Ih..r':', v...i., 11:0 bona,' 4 2.1r to the hearts of all golfers,
du:ter, or t,ro, y wing or old. tiwalLt:n!..,, those clubs for 10 days on
the ,ir..lilr 11.ttp,'ned the -.kills ct .n, all: we all took three or more
strok,-. Iron: ,,,1, .rantes... .

.
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Golf Visual Aids
MARGARET CUMMINS

Pr are e., ,11,11Jx. No, in parentheses refer
t \ bn atuU lins indy

G,.,f 1-' l''Irta C-1.

Films
4 I orn.n. ,ound, +an 1 aura Bjujli

nun , 1:+inni, sound. Rental r 10.
I x:7,1;H :1 "(,,,It St; . headquarters lrl Nev SCOlc. (1(1)

,T11;11, S I 25. Women
'

basle fundamentals on the course. ( 11
t;., 1 J rru.. I o tunas 10111111, sound, color..

11. \ Instruct ran, 15)
r i.:t.: 1 ;t lt min. sale Slot), rental 2

Lt. 1: Irr1it..rr t," :".."me t :toll, equipment and sydrig.
ti! r;011 INNo IT num., reek, Sale

2 d,i; e,LI1 reel. 1.,mlerstanding of s'i.l.ang,
`1% !II,t1Or cimcepts..

III 10 min. Sale ':100, rental 2
l': and ch.f, rt1r adaptation and .contsc.

l\ S,'zi"ts. 15 nun. Sale 5150, rental 2
1p.tartons for IA:crafter, recovery. course

'Ti TI !
1 \ r:v,r, 13 nioU hale S130, rental 2

d of put rile:, budding stroke and

nit Vi. ); ,nrr.c.. 1 h min. Sale 'S120, rental 2
s S15. otlquero: and playing procedures.

la ; /. h. 1 mut., Lorain, sound, color. Rental 510.
1.'5.t I \ !tiles for tairw;r:. and rough are explained. ( I Of

)! 't I nun,, ...own!, color. Rental 510 .
tor b:Inkers rrid water hazards. 101

.x)! /Pit It',,r7,/ (1? t If. 60 111111., '16111111, ',Mind, color.
I oar., I rlt ,,t r:i:itches and tn.,!ructions for borrowing available
tr. 'm Shell I nrary. ( MI .

a 3%,w. 2f .111111.: -16111111. -,,ntd, color. Sale $275.
rental S 5 . I eatures LP( IA ch..; ers go,ing detailed thatruction on

and, speeial slat..
/ho r r!, nym., sound. color, 1, reclaim. Specify

voar A-sized rA)
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Ilie .11,25ters I971-19"4. 4i) min., 16mm, sound, color. (4)
Their (i;inw 16min, sound, color. Loan. History of

wOrnen's protession,6 j.,(11t members of the LPGA.17)

Loop Films
Funiamcnta; (;.i'r. Super 8mm, color. Sale $22.95 each, 6

for $.137.70. Instructional guide accompanies each loop. (5) .

Unit 1. The Grip, The .-14dress Routine;
Unit 11. The Full And
Unit. The Short Approach Pitch and Run Pitch.
Unit IV. Pie Putt.
Unit V. 11w .S'and xpfosion Shot.
Unit VI, t'neveri I,te8 ('phill, Downhill, Sulehill. t

G)11-. xnim, color. Sale set of four loops $62.50. High school boy.
and girl demonstrate te,hniques of putting. swinging and correct
grip. (2)

Slides
t;o:f 35mm. 140 color-coded slides. Sale $108 set.

Appropriate for teaching rules to beginners or advanced players.
Pri;:e includes carousel tray and index. (3)

Film Distributors
Cameron Park Golf Academy, .3188 Royal Drive, Shingle
Springs, ('A-95682.

( 2) Film ('omm, Inc., 208 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago,. IL 60604.
3) Media Resour,:es.. Center, 121 Pearson Hall, Iowa State

University, Ames, IA 50010.
4) Modern l'alking Picture Service, Inc. 1212 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10036.
i National Golf Foundation, 707 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL

6065:4.
1 6) Pentagon Park Tower, 4940 Viking Drive, MinneapoliS, MN

5'5435.
( 7). Professional -Golfer's Association- of: America, Box 12458;

Lake Park, FL 33403.
( 8) Shell Oil Company Film Library, 450 Meridian Street,

Indianapolis, IN 46204.
9) Sterling Movies 375 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022;

10) United States Golf Association, Film library, Golf House,
Liberty Corners Rtiad, Far Hills, NJ 07931.
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Golf Bibliography
Revised by G. JEAN CERRA

kV! Cerra received her B.S. degree from Florida State
En. yc..rity fur diKTit, from the University of Iowa.
She currently. teaches .several of the physical education major
Med?. 1. courses at Stephens College and (Wei" supervises the

An: teachers. Pan is a cm's:Want for the National Golf
Foundation and 15 Golf Guide chairpt non. .

Teaching and Coaching
Adams. Ronald. Putt putt golf Programs for the handicapped.

Jour/Lit of Health, Nis s:cat Education. Recreation 42% 48-50,
March 1971.

Altman, Dick and Editors of G('111 Digest. The Square-to-Square Golf
,S"wtig. Norwalk, Cr: Golf Digest Book Service, 1970.

American Association for Health, Physical Education,' and Reerea-
non. idea !or. Golf Instruction. Washington, DC': the Association,
mfr's.

Annanno, A. Golf. Individualized Instructional Program. Englewood'
Chits. NJ! Prentice-Hall. 197.3.

At,ane, Lyoncl D. Teaching golf to, groups. Journal of Health, .
Physical I:ducat:on, Recreation 44: 67, Feb. 1972..

Bowling, Maurine. Tested Was of Teaching Golf Classes. Dubuque,
IA: Win. C. Brown. 1064.

Bruce, Ben and Davies. 'Evelyn. Beginning Golf. Rev. ed. Belmont,
('A: Wadsworth, 196S.

Buck, Beryl. IVoman's Guide to Golf:Play Like a Pro. New York:
Drake Publishers, 1975.

Charles, Boh. LeftHanded Norwalk, CT: *Digest Book
Service, 1965.

Cheatum, Bi1. e Ann. Golf. 2d ed. Philadelphia: Saunders, 1975.
Chui, F:dwarci F.. Goff: 2d ed: Pacific Palisades, CA: Goodyear

Publishing Co., 1973;
Cochran, Alastair. and Stobbs, John. The Search for the Perfect

Swing. Norwalk. CI Golf Digest Book Service, 1968.
Dawkins, George, Keyw to the Golf Swing. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:

Prem 1976.
Dial., Carroll.. Golf it Beginner's Guide. Palo Alto,. CA: Mayfield,

1974,
Flick, Jim at al....Ifethody of Teaching. Lake Park, FL: Professional

.Golfers' Association of America, 1972.
Possum, Bruce and Dagraedt, y. Golf. Boston: Allyn & Bacon,

1969.
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(;44:0 .1 ;41PO4:Thi. New

Goratn, RI...ltara 1) I h k 'V flordamcntah.
Golumb44,. OIL

Hunter, Mae. ii York.: Gross 4:t & Dunlap,

Jacob. John. Pea',1. (111dg: Quadrangle Book,,, 1972.
John lt. Gx.:01 and Jolmstone. .1 nn . Pusuire

%SA: 1975.
Kemp. Ghard2, .soar: 1. R d. kat Worth, dX:.13rancli

Snntli-Pubb..h.mr. C. 14'4,
Mackey. R.,.hard t kihiaqu,.,. 1 A: Win. C. 1975.
[a key.. Richard I. Hula h p e 1t ,t4irfrial Ilcaltk Physical

RefrrcaN,frfr: 44 1+)73.

\LCoramk. Bill. Reca://47e (;u,/' :4) 9,frlf. Garden
'City. NY Doubleaay,

Nane-; VnglIna I .and tio!t. Dubuque, IA: Wm. G.
Brov,n. I'

Natronal Golf. Lounaation. Will.% Made. -Chicago: the
Foundation. 1975.. '

Natrona! Golf It.aclUng tinclude ,; 6011
;' t'S,0/1, Pianitmg and Conducting

;,Pd:rel!!!:e' ti I : tn!:. Lcarn Golf Rules, Visual
1::Is Chic:Igo: the -Foundation,, current

'ear.
Nat.10Ikal (.1,1!. LIT! and Condilefing slunior Golf

ProLfra:ni; & I ... Oarlskt
Neal. Reading, NIA: Addiion-

\e Icy 1

Neil. Pat !Ionia; htng r;rri, and Women
P A. fro 1llyn ,NL Bacon, 1.975.

Rosburg. Bob. I n'1 . G..)rneritone Library, 1975.
r,,k1.. Bob. T/44 I f .S',vo,z 1 lIct.ter (;,41t. Norwalk, ('1': Golf

Diges,r Idtiok 1971.
United Stato (1frr;ll Rule "I Uolf,

Go.'t R zfrie it; Pi..ture7 Far Hills, NJ: the
A...:ation.carr.2r9

Vroorn. Jerry.. fi .! Gofre.,4-' Mountain 'View, CA:
Penrnsuja )".4. ,

Wiren. (Iar"y,4;4,`T. I (Ilk. NJ: Prentree-Ilall. 1971.

Bartlett, ea. Barricr', t frld Golf Ent ycloi)edia. New
York Barir.Jrn,
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Bell Peggy Kirk an,ICIatissen, Jerry .1 Woman's Way to Better Golf
\ ess `cork. Dui it, 196u.

Blake,-Mindy The of the Frank'. New York: Norton,
19- '.

Ciitton, Henry . .1 'History o.t Golf: Illustrated. New York: Lippin:
1/4:Ott 1975'.

CoN,ne, John, ed. The etc Got For Et'<onen. .Garden City, NY:
bolibleday , 1073.

Davis, William II., ed. Grew Courses of the World. Scranton,'
PA: Quadrangle Book,. 1074,

Webster. Rubs of the Green Gil! 's Triumph s& Tragedies.
Levittown, N.Y '.fransatlaniie Ark, Inc., 1970.

(lihs,nt, PreforM! History of Golf. New York: A. S. Barnes,

(lib,on. Nevin. Great it ,??itilts in 'Golf: Cranbury, NJ: A. S. Barnes,
)-,1,

Maiwine Ldnors. The Encyclopedia of. Golf New York:.
Harper & Roy, 19-1.

McDonnell. MOLE+ Golf.%. The 'Great Ones. New York: Drake
Publisher, 1973.

M'Dougal. One Hundred and One Great Golf Jokes & Stories. ..

Seeaueus, NJ Citadel Press.
Moran, Sharron. G,Ilf Is a Woman's Game: How ToBe a Swinger on

the batr:tal. New York: Hawthorn Books, 1971.
Morley David. 1.;o1f. The Mind:. The Miring Links. New York:

Att.eneum Publishing, 1,975.
:Nicklaus, fa,:k. Gott My. Way: Norwalk; CI": Golf Digest Book

.
Service, 19-4. .,;

Palmer, Arnold. Go for Brok,, hr Philosophy of Winning Golf New
York. Simon & Shuster, 1073,

.Rand.N1cNally. 11 About Golf Chicago: Rand McNally, 1975.
S,..ott, -Toni and Cousins, Geottrey. The .Golf Immortals. Rev.. ed.

New York: Hart Publishing Co., 1974.
Steel, Donald et al, edsk. Encyclopedia of Golf. New York: Viking,:-

1975. -
ti%,,irl,rick," Brian. The DuVer's Guide to Bogey Golf. Englewood

Link, N.I. Prentice-Hall, 1973,
Wind, Herbert Vv', The St- o.t: of Anzerican Golf 3d ed. Westminster,

MD: Knopf, 1975.

Periodicals
Golf D:gesr: Golf Digest, Inc., 297, Westport Ave.., Norwalk, CT,

ObS5b.57.50 per year.
235 E. 45th St., NewN,ork, NY 10017:

0
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Golf Guide Magazine. Werner Book Corporation, 631 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica ,.CA 90406. $7.00 per.yeiq,

'Golf Magazine. 235 I. 4Sth St., New York; NY 10017. $7.95 per
year,

Golf Shop Operations. Golf Digest, Inc., 297 Westport Ave.,
Norwalk, CT 06856: $3.00 per yeai.

Golf World. Box 2000, Southern Pines, NC 28387. $9,25 per year.
Tee It 'Up. National Junior Golfers AsSociation, P.O. Box 27538,

Station 7', Atlanta, GA 30327. $6:00 per year!..
The Golf Journal. United States Golf Association, Fat Hills, NJ

07931.
The Lady Golfer' International. Seidal Publications, Box 1118,

Scottsdale, AZ 85252. $6.00 persSfear.
The Professional Golfer. PGA National Headquarters, Box 12458,

Lake Park; FL 33403. $6.00 per year.
The Woman Golfer. The Woman Golfer Publishing Corporation, 131

Lincoln Highway, Frankfort, IL 60423. $5.00 per year.

Research
Cotten,, Doyice J.; Plaster, Thonias; and Thomas, Jerry R. Golf: A

plastic ball for golf iron ski. Journal of Physical Education. 70:
79-81; March-April 1973.

Farrow, Andrea C. Skill and knowledge proficiencies for selected
activities in the required program at Memphis State University.
Ed: D-..eilissertation, University of NOrth Carolina at Greensboro,
1970.

Gearon, Joseph. P. A kinetic and kinematic comparative analysis of
Tom Weiskopf and Doug Sanders' golf drive. M.S. thesis,
University of Massachusetts, 1971.

clamerslough, ,Walter S. The effectiveness of three methods of
instruction; followed by mental rehearsal, iii learning three
complex gross motor tasks. D.Fd. dissertation, University of
Oregon, 1971. .. .

Hunter, Charles L. The sequence of hip and selected upper:extremity
joint movements during the golf drive. D.P.. dissertation,
Springfield College, 1971. .' .

Larson,' Lea A. The development of a golf putting test. Ed.D.
dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1,971.

Mason, Danny R. The .effects of different weight golf shifts on
clubhead velocity prior to contact with the ball. Ed.D. disserta-
tion, University of Arkansas, 1971. .

Nagao, N. and Sawada; Y. ,A kinematic analxsis in ,golf swing
concerning driver shot and no. 9 -iron shot. Journal of Sports
Medicine and Physical Fitness 13:4 -16; March 1973..
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Part ,n. Brian A. C,,1:!r!ailson motot Ability. strength and
lhtaie 1110.1,11f'- +iar,ity gilt. tennis dud volleyball

,t. tat , 1'nivet'ity of Oregon, 1971..
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Get
involved!
Foi membership
information write:
NAGWS
1201 - 16th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Join the National Association
for Girls & Women in Sport
The only national association
devoted exclusively to creating
sport opportunities for all fe-
males all ages, all levels.
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM AAHPER:

ARCHERYAPLANNING GUIDE FOR
GROUPANO IN.DIVIQUAL INSTRUCTION
Designed to provide practical suggestions for initiating group and
individual archery instruction in physical education and recreation
classes in 'schools and colleges and in programs conducted by camps, .

recreation,,departments and other agencies.

ARCHERY SKILLS TEST MANUAL
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS .

Designed to improve teaching'a6d evaluation of archery skills. Contains
a series of archery skills tests with national norms for b6ys and girls,

ages 10-18. Complete instructions for administering the tests and
suggestions for their use asinitructional aids.

IDEAS FOR GOLF. INSTRUCTION
Topics covered include organizahon of large groups for instruction,
fundamental. techniques and teaching methods, tactics and strategy,
equipment, visual aid and bibliography.

For ctirrent prices and order information, write: AAHPER Publications
Sales, 1201 16th, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

1+.

1.61.



WAWA'S SKIRTS LIBRARY
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SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES °.

Vlahie Basketball,. Field flodiey Gymnastics,

1 a..i.,!!ese. RIJIng. SOff hill, and Track;' Held.

NAGWS AND AIA'W SPECIAL' PtiliLL.C.A.TIONS

MAW IRNDBOOK and DIRECTORY
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INVOLVING FUNIALF SUB-.
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PG% S, NAGW E ISI REST REPORTS II

.N.,VC;W.S RESI ARCH REPORTSIII .
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1 1 \I;1 ! ONS VITUTION AND. ,BYLAWS FOR GIRLS'

IN ILLS( 1101 .\ S SPORTSi SUGGESTED GUIDE)

MOH);\ 1 loN IN COACHING A TE AMSPORT
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1)1'N I 5 MIT TI S
RIDING at .\NI) RDS

N'S A I iti l 111 S COPING WITII CONTROVERSY

RI:L AATIPER PUBLICATIONS
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